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CHAPTER 1:  MAKING OUT 

# 

Four in the morning came awful darn early!  I slapped off the alarm, scrambled out of bed 

in the chilly dark and hopped around on the cold floor looking for my clothes.  Daddy didn’t 

often do much of anything with me, much less go deer hunting.  It was going to be an exciting 

escape from school.  I pulled on pants, sweater, and boots and grabbed up my old denim jacket 

and red cap.  This early in December it wasn’t all that wintery yet, and figuring they’d be warm 

enough, I hustled out my door to get something for breakfast. 

I had my very own front door, you see.  The man that built our yellow-block house 

must’ve been scared of somehow getting caught inside, and he made five doors to the outside, 

like fire escapes, I suppose.  Each door had its own porch with block columns and gabled roof, 

which I thought was fairly fancy.  As I came out my door, Mom was just coming out of the other 

front door from the living room.  She was heading across the road to go to work.   

On the other side of night-quiet US Highway 71 sat our great truck stop café called Piney 

Hill, also built of yellow block with three front porches, its neon lights pink and welcoming 

under the dark pine trees.  Mom’s blonde hair was brushed up all pretty for work in the café so 

Daddy and I could go off hunting.   

Same time as us, the day-cook Melba Johnson got to work.  While I held the door open, 

she waddled in, tying an apron around her big belly, and I ordered some hotcakes and bacon.  

Waiting at the counter, I read the funnies in the newspaper and then wolfed down my cakes. 

Daddy filled thermos bottles from the coffee urn and had Melba pack us up some sandwiches. 

Daddy was letting me use Grandpa’s old shotgun, the one with scroll designs all over it, 

but warned that it kicked like a mule.  Usually I went hunting with the .22 rifle I’d bought from 

the Conoco man and that mainly for squirrels.  I was a fair shot.  Of course, I reckoned with a 

shotgun and buckshot going all over the place, that didn’t matter so much.   

Back outside, by the pink of the neons again, I stowed the guns and shells in the trunk of 

our Desoto.  Just then a teenaged boy came out of the café, probably with his father, and got in 

the driver’s side of their car.  Envious, I lamented that here I was seventeen and still didn’t know 

how to drive.  Living way out here in the backwoods of Arkansas, miles from the nearest town, a 

boy might as well be in prison without a car. 

As ever, the ride with Daddy was quiet.  We never talked much anyway, and I generally 

preferred to keep my thoughts to myself.  The light from the dashboard made Daddy’s thin gray 

hair seem even whiter.  Not that he was old, I mean, but his black hair went gray back when I 

was just a little kid.  Watching the headlights beam up the blacktop, I regretted again that my 

best pal Danny couldn’t come with us.  He’d have spent the night with me.  But with his terrible 

grades, he couldn’t skip out on this Friday at school. 

Just then Daddy asked me to pour him some coffee, and I set the plastic cup on the open 

door of the glove compartment.  But while pulling out the thermos plug, I bumped it off onto the 

floor.  Before I could blink, Daddy back-handed me across the face and snapped, “For Chrissake, 

Benny!  You moron.”  I’d learned long ago that saying anything wouldn’t help, and anyway, 

what did dropping a cup have to do with IQ?  After a moment of blessed silence, he went on, like 

I figured he would, “Look at you, always whining like a damn ten-year-old crybaby.” 

I mumbled, “I’m sorry,” though there’d been no tears, and Daddy went back to his 

driving.  I poured his coffee without incident and with my cheek still smarting, went back to 

looking out the car window into the dark, no sign of dawn yet over the pines.   

Suddenly I remembered part of a dream from last night.  Danny and I are out hunting in 
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a thick pine woods, and then we come out onto a gravel road and catch a ride in the back of a 

pickup truck with some other guys.  One of them tries to kiss Danny.  Then it changed into 

something else I couldn’t remember.  Although I always wished and prayed for dreams about my 

secret sweetheart girlfriend, they were few and far between. 

A cup of black coffee woke me up some more, and I set to recalling that other Saturday 

back last year when Daddy took me deer hunting up by the Dierks road.  We didn’t usually get 

much snow down here in the southwestern part of the state, but that day there’d been a light 

snowfall, and a sweet, cold breeze blew through the pines.  I had no idea what kind of deer I was 

stalking—could’ve been a doe or even a buck with proud horns, but I tracked it for miles 

winding through those snowy woods.  At times the deer even stopped to rest, waiting for me to 

catch up, like a game.  There’d be melted patches of snow where it had lain down, and once in 

the nest of pine straw, I felt its warmth.  The musky smell of the deer was hanging on the air. 

In the village of Provo we picked up Daddy’s friend Homer and then met up with Riley 

to follow his old truck way out into the hills.  After we’d parked, Riley explained that this kind 

of deer hunting would be just waiting for the dogs to run them up these hillsides out of the woods 

in the river bottoms.  That was okay by me, since I was used to still-hunting squirrels in the early 

mornings.  Out back by the gravel pit, I’d sit by the tall hickory tree where they’re always 

cutting, and I’d watch the new sun tip its leaves with gold.   

# 

Riley gave me a real nice stand up on top of a hill covered with some of the tallest pines I 

ever saw hereabouts.  He said it would have good sight lines down the slope to where a deer 

would come up the valley, but it was too dark to see what he was talking about.  I got myself 

situated on a log leaning up against a convenient pine-trunk, and he disappeared with his 

flashlight.  Everything was so quiet, even the bugs were still asleep. 

Relaxing against the tree with the fancy shotgun lying across my lap, I savored the peace 

of the darkness and imagined being Deerslayer in that Cooper story with Danny as my wild 

Indian friend.  By the time I heard the first hounds barking way off in the bottoms, a glow was 

rising in the eastern sky.  A chilly fog was hanging around amongst the tree trunks, and slowly I 

began to make out the far hillside and valley between.  Since a buck could come by at any 

minute, I started watching close and held the gun all cocked and ready.  Fairly soon sunrays 

came peeping through, a blurry golden light on the high bare limbs of the white oak across the 

way.  By now the gun was getting heavy. 

There was a sudden small sound in the leaves off to my right, and out from behind a bush 

walked a big fat doe, looking around cautiously.  I didn’t make a move, except to carefully take 

my finger off the trigger.  She continued slowly across the slope followed by a spotted fawn.  A 

faint sound of barking came again, really a long way off, and the doe darted away, disappearing 

with her fawn into the bushes and mist.  Reminding me of The Yearling, a book I’d read three 

times with many sobs, it made me none too anxious now to shoot even a legal buck deer. 

The fog was thinning fast across the valley.  I chuckled to think that if Danny had come 

hunting with me, he’d be off somewhere else at a stand all alone, just like me.  He was my very 

best friend, but we never got to do much together outside of school.  Small wonder since he lived 

right there in Ashdown near the school, and I was stuck at Piney Hill twenty miles away. 

We’d met the first day of school last year when I got transferred south to Ashdown High 

for eleventh grade.  (Daddy figured I’d get me a better education there than in the tiny school in 

Lockesburg, a village just six miles to the north.)  That first morning, I’d gotten off the school 

bus in town to buy the geometry book, and on Main Street I came up on this tall boy going the 
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same way.  I liked him because he was real friendly, but he left me at the bookstore and went on 

to school.  Later on we saw each other in the hall and said hi, and it turned out that in assembly, 

because of our last names together in the alphabet, we got seats next to each other in the first row 

of the class.  Ever since then, Danny and I’d been the very best of pals. 

The valley was now bright with morning, and the dogs were baying in the distance, 

circling around north.  There was nothing else for a fair bit, and then a couple black crows flew 

by, cawing up a storm.  For some wicked reason, I was suddenly tempted to the vile sin of the 

flesh, but I concentrated on watching a black beetle stumble clumsily along the log.  Then I 

remembered I was supposed to be watching for deer, another way to ignore the temptation. 

Being a Catholic,—as a matter of fact the one and only Catholic kid in my school, the 

rest all Baptists and Methodists—I suppose I was pretty religious because I tried hard to obey all 

the rules of the Church.  Our parish priest, Father Jordan, always told me what was sinful, 

especially things like touching oneself impurely.  Apparently the only pure touches were those 

required to use the bathroom or wash myself.  This rule didn’t make much sense to me.   

I felt it a great privilege to be of the One True Faith, but it also kept me so terribly 

separate from everyone.  A few years ago Father revealed in a catechism lesson that we mustn’t 

become involved emotionally with non-Catholics.  It hurt my heart that Danny was a poor, 

misguided Protestant, but the hardest was that I wasn’t supposed to love a non-Catholic girl. 

The only Catholic girl I knew beside my little sister Janie was Annette Funicello on the 

Mickey Mouse Club television show.  So it was all right for me to fall in love with her, which I 

did like a ton of bricks.  Annette was so beautiful and sweet, exactly how I imagined a girlfriend 

being.  Since she was Catholic, it was perfectly okay for me to devote all my natural, romantic 

feelings to incomparable Annette.  I could write my very own teenage love-song, like Frankie 

Avalon’s wonderful “Venus,” which I could even sing pretty good. 

These past couple years, I’d religiously watched Annette dance and sing in that fun TV 

show.  Back then when I could see her every day with those black curls and Mouseketeer ears, it 

was bliss.  Nowadays with her off the show, I so rarely got to see my darling anymore and felt 

awful lonely.  I had to seek Annette out in guest appearances on other shows, like on Zorro 

where she played a beautiful Mexican girl, or on the Danny Thomas Show.  No one in the world, 

except my pen pal Betsy, who lived way off across the state in Jonesboro, knew about my 

consuming love for Annette Funicello all these last two long, lonesome years.  

For a couple more hours on that quiet morning hill, there wasn’t a single solitary sign of a 

deer.  There was plenty time to think long thoughts of Annette and Danny.  Frankly, it was pretty 

weird, discombobulating, to feel so much the same about my secret sweetheart and my best 

buddy.  There was the same warmth inside me, almost a burning, of longing to be with her or 

him, the same joy in seeing them both, the same mysterious…  It was darned confusing. 

Thinking now about him, now about her, I probably even dozed off one or twice, so who 

knows how many deer got by me.  Hearing a couple shots now and then far off across the hills, I 

figured at least some hunter was maybe getting him a deer. 

# 

Finally I got hard-down hungry and abandoning my stand, made my way back up the 

valley to the car and truck.  Homer got out our ham and cheese sandwiches that really hit the 

spot.  Afterwards, Riley put me way down by the creek to watch for deer crossing the dirt road.  

He explained, “It’s all in being in the right place at the right time.”  That sounded simple enough. 

Because it was already getting too warm, I took off my jacket and leaned up against a 

sweet gum tree, all its fallen foliage now scattered about amongst the spiky seed balls and 
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shriveling up from the fall’s scarlet into a golden brown.  On the tree trunk, I found a good chaw 

of the sweet sap, and chewing it happily, kept a sharp eye on the potential deer crossing. 

Soon I got bored and let my mind wander, unleashing a fantasy of my divine Annette.  

She’s walking innocently along this dirt road.  How surprised she is to see me standing here by 

the tree.  She’s got on a pioneer dress like on Davey Crockett, pretty as can be, and acts shy 

saying hello.  I introduce myself real polite, and give her a big smile.  We’re sweethearts in 

nothing flat.  I take her hand to help her across the stepping stones in the creek—and a wind 

came up in a whirling leaf-storm around me.  The sweet gum leaves swirled up and fluttered like 

whirligigs, and little dust-devils made them scuttle along the sandy road like crazy spiders.   

There was always barking in the distance and sometimes a shot.  I may have fallen asleep 

against the tree for a while.  Anyway a long time later Homer finally hollered for me to come on 

back.  Down at Daddy’s stand, we found he’d got him a nice buck with four points.  He seemed 

right proud and happy, a look I didn’t often see in his pale blue eyes.   

The dead deer looked so pitiful, its huge dark eyes clouding over, but it’d make good 

venison.  They put the corpse in Riley’s truck along with the one he’d bagged, and I flopped in 

the backseat of our car.  You really had to wonder how the woods could keep so full of wild 

animals what with everybody and his brother hunting them all the time. 

# 

I napped some more on the ride home, and by the time we got back to Piney Hill, the sun 

was lowering.  I got nervous about the time.  Earlier this week I’d figured out that my darling 

Annette would be the special guest on American Bandstand today.  She’d just been voted Most 

Promising Female Vocalist for 1959.  When I popped into the café, the clock fortunately showed 

plenty of time to grab a cold RC Cola, run across the road to the house, and switch on the TV. 

Bandstand was my other favorite TV show, a great party every day after the long boring 

school bus ride from Ashdown.  All those cool kids and neat Dick Clark were like another 

special family for me.  Kenny and Arlene were my favorites.  Arlene looked so much like my 

Annette, almost as pretty, and Kenny had dark curls too, and brown eyes.  He actually answered 

one of my fan letters once, something my darling Annette never did.   

Once I got a postcard from Walt Disney with her pretty picture in response to the long 

Valentine poem I wrote (and illustrated).  How lucky those Bandstand kids were to be near 

fabulous people like Annette, like when she was on the show singing “Tall Paul.”  Her lovely 

black hair was longer now that she wasn’t a Mouseketeer anymore. 

Today Dick played some good rock and roll, and I danced around the living room still in 

my red hunting cap.  Then sure enough the guest was Annette.  She came bouncing out from 

behind the curtain, so pretty in her white sweater and skirt.  She swayed with the music of her 

new record, her beautiful smile beaming at the camera, and her raven hair even longer.  I wasn’t 

sure I really liked it as much that way.  It made her look so much more grown up and fancy. 

Her delicate hand was hiding something at her throat.  Of course, I knew the song was 

going to be “First Name Initial,” and I ached to see what she was wearing on the chain.  At the 

end of the first verse, she suddenly let go of it.  A B!  I stared, entranced, as she sang, 

I wear it at the soda shop, 

I wear it at the record hop, 

Ridin’ to a movie in your Jeep, 

I wear it when I go to gym,  

I wear it when I take a swim, 

I even wear it when I sleep! 
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Fixated on Annette’s beauty, after the song I listened in anguish as she talked with Dick 

about Frankie Avalon and Fabian.  When she mentioned Frankie, she grinned, and I could tell 

she was blushing.  She called Paul Anka a tease and a practical joker.  I couldn’t feel jealous 

about those guys because I really liked them too, like comrades in love for her.  I really thought 

Frankie was super, and Fabian was so handsome, with a hairy chest just like mine.  In the close-

ups of my darling I nearly drooled admiring her dark eyes and hair.   

She spent a while at the autograph stand signing all the kids’ books, her hand making the 

round shapes of that signature I knew so well from the magazines.  Kenny slow-danced with her, 

and it made me feel so close, almost as though I could feel my famous darling in my arms.  

When Annette waved goodbye and went back behind the curtain, I fell down on the floor, 

overcome with romantic emotion.  Those few moments of seeing her on the TV had been like the 

visit of an angel.  My love for Annette was pure, almost religious adoration, untainted by 

anything physical, a truly grand passion. 

# 

Not caring to watch any more of the show and still boggled by Annette’s beauty, I 

staggered outside and raced around to do my chores before it got dark.  An eternal part of daily 

life on Piney Hill was feeding all our animals.  We might as well have had a zoo around the 

place, except Mom wouldn’t allow any critters in the house.  Just one of the parakeets Daddy 

was raising, a white one named Joe who could say, clear as a bell, “Hello, Joe.”    

The unpainted chickenhouse in the backyard was chock full of pets.  I kept a lot of 

snakes, lizards, and turtles in there and raised white rats to feed the snakes.  There were a few 

tarantulas and three-legged Rackety Coon, as well as lots of turkeys, chickens, ducks, and guinea 

hens.  The tall bank of hutches was full of eating rabbits I had to feed with lettuce scraps from 

the café or armloads of clover or alfalfa from the back field.   

The hard work was hauling big buckets of slops down to the lower end of the pasture for 

the hogs, only four of them left right now.  Last year I’d raised a great red Poland China hog 

named Cornpone that won the blue ribbon for shoats at the county fair in DeQueen.  With the 

money from the meatpackers, I bought me some cool cowboy boots with turquoise tops. 

But that wasn’t all.  Next came hauling over the meat-bones for Daddy’s pack of hounds 

in the pen behind the garage with extras for sister Janie’s dog Duchess.  My dog Sambo got 

killed on the highway last summer and now I had a blond-brown shepherd.  In honor of last 

year’s class in Spanish, I named him Lobo, but he actually looked more like a lion than a wolf.  

Then there was food for a couple crazy cats and chicken scraps for Fauntleroy S. Fox.  At least I 

didn’t have to feed the billygoat who ate whatever, and Janie would feed her horse Lady. 

All that done and back over at the café, I washed up and sat in booth number three to eat 

a supper of hamburger steak and cherry pie with ice cream.  Later on in my room I tuned the 

radio to WNOE for some more rock and roll and answered pen pal letters.  I hadn’t heard back 

yet from that girl Sally in Oklahoma, so I answered the German boy Horst’s letter and told him 

about deer hunting.  Then I wrote Betsy all about my glorious vision of Annette this afternoon 

and the miracle of her wearing my initial.  Betsy had wormed out of my trap in our chess by 

mail, and I had to think hard for another attack.  It was yet another normal, uneventful evening 

all alone on Piney Hill. 

# 

Eventually, desperate for company, I wandered back across the road to the café.  Piney 

Hill was about the only place kids from hereabouts had to go to see each other and hang out over 

a Coke and French fries.  There weren’t even any movie-houses anywhere because the preachers 
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called them evil.  On the other hand, I noticed they didn’t seem to worry very much about their 

teenaged girls getting knocked up in the back seats of cars. 

Talking with an old acquaintance from Lockesburg named Charles Cooper, I was amazed 

at how much he’d changed from before.  His mouth had gone slack, and there were pimples all 

over his face.  Cute Gloria Harrison stopped in too.  Her blonde hair done up like Marilyn 

Monroe, she walked slinky and talked flirty with everybody, even me.  All my old friends 

seemed to be growing up so fast.   

Then Daddy had me wait on some folks that just came in so he could catch up on 

washing the dishes.  Ever since fourteen, I’d generally helped out in the café whenever needed, 

waiting tables, cashiering, even cooking.  Daddy had me work most Saturdays all day long, some 

Sundays after church, and even paid me fifty cents an hour.  Summers I got to work a lot more 

during the weeks to save up for college. 

# 

Pretty soon in the door walked Danny looking real cool in his blue athletic jacket.  It was 

easy to see why the girls all thought he was so handsome with his square jaw and fabulous smile.  

He didn’t get up here from Ashdown all that often to see me, and I was thrilled.  He poked me 

hello and asked how the hunting went.  I told him he didn’t miss much of anything. 

Getting some change from Daddy to play the pinball machines, Danny bought a Roi-Tan 

cigar for later on.  With great pain I realized that even though he didn’t have any pimples at all, 

my handsome Danny, just like Annette, was also changing.  Did that mean I was too?  I didn’t 

feel any different—and had no pimples either—and I surely didn’t want to smoke cigars, but I 

had to admit that I just wasn’t a little boy anymore.  Nearly eighteen was pretty darned old. 

Watching Danny play the pinball, it was funny how I could lose track of time admiring 

his smooth cheeks and flashing brown eyes.  His lips had really neat curves.  Then we sat around 

at the counter goofing off.  Danny idly twirled his stool back and forth a couple times, knocking 

my knee gently in passing.  He grinned at me devilishly and whispered, “You sure got some 

pretty legs, Benny buddy.”  Nothing like his sleek legs, I reckoned and said nothing.  “Don’t 

mind me,” he sighed.  “I just got horns tonight.” 

I laughed.  “You’re lucky I didn’t see you out in the woods today.”  

Shortly, Liz Butler came in with a new boyfriend from the town of Horatio off on the 

west side of the river.  She smiled hello at me, and Danny eyed her desirously.  A few years 

back, before I knew about the Church’s awful rule, I’d had a huge crush on her.  Liz was still 

cute with her long ponytail, but of course, nothing like my Annette.  Actually, she looked a lot 

like Roberta Shore, who was my beloved’s biggest rival for fame and popularity, and who, 

besides, was a Mormon.  I had no idea what kind of heathen they were.  Father Jordan didn’t 

ever give me any details about pagan stuff like that. 

Pretty soon Terry Miller showed up too.  A classmate of ours, Terry always wore his 

collar up and flattop in a ducktail like the rock singers on television.  He was a real hip guy, a 

regular ladies’ man.  I had to help Daddy clean up after a big bunch of folks in the dining area, 

and Danny went outside with Terry to smoke his cigar.  In a few minutes I came out too. 

Along the parking area in front of the café there was this huge chain strung up between 

big cement posts.  They were sitting on the great links down by the rosebush.  I sat next to Danny 

so my leg pushed up against his.  He threw his arm over my shoulder and squeezed my neck.  It 

felt so good I thought I was going to faint, but then I realized it was the smelly cigar. 

They were talking about Terry’s hot ’57 Chevy parked right there in front of us, all shiny 

and black.  Naturally I myself knew nothing about cars beyond what I could read on the hood.  
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But I felt perfectly content listening to my good buddy chatter about whatever, as long as he kept 

his arm around my neck. 

When Terry went back inside for a snack, Danny punched me on the arm, and I chased 

him across the road to our Desoto, down the way to the Phillips 66 station and around the pumps, 

back across the highway, up past the café, and around some cars.  He finally let me catch him 

around the corner where Melvin, the night cook, parked his new red Plymouth.  We collapsed on 

its shiny hood, breathless from running and laughing. 

# 

Back inside the café while Danny and I were lounging at the counter again with a cream 

soda, Mary Nell came in with cute Judy Simpson, her friend.  Mary Nell’s dad, Mr. Curtis, didn’t 

usually let her go out much.  A plump girl with a round nose, she was also a confidante, but not 

about my secret love for Annette.  She waved and went to sit in number four.  Right away Terry 

smoothed back his hair all neat and went over to sit by Judy. 

Mary Nell looked around at Danny and me and quickly turned away.  She’d told me on 

the bus the other day she thought Danny was cute.  (I’d have said hard-down handsome.)  So I 

leaned over to my pal and whispered, “Maybe you ought to go sit with her.” 

A blush glowed on his cheeks, and he said, “Looks ‘bout the best chance I got, huh?” 

While he went over to talk to her, I helped Daddy by carrying them some ice cream and 

Cokes.  Then I sat by myself in number three booth just looking at the tan vinyl back of theirs.  

Even if the Church wouldn’t let me ‘romance’ these girls, at least Danny could make time with 

them, and if he was happy…  When the juke box shut off, Danny went over with a dime and 

punched a couple tunes.  On the way back to their booth, he gave me a funny grin. 

His first song was “Chances Are” by Johnny Mathis that made me melt into a romantic 

heap:  Chances are, ‘cause I wear that silly grin / The moment you come into view...  I had to 

admit, that was exactly the way I felt about Danny, too.  His second choice was a sappy country 

love song by Kitty Wells that was all very sweet, but musically it made me retch. 

When the song was finally over, they all got up out of number four.  There was a 

mischievous gleam in my pal’s dreamy brown eyes.  Terry announced that they were just going 

for a little ride in his car.  Mary Nell’s smile promised complete school bus gossip. 

# 

Left alone again, I walked on down to number five cabin, last in the line of our small 

motel cottages sitting back among the pine trees.  Walking through the dark, I imagined Danny 

holding Mary Nell, kissing her.  It was real confusing because I’d never kissed anybody at all, 

ever.  As much as I’d fantasized about the passionate kisses I’d give Annette, I had absolutely no 

experience in the real thing.  Down at the cabin I turned off the light somebody left on.   

Ambling on down the hill to the edge of the woods, I wondered how Danny kissed.  Like 

how exactly would he pucker his lips?  Would he stick his tongue…?  I skipped across the dark 

highway and trudged back uphill.  An occasional car zipped past.  From here I could see all of 

Piney Hill, the café gleaming under the black pines.  Across the road, it made the white board 

fence around our yard almost glow.  Under more pines, our house with all its porches looked 

mostly grey and black now in the night. 

If you sat on the terrace out in front of the house, the bustle of the café was far enough 

away to be peaceful.  I dutifully petted Duchess the dog and Smudge the deaf white cat, 

meanwhile feeling dizzy from all the pure desire boiling up inside me.  It struck me as kind of 

like the deer hunt, gun all loaded and cocked but nothing to shoot.  

I leaned back, sighing, and gazed up through the pine branches at the stars, the very same 
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ones that were shining down on Annette—and now she’s snuggling close and warm in my arms, 

resting her lovely head on my shoulder.  Her curls brush against my cheek.  I lift my hand to 

caress hers—and a star shot across the sky trailing blue and red, disappearing behind the trees.   

I was about to make a wish on it when a blue pickup roared up to the café.  To my horror, 

I recognized it as Mary Nell’s father’s truck.  Mr. Curtis was a local preacher and very strict.  He 

stomped into the café, came back out, and looked up and down the highway.  Then he stood by 

Mary Nell’s car kicking gravel.  What could I do?  I panicked.   

In a minute Terry’s black car came racing up the hill, turning in to the south end of the 

parking lot, right into his clutches.  I came running across the road like a fool and heard how he 

didn’t even shout at Mary Nell, but quietly ordered her to drive straight on home.  Terry said 

he’d give Judy a ride back to Ben Lomond.  Mr. Curtis didn’t say a word to Danny, who just 

stood there looking innocent as all get out. 

When they were all gone, I asked my buddy if he was okay.  “Just great,” he laughed and 

squeezed my neck again to say goodbye.  Getting into his car, he smiled up at me with one of 

those beautiful winks and said, “She was a hot smooch.  Thanks, friend.” 

# 

After Danny drove off down the Hill, there wasn’t time to wonder about those smooches.  

A school bus pulled up full of the basketball crowd from DeQueen, and I had to help Daddy out 

with the rush.  As usual, it was a whirl of kids everywhere filling the booths and stools, a 

crowding, pushing, greedy bunch.  I shifted into overdrive:  make milkshake, get hamburger, 

make change, say thank you, again and again.  With all the dozens of burgers ordered, back in 

the kitchen good old Melvin just placidly went on flipping patties and hollering, “Pick up.” 

Once a boy came up to the register to pay me for his burger, real good looking with dark 

curls on his forehead, and gave me a kind of challenging look, like daring me to something, but I 

couldn’t imagine what.  Or maybe a question?  Then he was gone with the game crowd.  I got to 

sweep up all the mess they left and wonder what in the world that had been all about. 

What a relief it was to haul myself across the road at midnight and crawl out of my 

clothes into my comfy bed.  I had to get up early in the morning to work.  Even the trailer truck 

that pulled up out in front of the house, its refrigerator motor very loud, couldn’t distract me 

from sinking into the sweet embrace of my beloved Annette.  I hugged my pillow and nuzzled 

her pure white throat, breathing the fragrance of her curls.  Real sleepy, I heard myself sigh 

passionately, “How I love to kiss your black lips.”  I laughed right out loud. 

### 
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CHAPTER 2:  TREASURES OF DARKNESS 

# 

 Today being a Tuesday and a school day, I had to get up at six.  Washing up in the 

bathroom didn’t take long because I didn’t shave yet, though I’d been hairy since about thirteen 

and had wonderful fuzz growing on my face.  Folks liked my blue eyes and long lashes.  I wore 

my brown hair in a flattop, real plain because Daddy said ducktail looked sissy.  I didn’t really 

like the hairdo, but it looked a lot better than a crew-cut.  Daddy also said I had a skinny chicken 

neck and ears like a cab with both doors hanging open.  I had to admit my ears did stick out a bit, 

but I’d squash them back whenever I thought to.  Still, I considered myself fairly handsome, 

hopefully enough for Annette to fall in love with me. 

 Sister Janie left a bit later for her grade school in Lockesburg, the town about six miles 

north that we kids called Lockjaw.  On my way back through her room, I shook her mattress to 

rouse her, and she snarled like an irritated cat.  Another shake got her to sit up with her dark hair 

all awry, so I considered my fraternal duty accomplished. 

 Over at the café, Melba brought me out some soft-scrambled eggs and sausage and as 

always waited for me to say they were good.  Naturally Daddy told me to hurry up.  He always 

wanted to leave just a few minutes before I got done with the funny papers.  I managed to finish 

Li’l Abner, with Moonbeam McSwine in Rome as a movie star called Appassionata Sonata. 

 The first stage of the long road to school every day was Daddy driving me a couple miles 

down the road to Mary Nell’s house.  Piney Hill, being on the second foothill of the Ouachita 

Mountains and in Sevier County, the bus only came out as far as Ben Lomond on the edge of 

Little River County.  Just south of the first foothill was where Mary Nell lived, at the edge of the 

broad bottoms of the Little River, which was actually a real big river.   

 I’d always wait in the back seat of her green Studebaker for her to come out of their neat 

white house.  Since it wasn’t light enough yet to read, I just admired the winter landscape around 

their place.  Huge sycamores leaned their spotted branches out over Winters Creek nearby.  The 

flat fields on the other side were streaked with wisps of mist, and cows were scattered like dark 

bushes in the dawn dimness. 

 Waiting patiently, I daydreamed about maybe going to the teen party at the Lions Club on 

Friday night.  Maybe I could go with pretty Louise.  If Danny would take Mary Nell, we could 

double date.  Louise was in ninth, fairly young of course, but a beautiful blonde girl just as pretty 

as any movie star, except my exquisite Annette.  So as not to be unfaithful to my sweetheart and 

keep to the Church’s rule, I tried to keep all my thoughts of Louise, a non-Catholic, properly 

detached, just friendly.  But it would be fun to go to the party with them.  

 On the couple miles to Ben Lomond, Mary Nell was unhappy because Judy Simpson had 

a date with Terry for the party, but Danny still hadn’t asked her.  She looked about to cry as she 

wheeled us up and down the curving, hilly road.  The other week when I’d expected her to be sad 

about getting caught by her father, she’d just laughed and squealed, “Ooh, Benny!  He kisses like 

an animal.”  I wasn’t certain what she meant by that, but it was an interesting thought.  Danny 

was sure lucky to get to go out with girls, even one not very pretty and on the heavy side.  But 

Mary Nell had a funny personality most of the time, and he said she was a hot smooch.  

I remarked on wishing we could double date.  Mary Nell said sympathetically, “I don’t 

understand.  All the other boys in your class get to take the car.  Why can’t you?” 

Now that was going to take some answering.  I suspected maybe it was because Daddy 

wanted to keep me home to work in the café, but it didn’t seem right to mention that.  I merely 

answered, sighing, “I don’t know.  But I sure do feel like the Prisoner of Piney Hill.”  
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It really would’ve been neat to go places like other guys and do things with other kids.  

I’d only been to one football game in Ashdown.  That was last year with Father Jordan, which 

was strange to start with.  I had to miss the class party last week.  Daddy wouldn’t ever let me 

stay over with anyone, not even Danny, to do things like that.   

Along with some other backwoods kids, we caught the bus at the one-room school house 

in the village of Ben Lomond.  For the 16-mile ride to Ashdown, I read in Auntie Mame by 

Patrick Dennis, laughing till my sides hurt.  I sure did wish I had such a super neat aunt.  I heard 

tell they were making a movie of it, but fat chance of me ever getting to see that.  It was a couple 

years now since Mom took Janie and me to DeQueen to see “Old Yeller.” 

# 

At school I waited out front for Danny.  He came ambling up the walk under the oak trees 

whistling “Red River Valley.”  He was so hot-looking it should be illegal.  Danny’s flattop was a 

shade darker than mine with just a hint of a ducktail in back.  That point of hair on his nape 

didn’t look sissy at all.  Actually it was pretty darned sexy. 

He had to go to the office and get him a newspaper article for Civics class.  I already had 

mine, a short thing about Congress passing some bill.  Afterwards, we hung out by the lockers, 

and he leaned lazily up against one.  Something made me poke his stomach.  Wiggling his hips, 

he asked, “Want something?”  Then he blushed like crazy, his cheeks the color of cherries.   

Unable to answer his question yay or nay, I poked him again and asked, “Why don’t you 

ask Mary Nell to go to the Lions Club party?” 

Danny put his middle finger on his cheek in a meaningful gesture and gave me a big 

smile.  “I’m through with girls.  I won’t never ask Mary Nell for a date.”  I must have looked 

shocked—because I was—and he explained, “She lives way up there by you.  All that driving, 

and her old man being… You know.” 

Well, there went the party.  Still reeling, I choked, “You’re through with girls?”  

“For a little while,” he laughed and poked my stomach. 

Just then pretty Betty Lou, a cheerleader, came bouncing up to us, all smiles with her 

very white teeth like an Ipana commercial.  Hugging a clipboard to her prominent chest, she 

asked cheerily, “Have you guys made your annual deposits yet?” 

We’d both already paid, and when she’d wiggled her butt and gone on to the next bunch 

of kids down the hall, I quipped, “I wonder if her bank only takes deposits once a year.” 

Danny laughed and blushed once again. “Be quiet.  You’re about to get me on a bone.” 

Going to our regular assembly seats, now on the very first row being seniors, he brushed 

my face with his red sweater in passing, and I caught a brief flower-like fragrance.  Waiting for 

assembly to start, Danny looked over at Betty Lou with intense carnal interest.  I whispered, 

“There’s a little muscle in your cheek that’s quivering.” 

He didn’t take his eyes off of her and said, “That ain’t the only one.  Boy, I could make 

do with just half of her.” 

Deadpan, I asked, “Right or left?”  Danny cracked up. 

The Principal, Mr. Foster, a thin man with graying hair and a very high waist, stood up 

front and shushed the auditorium full of kids.  In a minute everybody settled down.  Then to my 

huge surprise, he called on me to give the Bible reading.  It was real odd what with me being a 

Catholic, but the school had been real good about it.  They even started serving fish for lunch on 

Fridays, and the other kids said they enjoyed the relief from Salisbury steak or such like. 

I hoped even in a Protestant Bible maybe I could find a piece of Divine Wisdom for the 

kids and especially for my wonderful friend Danny.  So I went and stood in front near the flag.  
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When I opened the Bible, my eyes landed on Isaiah 45:  verses 2 & 3, and I read: 

I will go before thee 

And level the mountains. 

I will break in pieces the doors of bronze 

And cut asunder the bars of iron. 

I will give thee the treasures of darkness 

And the hoards in secret places. 

A bit taken aback by what I’d just read, I went and sat back down.  Danny puckered at 

me and asked in a whisper, “You got some treasures of darkness, Benny, babe?”  Unsure, I 

shrugged.  The reading didn’t sound very Biblical to me, all that I’ll do this and I’ll do that.  But 

it was sure enough dramatic and poetic and said everything I’d do for Danny. 

Right after assembly he had to rush off to get the news article he’d left in the restroom.  

Out in the hall, I ran into funny Mickey who was always joking me about girls.  He half-

whispered in a sing-song, “I know someone who’s got a crush on you.” 

“You do?” I asked and went on mock-shyly, “Why, Mick, I didn’t know you cared.” 

He chuckled and shrugged in the direction of the Hill twins, one of whom was looking at 

us with dismay.  They were identical, sort of plain with short brown hair, and I couldn’t tell 

which one it was, Wanda or Wendy.  Both disappeared immediately. 

Mickey was sure a great guy, real good looking with brown curls, and my second-best 

bud in school.  We’d had a great time together last summer at 4-H camp.  All the girls were 

chasing him, but he stayed aloof, I think you’d say, hard to get.  Still I heard stories about him 

going skinny-dipping with some of them. 

# 

  Our first class was Mrs. Wilson’s silly Civics, and Danny and I were both armed with our 

articles.  My front desk was by a window looking out on the sidewalk, next to Polly, who never 

seemed to know I was alive.  Danny’s desk was in the second row right behind Polly, so I could 

see him by turning a little.  He’d slouch in his seat, his long legs stuck up by my desk.  In the 

desk behind me was bored Dickey who stared out the window all the time. 

 When, to my horror, Mr. Foster walked into the room, it meant we were going to have 

‘Syckology’ instead.  (That was Danny’s word, but I added the first ‘y.’)  Mr. Foster’s approach 

to psychology was rambling sermons about good and evil people that sounded rather religious to 

me, and the way he held his fingertips together reminded me of a hypocrite.  Naturally, him 

being a Protestant heretic and all, he wasn’t in God’s grace, even if he was Principal. 

 At loose ends during the preaching, I tapped on Danny’s knee with my pencil while he 

wadded up his useless news article.  Only when Mr. Foster said something about the ascetic and 

altruistic things of life like friendship did I perk up my ear.  Looking at my handsome pal, I 

thought how that was really true.  A special friend like Danny was indeed a very spiritual thing, 

almost like being in love, but somehow different. 

 Later on, while picking at a fingernail in boredom, Danny slouched down again and 

spread his legs, showing a bulge in his pants.  He was obviously thinking about Betty Lou again. 

As we left the class, I grabbed that muscle on his hip, and the lean motion was real sexy. 

Danny had to go off to Shop, and I was next to Chemistry.  In the hall I saw pretty Louise 

coming down the way, and my heart started pounding.  Her dress was my favorite blue.  In 

passing I asked sweetly, “Where are you bustling off to?”  She smiled, wiggled her blonde curls, 

answered, “History,” smiled again, and continued on her way.  I stood there in the middle of the 

hall like a dope and then sadly stumbled along to my class. 
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Without Danny, Chemistry wasn’t any fun.  I sat in the third row right behind freckly 

Walter.  Bored, I looked at the back of his crew-cut head and saw it just sitting there on his neck, 

a hairy bump, like a fuzzy mushroom, or a wart.  The whole class long I kept choking on the 

absurdity of it, and afterwards out in the hall I laughed myself silly.   

Not wanting to look dopey like that, I decided right then and there to grow my hair 

longer.  I’d recently seen some cute guys dancing on Bandstand with a bit more hair, just enough 

to comb, a style I sort of liked.  It might look good with my beard.  Come to think of it, all the 

great rock’n’roll singers like Frankie and Fabian, even Elvis, had thick heads of hair.  And look 

how handsome they all were.  Now all I needed was for Daddy to let me do it. 

In Study Hall, Danny had me read his piece for Speech class about coon hunting.  His 

phrasing was so amusing, but overall it was written abominably.  He kicked at my shoe while I 

read, and instead of laughing, I put my hand on his arm.  In the big dictionary we looked up our 

names.  His meant ‘God is my judge,’ which made very little sense, and mine as ‘son of the right 

hand’ made absolutely none.  Danny interpreted by pumping his right fist and snickered. 

He had to read a short chapter for American History, and I set to thinking about Fabian’s 

great wave of hair.  His name, Fabian Forte, was so perfect, the alliteration and Forte meaning 

strong.  I had to wonder if it was his real name or a made up one.  The rest of Study Hall I 

diddled around wondering on what great name I could use if I got to be a rock star.  Lots of my 

inspirations were just plain silly, like Lance Long, and the best I managed was Billy Brightly, or 

for a more exotic tone, Billy Bravo.  Of course, to be a star I’d probably need a guitar, and fat 

chance of Daddy buying me one, much less letting me take lessons.  He always called music just 

a noisy waste of time. 

Instead of Physical Education, for fourth periods while Danny was in Speech, I’d 

wrangled to work in Mr. Foster’s office helping out his skinny secretary Mildred with the typing.  

(I’d taught myself to type at twelve and was an absolute whiz on the Smith Corona.)  She needed 

two English tests typed, so I was busy for most of the hour on the stencils for the mimeograph. 

Afterwards at the start of lunch hour when I was at the office door asking Mr. Gilbert, my 

Trigonometry teacher, about changing lockers, I felt a hand on my arm.  Danny was standing 

there smiling at me.  I was so glad to see him that I said his name right out loud.   

# 

 We spent most of lunch hour out in the gym playing volleyball.  Standing out the first 

game, Danny watched Betty Lou practicing some cheers.  He swallowed hard and looked like he 

wanted to run over and grab her.  Louise was across the way in her blue dress, and I turned on 

my most carefree act clapping for the players.  Finally we got in to play, and our team won. 

 All my afternoon classes were dull.  There was English with grumpy old Miss Cindy, 

who bawled me out for doing the Bible reading so poorly, and History and Trigonometry, both 

with easy as pie tests.  During a class-change, I saw Louise talking with someone and figured she 

was way too young for me anyway. 

 I caught Danny out in the hall by his locker to say goodbye.  He was singing “Making 

Love” and winked at me.  It was my turn to ask if he wanted something.  His blush was well 

worth it.  Then he narrowed his brown eyes skeptically and asked, “What you got, Benny-babe?” 

 Totally out of the blue, right there in the middle of the hallway, surprising me most of all, 

and maybe inspired by Billy Bravo, I gave my very best Jerry Lee Lewis imitation with gyrating 

hips and sang out, “Great balls of fire!”  We both roared with laughter, and so did some other 

kids down the way, some even applauding.  Danny gave me a silly grin and a slow-motion punch 

on the shoulder. 
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 He walked me out to the schoolbus and on the way said, “I sure wish you lived in town so 

we could hang out together sometimes.”  That was something easier not thought about, and I 

asked what he’d be doing tonight.  “Probably just go over to Herb’s drive-in, have a Coke and 

fries, and see who shows up.” 

 “Come on up to the Hill and see me again,” I suggested, hoping it didn’t sound like the 

begging it really was. 

 Danny sighed, “I’m almost out of gas.”  He nudged my shoulder apologetically and 

walked away, looking so handsome even from behind that I almost lost my balance. 

 Standing with the kids by our bus, I spied Louise heading for hers, and hoping to make 

her jealous, I put my arm around Mary Nell.  Maybe she saw.  Getting on the bus, my friend said 

she’d heard Louise liked another boy.  I took a seat in the back and recalling Louise’s one word 

to me, history, gazed out the window.  Danny was ambling along way down the block. 

 Johnnie, the little kid with the whirly cowlick on the back of his neck, came and sat 

beside me.  I grabbed his knee and squeezed it like a horse chewing a corncob, and he squealed, 

laughing, happy at the attention.  When Johnnie got off just outside of Ashdown, Willie came 

over and sat with me.  He was a sweet kid in eighth, not quite a little boy anymore, about 

fourteen, for whom I felt very brotherly, like wanting to hold him on my lap and hug him.  

Willie’s slightly bucked teeth made his lips full.  We horsed around and giggled the rest of the 

way to Ben Lomond. 

 On the long hike home from Mary Nell’s, that first half-mile was hardest, up the hill with 

woods on both sides of the road.  For being winter, the afternoon was pretty warm, and I slung 

my jacket over my shoulder for the climb.  The view back over the river bottoms was all flat for 

miles out over the woods and fields. 

 At the top of the hill, I caught a ride in the back of the Gibson’s truck, but they could only 

take me as far as Fred’s store, a cement-block grocery still about a mile from Piney Hill.  Then a 

man in a red truck stopped on his way to DeQueen, his black shirt and pointy teeth reminding me 

of Dracula.  He had a picture of a totally naked lady hanging under the dashboard, which I had a 

hard time not looking at.  Fortunately it only took a couple minutes to get to the Hill. 

# 

 When I went inside the café for a soda pop, Daddy was sweeping up back by the kitchen 

and snapped, “Sure took you long enough to get home.” 

 Searching in the icy Coke box for an Upper 10, I replied, “I even had to catch two rides.” 

 Before I knew it, he’d whacked me real hard on the shoulder with the broom handle, 

hollering, “Don’t you mouth off at me, you smart-aleck!” 

 The blow really hurt.  I wondered what had gotten his goat this time.  After a moment, I 

mentioned, “The Gibsons said to say hello.”    

 Just then the back doorbell buzzed, and Daddy ordered, “Go see what the damned niggers 

want.”  He shoved me toward the kitchen. 

 Precious few Negroes ever stopped at the Hill, and if they did, they had to go round back 

to order through a small window into the kitchen.  I opened the wooden shutter and found a very 

black boy staring in at me expectantly.  “Can I buy me four grape soda pops?” he asked very 

shyly and then added with a small smile, “Nehi.  They for my Pappa’s birthday party.” 

 Fishing around in the icy water again, I was touched by the boy’s present for his father’s 

party.  So I checked out the pie rack and found four chocolate cream pies to pack up in an empty 

donut box.  Piney Hill was famous all over the place for its individual little pies made fresh every 

day:  cherry, chocolate cream, pecan, sometimes lemon meringue, and in summer, fresh peach. 
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 The Negro boy was amazed when I handed him his pops and the pies too and wished his 

Pappa a real happy birthday.  “Thank you, sir.  That’s right kind of you,” he said looking down 

like ashamed or afraid.  I took his money for the pops and rang up the pies on my own money so 

Daddy wouldn’t have anything more to gripe about. 

 Finally I was able to get my Upper 10 and then discovered to my great joy that Mr. 

Walsh, the man who owned the juke box, had changed records and left me “Quiet Village” and 

Paul Anka’s “Lonely Boy,” which was just how I’d felt these past couple years.  I sang it all the 

time, just the way he did: 

  I’m just a lonely boy, lonely and blue. 

  I’m all alone with nothing to do. 

  I’ve got everything I can think of, 

  But all that I need is someone to love. 

  Someone, yes, someone to love, 

  Someone to kiss… 

 I also found that a new Walt Disney magazine had come in the mail with a big article and 

picture of my darling.  She looked so glamorous with her beautiful smile, in a fashionable 

sweater and pleated skirt, both creamy colored, which made her long raven curls even more 

gorgeous.  It swelled my heart with pride that she was so famous, but it made me sad that all I 

really knew about my darling was what I read in the magazines, like that she had two brothers, 

and her favorite perfume was White Shoulders. 

 After a great Bandstand show, it was chore time again.  The zoo was even more work 

now that Daddy got three more hogs, and the muddy wallow was pretty full.  Idly watching them 

snort and slurp at the trough, I got to thinking about the Negroes that lived over on the other side 

of the pipeline in Humpersneck.  Often I wandered or hunted around there but always stayed 

away from their unpainted shacks.  I never really saw many of them around anywhere, except 

Johnny Mathis on television sometimes, and he seemed like a pretty normal guy. 

 I knew all about Governor Faubus in Little Rock and the Negroes wanting to go to school 

with the white kids, but nothing like that was happening around here.  As a matter of fact, I 

didn’t even know where the ones here in Sevier County went to school.  Funny how I’d never 

thought about that before.  It sure was weird how some folks had black skin, like a whole other 

breed of animal. 

# 

 After supper in the café, I sat with Mom and Janie in the living room and watched a bit of 

Wagon Train on the television.  It was the first of three or four western programs Janie would 

watch tonight, sitting cross-legged on the floor, eyes glued to the picture tube as though 

hypnotized.  In no more than five minutes, the story got so dumb that I got up, grabbed my red 

Frankie Avalon sweater with the floppy collar, and went outside into the yard. 

 The full moon was shiny on the cherry laurel tree by the porch at the back corner of the 

house.  Like the legustrum bushes along the wall, it kept its glossy green leaves all year long.  

Beyond that pool of shadow, the backyard glowed bright.  Some high clouds swept past the 

moon with an almost face of shadows on its orb, so far away in space no one can ever go there.  

There was a timeless sensation as though this was many years ago, maybe even as long ago as 

those Indian mounds I heard tell of down in the river bottoms.  A dog barked, long, low, and 

solitary on the other hill.  Out in the pasture the cedar tree was all fluffy in the silvery light. 

 Sitting on the fence-rail nearby, I wrote a sonnet for my beloved Annette (in the notebook 

I started carrying around like the great writers do).  I called it “Sonnet at Nine.”  Understandably, 
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it was about clouds sweeping across the moon and my romantic feelings, my pure longing for the 

absent Annette.  I kind of talked the lines, making up rhymes, so full of fantastic love that it was 

real easy.  I found the rhyme of ‘ranks’ and ‘phalanx’ aesthetically thrilling. 

 Idly, I wandered across the silvered pasture down toward the woods, coming to the huge 

white oak where I’d once thought to build a treehouse but was scared off by the high branches.  

Nearby was a big hole nearly full of the fall’s brown leaves, really only about five feet deep and 

ten across.  It was what folks hereabouts call an ‘Indian well.’  I flopped in. 

 Lying on the soft, crinkly leaves, I looked up through the bare branches at the magical 

moon.  Suddenly I remembered how wonderful Danny’s hip muscle had felt this morning.  

Reaching under my moon-speckled sweater, I found that place on my own hip right under the 

beltline, at the top of that cleft you see on ancient Greek statues.  It felt just as sexy on me, but 

surely touching my hip wasn’t ‘impure.’ 

 The sensation made me dizzy.  Immediately came the temptation to pull down my zipper 

and…  If I just rubbed it through my pants, it wasn’t really touching and surely no more than a 

venial sin.  A few rubs and I knew I really should stop.  Conquering the urges, I climbed back 

out of the Indian well feeling rather proud of myself for being so virtuous. 

 On the way back to the house, I decided it wasn’t worth it to go across the road to the 

café.  Not much way Danny would be there since he was out of gas.  He was the only one I 

wanted to see anyway.  Besides, if I went over, I’d probably wind up washing dishes or waiting 

on somebody.  Now the moonlight seemed somehow sad. 

### 
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CHAPTER 3:  SMART ALECK 

# 

 You can’t imagine how relieved I was, exhilarated, to have my vile sin of last Thursday 

night forgiven.  With a soul once again pure, on Sunday afternoon after church I paced around 

the parking area out in front of the house memorizing “The Raven” by Edgar Allen Poe.  It was 

an assignment from Miss Cindy for English.  Poe was my very favorite poet.  Right after writing 

that sonnet a few weeks ago, I sent it off to a state poetry contest for kids and then wrote another 

poem in Poe’s alliterative style about a blind cripple in a house-fire, pure gloomsville.  “The 

Raven” was real fun to say in deep ominous tones like Vincent Price. 

 Monday afternoon the whole English class was quiet as mice for my recitation from Once 

upon a midnight dreary… to those last funereal lines, And my soul from out that shadow that lies 

floating on the floor / Shall be lifted—nevermore.  Behind me, Mickey started the clapping. 

 Miss Cindy marked something down in her book, pushed her fancy glasses back up her 

nose, and asked ominously, “Who wants to go next?” 

 After Lord knows how long with not a peep from anybody, Mickey piped up, “Let Benny 

tell it again.”  The class laughed nervously, and Miss Cindy got real mad.  I couldn’t look at 

anyone out of pure embarrassment. 

 On the schoolbus, Willie sat with me and talked a lot about very little in his exuberant 

way.  His obvious hero-worship of me was touching, and I hugged him a couple times for no 

particular reason.  It just felt good, very like having a little brother.  How different life would’ve 

been with a brother for company in the woods. 

Riding out of Ben Lomond with Mary Nell up and down the hills, I was surprised when 

she said she didn’t know any more of the poem than the first two verses.  So I started in on it 

again.  When I got to And the silken sad uncertain rustling of each purple curtain… she broke in 

with, “Don’t!  I don’t want to think about that.”  She drove along pouting. 

 Confused, I soon asked, “Why are you mad at me?” 

 “I guess I’m just meaner than anyone else,” she finally said with a sad smile.  “I’m not 

mad at you, Ben—just aggravated.  Everything for you is easy as pie.  Well, we’re not like that.  

I put up with you all the time, and I’m tired of it.” 

 Horrified, I cringed over by the window, wondering if maybe I shouldn’t just keep off to 

myself like a mouse from now on.  What good was being smart?  I hated to think I looked like 

that to Mary Nell—stuck up or conceited.  Maybe I should draw up into a shell like a snail, 

keeping Danny as my best pal and not even talk to anyone else. 

 On the weary tromp up the big hill, so much warmer now with the winter ending, Steve 

Tanner, a toothless guy from over by Dierks, stopped gave me a ride home to the Hill in his 

logging truck.  Walking up to my front porch, I heard yelling from around beside the house.   

Janie was standing on the porch by the back corner screeching, “Foxy!  Foxy!”  Daddy 

was running round and round after Fauntleroy yelling, “God-damn son of a bitch fox!”  Clearly 

the sly fox was having fun darting here and there with his leash flapping.  He saw me right away 

and at my special tongue-click, came over to have his ears scratched. 

 Flushed from the chase, Daddy retrieved the leash and then stuffed a dip of that awful 

Copenhagen snuff in his lower lip.  He didn’t say anything, even hi or thank you, but I was used 

to that.  At least Janie stopped her hysterical shrieking. 

# 

 Having saved the day, I retreated to the quiet house to catch Bandstand and watch Kenny 

and Arlene dancing and having so much fun.  I couldn’t help but feel a tiny bit envious of them 
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going every afternoon after school and dancing on television, but not enough for it to be a sin.  I 

figured some of them were probably even Catholic, and that made me feel not quite so alone. 

 Deciding to have supper first and do chores in the dark, I sat on my favorite stool at the 

counter with a hamburger steak.  Mom was helping with waitressing and standing by the coffee 

urn while Daddy figured checks at the register.  I piddled with my mashed potatoes and gravy 

feeling awful depressed still over what Mary Nell said.  I wished I could just run off to Annette, 

the only thing I lived for, my only love, the single beautiful thing in this lonely boy’s life.  

 Suddenly I heard Daddy remark sourly, “Never mind.”  I looked up to find Mom with her 

patient smile offering me the A-1 steak sauce.  “He’s too good for us,” Daddy went on angrily.  

“It’s got to where we can’t get a hat to fit him anymore.” 

 I looked down at my plate, oval, beige, with maroon lines around the edges and reminded 

myself he must be mad about something else.  Maybe Daddy didn’t really mean the ugly things 

he called me all the time. 

 When I looked up again, he was still glaring at me and snarled, “You’re so God-damn 

smart but I can still whip you.” 

 “I’m sorry,” I muttered and tried for an expressionless expression.  Nothing you said 

would make any difference when he got going.  Fortunately, just then Daddy had to go take care 

of some customers.  But why did he have to pick that one point to gripe at? 

 Meanwhile Mom was twisting her apron pocket.  “Don’t you think,” she half-whispered, 

“you ought to apologize for being disrespectful?” 

 Amazed, but whispering too, I said, “I wasn’t.  All I said was I was sorry.” 

 Mom leaned close in by the candy case and said very quietly, “Daddy’s real upset right 

now, honey.  Try and not aggravate him.” 

 “What’s he mad about now?” 

 Mom checked first that Daddy was off with the customers and said, “The café’s losing 

lots of money, and we’re worried something terrible.” 

 This news took me by complete surprise.   I suggested, “Well, if you don’t pay me…” 

 Mom patted me on the head and said, “Don’t be silly, Benny.  You’ve got to save up for 

college.”  She went off to check on the folks in booth number two. 

 In the middle of my apple pie, some local kids came in, sweet Cookie Carver and her two 

big brothers.  She sat on the stool by me to talk.  Just then, Annette’s neat record “First Name 

Initial,” started on the juke box.  She wrinkled her nose and said, “I wish they’d take that record 

off.  I hate it!”  She tossed her ponytail.  “You just like it because it’s Annette.” 

 My heart nearly stopped, but there was no way she could know.  Then Cookie said a 

friend of somebody she knew had gone to see Annette and said that she wasn’t hardly pretty at 

all and had a rough complexion.  Stunned by this blasphemy, I managed to act totally uninvolved 

in the subject and escaped to take care of the zoo. 

 While lugging the buckets of slops across the highway, I assured my beautiful sweetheart 

that I still loved her no matter what she really looked like.  Saying it right out loud, it seemed for 

a moment like I was really talking to my gorgeous darling.  But then I had to wonder if I really 

would love her if she was as homely as Mary Nell.  

# 

 After all the work, I hung out in my barn of a bedroom, a huge room with nothing but a 

desk and chair along an inside wall, an old sofa under the side window, and my twin bed under 

the double windows in front.  Depressed by Mary Nell’s comment, Daddy’s gripe, and Cookie’s 

complaint, I flopped on the sofa and moped. 
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 Shortly, I recalled my essay from last year that won me that fabulous trip to Atlantic City 

and dug it out of the desk drawer.  In the pale blue ink of my Parker fountain pen was the title:  

“What Is Being Done by Southwestern Electric Power Company and Other Power Companies to 

Develop Electrical Power from the Atom.”  I’d represented the whole state of Arkansas at the 

First National Youth Conference on the Atom. 

 I pulled out my scrapbook of pictures and stuff from that most exciting thing in my life 

and got carried away by memories.  Then I checked back in my journal to the entries on the trip.  

I’d caught the train in Texarkana and met up with Ted from Texas and Nick from Louisiana.  

Ted was a tall kid with glasses, sort of pompous, but nice enough.  And Nick was a cute guy with 

really interesting lips.  He seemed to like me right away. 

 We’d stayed at the 26-storey skyscraper hotel called the Claridge.  From our room on the 

sixteenth floor, the street and ocean were so far below that I got all weak in the knees looking out 

the window.  It was way higher than up in the highest hickory tree. 

 Some of what I wrote in the journal sounded pretty silly.  At the banquet our dinner was 

called Roast Sirloin of Beef Einstein with Mushroom Sauce Isotope with a Lettuce and Tomato 

Salad Fusion.  For dessert we had Snow Ball Cyclotron.   

 Then I came on something I’d totally forgotten.  The meal was served by a young Negro 

guy in a white coat who was incredibly handsome.  Ted acted real disgusted and wouldn’t look 

at the waiter.  When the guy served me coffee, I looked up at him, smiled, and said thank you like 

a polite customer.  The waiter smiled back at me with bright dark eyes and said, “You’re very 

welcome, sir.”  He held my eyes for a long moment, and his look was so tender. 

 I skipped on to Saturday and our stop-over in Philadelphia when Nick and I left Ted at a 

pinball machine in the station and walked 40 blocks to Independence Hall, where we sneaked 

feels in the crack of the Liberty Bell.  Then we got on the subway to go to the WFIL-TV station 

where they do American Bandstand.   

It being Saturday, the place was closed.  We explored behind the building and found the 

double doors behind the curtains where the guests perform.  We were standing no more than a 

yard from where my sweetheart once stood.  Nick liked Bandstand and was also disappointed.  

He grabbed my hand, and we danced together in the parking lot like a ritual. 

Reading on, I discovered another forgotten memory.  We had to transfer subway trains at 

19th Street for the train station, and some girls from a Catholic school, all dressed in white 

blouses and maroon skirts, got on behind us.  Eavesdropping on their chatter, I heard them call 

this one girl Doris.  She was beautiful with black hair and brown eyes and a Roman nose.  Nick 

thought she was hot too.  At our stop, the girls piled off in front of us and then realized it wasn’t 

theirs.  As they rushed back past us onto the subway before the doors closed, Doris brushed by 

me touching my arm. 

Now in the stillness of the Arkansas evening, I sighed, sad for that moment when I’d 

been unfaithful to my darling Annette.  Getting up from my desk, I walked over by the window 

and gazed out across the dark road to where the café was bright with its pink neons.  A big car 

was pulling in by the rosebush.  How different this all was from that trip last year.   

I thought back to that night walking with Nick on the dark Atlantic City beach, listening 

to the rolling waves, a gentle roar that seemed to echo off the black sky.  Now here I was stuck 

all alone at a truck stop out in the middle of nowhere.  As though from over by the door, I could 

almost see myself, a gawky kid in a red plaid shirt leaning against the window frame.  But inside 

I felt like a great tree on a hilltop, spreading its branches high and wide, maybe like one of those 

giant walnut trees way back in the woods at the old Brooks place.  
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# 

  As usual, I wandered over to the café in the evening, got me a Dr. Pepper, and went to 

play some pinball.  Daddy had about six different fun machines in the little room at the end of 

the building, a popular place for kids to hang out.  No one was there right now, and I started 

playing on the Ace of Hearts machine, distracted by the shiny ball and flashing lights.  I kept up 

a bounce game with my left flipper and a bonus bumper for a good while. 

 From the doorway I heard a wolf-whistle and “Hi ya, Benny boy.”  It was Danny, looking 

very cool, with Terry right behind, who nodded hi and went over to the Carnival machine down 

the way.  My buddy came over to mine and tousled my head in greeting.  By now my flattop had 

grown out a bit, more furry than fuzzy.  When I’d asked Daddy to let me grow my hair out, he’d 

said, “Go ahead.  But don’t expect it to help your ugly mug.”  Right away Danny decided to 

grow his out too.  It sure did help his ugly mug—made him look a lot like Gregory Peck. 

I went off to get them some pop and Danny a Roi-Tan.  That done, I watched him try to 

play the Ace of Hearts machine, about our hardest one, and then recalled to ask why he’d missed 

school today (which had made my day quite boring).  He shrugged unconcernedly, concentrating 

on the shiny ball’s progress, and muttered, “I was feeling kind of sick.” 

 From over at the Carnival, Terry snorted, “’Cause he was hung over.  That’s why.” 

 “Shut up, asshole!” Danny grunted at him.  He smiled at me shame-facedly and said, 

“Yeh, last night I drank a lot of bourbon and got sick.” 

 I was too shocked to say a word.  But I didn’t want to argue.  We were still buddies 

whatever he did.  His guilty blush reminded me about reading the other day on ways to say 

bunches of things, like a ‘flock’ of sheep.  It’s a ‘blush’ of boys.  But the greatest is a ‘triumph’ 

of angels.  Danny thought it all sounded silly. 

 Sitting on the chain out front, Danny remarked, “Mickey told me you were great in 

English class today.”  So I recited “The Raven” again with much drama for my very best friend.  

Leaning close, I intoned the verses.  When I got to Is there—is there balm in Gilead? Danny 

looked at me with such sad eyes.  On each stanza, he chimed in ominously on the “nevermores.” 

 Then, just as I got to talking about the cute puppies Duchess just had by Lobo—Maybe 

he’d like one?—some cars pulled up, and a whole passel of Lockjaw kids piled out, all old 

chums from when I went to school up there.  I waved, but Danny didn’t know them, of course. 

 We stayed out on the chain while he smoked his cigar.  The stars were real bright over 

the pines in our front yard.  Maybe it was Jupiter just over the roof of the garage.  “What do you 

call a bunch of stars?” Danny asked.  Of course I said it was a constellation, but he protested, 

“No, I bet it’s a splendor of stars.”  I was more than willing to take his word for it. 

 Then we just swung on the chain, rubbing shoulders, while he smoked his cigar.  We 

didn’t have to talk all the time.  Just being together was enough.  Eventually, he stubbed the Roi-

Tan out on the concrete post and suggested, “Let’s go see what the Terror is up to.” 

# 

  The Lockjaw kids were scattered around the booths and counter, and Daddy had most of 

them served already.  The juke box was blaring something country.  Terry was down in number 

four making friends with Flossie, Patsy, and Liz.  Danny scrunched in next to Flossie, and I 

pulled up a chair beside him.  Both Flossie and Patsy looked real interested in my pal.  Terry was 

making up to Liz and whispering with her. 

 Suddenly he got up and dragged Danny and me over by the Wurlitzer.  He popped in a 

quarter and said to me, “You pick something.”  Then he pulled Danny in close to us and 

whispered, “Look, Liz says her and Flossie want to go riding.  Which one of you wants her?” 
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 I stared at the selection board without reading.  Danny was silent too, but then he leaned 

close whispering, “You oughtta, Benny.  You need some lovin’.”  Still speechless, I quick 

punched some random songs, telling myself there was no connection between this sex stuff and 

love.  But if I went riding with Flossie, I’d have to sneak off without Daddy knowing. 

 Impatient, Terry got sarcastic.  “Maybe you two should go parking together.”  Danny 

glared and took a half-hearted swing at him, missing by a mile.   

“No fighting!” Daddy boomed out from over by the candy case. 

 Danny turned back to me with a huge blush, and I bet I was blushing too at the thought of 

making out with him.   Terry looked sympathetic as he summed it up:  “So Danny will go riding 

with the doll.  Let’s go.” 

 We went back to number four, and Danny sat with his leg up over my knee.  Rubbing his 

strong calf, I couldn’t pay attention to what they were talking, too overwhelmed by that thought 

of kissing my buddy, bewildered by the sensation.  Ricky Nelson started singing about “Poor 

little fool, oh yeh!”  Danny looked so handsome there laughing with Flossie, and I felt like a 

darned fool for even thinking of such things.  Made me wonder if maybe there wasn’t a bat or 

two loose in my belfry. 

# 

 When they got up to go for their ride, I cleared the booth around Patsy, and Eddie and 

Royce came to sit with her.  As I feared, Daddy roped me into washing dishes.  The hideous 

dishwasher sat off to the side of the kitchen.  Using long metal hooks, you had to yank the racks 

of plates and things back and forth in a storm of scalding, soapy water.  Standing in this dingy 

dish room with that dark steaming monster was like being condemned to hard labor. 

 Picking up some plates I’d dried, Daddy stopped suddenly and to my surprise said, “I 

didn’t mean to yell at you before.” 

 I shrugged and said, “It’s okay.” 

 “But tell your friends,” he added, “I don’t want no horseplay in here.”  Then he put the 

plates back down and looked at me thoughtfully.  “I don’t know what you see in that Danny guy.  

He’s sure dopey looking—reminds me of Ed Norton.”   

I was racking up the glasses to wash and didn’t pause or react to his insulting reference to 

that idiot sewer man on the Honeymooners.  He should talk.  One of his fishing buddies, the one 

aptly called Ox, looked like a bigger, bearded Ralph Cramden.   

 After not too awfully long, Danny and Terry came back in without the girls.  “They had 

to get home early,” Terry said and plopped on a stool.  “They’re some hot chicks.” 

 Danny giggled, blushed, and said, “Only time for a couple smooches.”  He didn’t look in 

the least like Ed Norton to me, but I’d love him even if he did. 

 Soon Terry was talking cars with a guy, and Danny and I drifted into the empty pinball 

room.  While he struggled on the Carnival machine, I asked, “Do you like Flossie much?” 

 “No,” Danny snickered and flippered the ball a long shot, “but she’ll do in a pinch.”  He 

looked up at me with that gleam in his mischievous brown eye that gave me a sharp ache inside 

and pinched my tit.  I squawked and pinched him back, on the side.  He gave a wicked smile. 

 Quickly bored with the pinballs, we wandered outside again.  Strolling along the dark 

highway, Danny got to talking seriously.  “You know,” he began, dropping an arm over my 

shoulder, “I worry a lot about the future.  I mean, you’re gonna be an atom scientist.” 

 I protested, “I haven’t decided any such thing, Danny, truly.” 

 “Anyhow,” he grunted, “I don’t even know what to want to be.”  We thought on it as we 

walked down the Hill in the dark.  A car went whizzing past, its headlights so bright, then gone.  
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Finally he said, “Well, I really love to drive tractors, and I bet those big road machines would be 

lots of fun.”  With a squeeze on my shoulder he turned us around to head back uphill. 

 Back on the big chain, which I’d come to think of as my fetters, I made what seemed to 

me a splendid suggestion.  “You should be a movie star.” 

 “I ain’t smart enough for that,” Danny mumbled.   

We’d never talked about the difference in our grades.  The fact that he had a hard time 

making C’s didn’t matter to me.  To comfort him, I ruffled his hair, softer now that it was longer, 

and said jokingly, “If you don’t want to be a star, you can be an astronomer.”  Then we tried 

finding all the splendors of stars that I could remember. 

 When Danny and Terry had to go, he got in the passenger seat of the Chevy and said, 

“See you tomorrow at the salt mine.”  He didn’t understand.  I lived at the salt mine.    

 Then off they went down the black highway, south over the lip of the Hill. 

### 
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CHAPTER 4:  PENANCE 

# 

 Thank goodness I was so used this awful early hour.  Before daylight, four-thirty am, that 

alarm went off for another Saturday at work.  About my only motivation to get out of bed was 

the fifty cents an hour.  Of course, if I didn’t get my butt up, I knew all too well what would 

happen to it.  Luckily, my savings for college next year were piling up nicely.  With my great 

grades, I was pretty sure to get into one of the universities I was applying to.  Of course, since I 

wouldn’t be getting any help from the family, it’d be where I got the best scholarship. 

Anyhow, I figured a boring Saturday at work was just punishment for a terrible sinner 

like me.  My fall from grace, yet again, happened last Wednesday night.  I’d tried rubbing myself 

a little bit through the blanket, you know, not really touching, but then I reached under…  The 

abomination had weighed heavily on my soul, and I kept praying to live till Sunday to confess 

the mortal sin.  Being alive and able to get up this morning, even for work, was a blessing, 

considering that the alternative was hell. 

Whenever I was in a state of mortal sin, I wouldn’t let myself think about my heavenly 

Annette.  My sinful hands, even in imagining, were unworthy to touch her.  That’s why the past 

two nights had been doubly lonely.  And now I resignedly tromped out my front door to do some 

early penance in the café.  My only consolation was that back last month Danny had also got him 

a Saturday job at the drugstore in Ashdown, though with better hours. 

This Saturday morning was different than usual though.  It was the first morning the café 

hadn’t been open all night.  The past several weeks, business had gotten even slower, especially 

in the ‘wee hours,’ and Daddy decided to close from one to five.  Across the highway, the cafe 

sat there all dark in the pre-dawn, the pink of the neons gone, sleeping in the late starlight.  Two 

dark trucks loomed in the parking area waiting for us to open.  I’d never seen it like this before.  

It was so weird that I ran inside right away to flip on the lights and wake it up. 

As I’d learned in these years of working Saturdays, they were all just one darned thing 

after another, usually nothing particularly interesting or noteworthy.  Punctuated by bouts with 

the miserable dishwashing machine.  Long was about the only thing you could call a Saturday at 

work.  I sure hoped business would pick up today because busy time flew.  Idle time crawled. 

# 

Melba arrived carrying her clean apron and some paper bags.  She trounced back to the 

kitchen without a word to fire up the grill and deep-fry.  She never felt good till her first dip of 

snuff.  I right away put on some coffee for the two truckers, wiped down the counters and 

booths, and counted out the money for the register.  When I picked up their orders in the kitchen, 

I asked for some cakes and sausage, and Melba said, “Okay, but only on condition you don’t 

play the juke box for an hour.”  

The Midwest milkman arrived about then.  In his white uniform he looked like Jackie 

Gleason playing a milkman.  We called him Looney, but I didn’t know his real name.  He said, 

“I bet Mr. Lee I’d beat you here this morning, but I lost.”  He always teased me about sleeping 

on the job, but I sure wished he hadn’t said anything like that to Daddy.  Leaving Looney to his 

milk business, I took care of a couple new folks in number four. 

While I was eating and wishing somebody’d play the juke box, Melba’s husband Jessie 

came in.  I cringed.  He had black, rotten teeth and could get anybody’s dander up.  Digging into 

my hotcakes, I ignored him.  When the Greyhound bus zoomed by and tooted, our bundle of 

newspapers plopped onto the gravel, and Jessie said, “Run out and fetch the papers, boy.” 

Picking up the newspapers, I fumed and kicked gravel along the chain.  Jessie was so 
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dumb, like the time he argued with Looney saying, “Half and half ain’t no such thing, but pure 

cream.”  He claimed electricity didn’t hurt him and was wild jealous of anybody with fat Melba.  

When I came back in, Jessie grumbled, “Gone so long, I figured you left and et your cakes.”  Of 

course, he hadn’t, but I didn’t find his joke funny. 

More customers came in, some truck drivers with cowboy hats who sat in number one.  

After fetching them their coffees, I sat quietly on my stool at the end of the counter with some 

more coffee and between customers read the funnies page in the paper.  Afterwards I started 

daydreaming about my Annette, but then remembered my sinfulness and made myself stop.  

Instead, I wondered about sex, that mysterious thing I didn’t really understand, except for that 

one part that kept leading me into temptation. 

Our priest, Father Jordan, never supplied any details about sex in his sermons or in our 

catechism classes.  All Daddy ever said was one time when he took me out into the pasture 

where they were mating Lady with this big white stallion.  While we watched, he commented, 

“Well, that’s how it works.”   

That much I’d known from Biology class, but that stallion’s thing as long as my arm 

made me feel pretty queasy.  My question was how did a boy get to that point with a girl in the 

first place?  I mean, how do you get her to take off her panties?  Suddenly the door opened with 

another customer, and Jessie said loudly, “Wake up, boy!  Company’s coming.” 

# 

Parties began coming in then, and I had me a workout till a good while after sunrise.  At 

least they started playing the juke box some.  Problem was, somebody played Johnny Cash’s “I 

Walk the Line” three times in a row.  For some reason, Mr. Walsh had left that annoying country 

song on the juke box for a couple years now.  I really enjoyed being busy, hustling for this or 

that, greeting folks with bright good mornings, serving them Melba’s great cooking, and of 

course taking their money at the register.  I thought I was a really great waiter, and my math 

skills made doing tickets and change a snap.  

When things started slowing down later, a lady came in with two boys, one about my 

size, but you could tell he was some years younger, maybe Willie’s age, and the other was a lot 

younger.  The older, who had a cute round nose, she called Billy.  He was wearing a red plaid 

shirt and blue pants with a hole in one knee, and the little one’s shirt was torn on the shoulder.  I 

figured they must be pretty poor. 

Even with our money problems, I counted myself real lucky here with my family owning 

Piney Hill.  Without doubt, it was one of the nicest looking places around, a beautiful castle in 

comparison to most of the old wooden houses hereabouts.  When I took the folks their orders, I 

admired Billy’s happy blue eyes and wide smile. 

After they paid their check, since there was a lull in business, I went outside and watched 

Billy fiddle around under the hood of their old truck.  He said he was checking the fan belt, and I 

was impressed.  His mom told me they were from Hope, off southeast past Nashville, somewhere 

I’d never been.  Then she asked for a pink rose off the bush by the chain, blooming wild now in 

the spring.  I cut her a whole bouquet. 

# 

Sometime after nine, Jim and Melvin showed up.  Jim was a shriveled old man with a big 

bump on his cheek who ran the filling station for Daddy.  Melvin was a local bachelor, kind of 

heavy with a baby face, who often worked in the café, mostly as night cook.  Sitting in number 

three, they proceeded to drink many cups of coffee and watch me work.  While I was stacking 

coffee cups on the shelf, I heard Jim say, “I wonder what the kid does for kicks.” 
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Melvin remarked, “Probably beats his meat.” 

Utterly mortified, I retreated to the kitchen, praying to survive till tomorrow for 

absolution.  While I waited on various customers, my two tormentors in the booth commented on 

something every time I came near, like Jim saying, “I’d sure like to see that kid do some real 

work!”  Even though I was used to their jibes, they were really annoying. 

Passing their booth carrying an order, I asked Jim, “How your sorry foxhounds doing?”  

He snorted in disgust.  Recently Fauntleroy Fox had gotten loose and run out back behind the 

filling station where Jim’s dogs were chained to their doghouses.  Foxey got all those dogs going 

crazy on their chains, dancing around just beyond their reach.  I saw him strut up to one that was 

barking fit to bust and calmly bite him on the nose.  The reputation of Jim’s dogs suffered when I 

told neighbor folks about that. 

# 

Must have been ten-thirty when Horatio Hooper from down the way came in for his 

paper and sat at the counter.  Smoking a smelly El Producto cigar while reading the news, he’d 

always complain about things, sounding like Major Hoople in the Our Boarding House comic 

strip.  He was always going on about how Communism was such a great threat that we free 

people didn’t stand a chance in the world.  This morning Horatio started in on how the Russian 

Communists have even infiltrated the US Congress, and it sounded awful scary.   

Now in our Civics class, Mrs. Wilson never talked about anything but our American 

constitution and government, and nary a word about such international stuff.  As an American, I 

knew it was my duty to be democratic.  Last year I got a book off the bookmobile by Mr. Hoover 

called “Masters of Deceit,” but it was too confusing to finish.  All I got out of it was that Mr. 

Khrushchev was a selfish and evil man.  Why did the Russians even listen to him?  After all, our 

President Eisenhower was so wise and good.   

Then Daddy came in for some breakfast with his buddies Joe Ray and Donald.  Joe Ray 

was handsome with curly blond hair, and Donald was the big guy with a black beard they called 

Ox.  They were going fishing and would be back by four.  Horatio sometimes went along, but 

today he was too busy, though I knew he’d probably sit here for at least another hour grumping. 

Near lunchtime, the Western Hatcheries driver came in.  A real regular customer, he got 

himself a cup of coffee, and leaned around the corner to ask Melba for a chickenfry.  (Piney Hill 

chickenfries were also famous, curly and fluffy with good cream gravy, definitely worth the 89 

cents.)  Name of Reese, embroidered in yellow on his brown shirt pocket, he probably was 

nineteen or twenty, real handsome, walking kind of proud.  It was hard to figure how to say it:  

like he was particularly desirable from a girl’s point of view. 

 Reese took off his cap, rumpled his brown hair, and slouched on the stool across from 

where I was clearing number three.  He said, “I hear Mr. Lee got him a hot new birddog pup.” 

 “Yeh,” I said, “but he’s too young to be hot yet.” 

 He looked me up and down, real serious, and said, “Bet you ain’t.  Getting any lately?” 

 His smile had a teasing twist of the lip.  I just stood there with my armload of dirty dishes and 

shrugged, wondering how I’d even know if I was.  Reese winked at me and said, “I gotta say, 

Benny, you sure do look a lot hotter with more hair on top of your head.”  I sure needed to hear 

that today and grinned my thanks.  Of course, he meant besides the little hairs on my chin.  

 While I was racking the dishes, Mom showed up with the new blue apron she’d just 

finished sewing.  After her came sullen sister Janie who clucked like a chicken and stuck out her 

tongue at me.  She never said much to me, and when she did, it was usually about one of the 

animals in our zoo, most often about her horse.  Janie always kept herself busy grooming Lady 
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or riding her around the pasture.  I figured she was pretty lucky having some company on Piney 

Hill, even if it was a horse.  Myself, I wasn’t inclined to sitting on large animals. 

Now I could have me a break before the afternoon shift.  Before leaving, I carried Reese 

his chickenfry.  With another wink, he said, “See you later, stud.” 

# 

 On the way across the highway, I virtually inhaled my cheeseburger.  First thing after, I 

dropped by the chickenhouse to check up on the screech-owl I was nursing.  I’d discovered 

Hubert Whoobird flopping around in the bushes with a broken wing.  Now that it was set and 

strapped to his body, he perched on the hen roost in the back.  Chickens didn’t seem to mind.  Or 

he’d tromp around on the snake cages taunting them.  For his lunch, I gave him a white mouse, 

which he held in one foot and munched like a candy bar. 

 No sooner did I step out of the shed than raindrops started plopping down in the yard, and 

I raced for the back porch.  Comfortable in the wicker rocker, I watched the rain spraying off the 

eaves.  Across the yard, drops splashed madly in new puddles.  A cool breeze drifted onto the 

porch with the smell of wet trees and new spring leaves, and the rain sounded like music.  

Chickens pecked around in the puddles, soaked and bedraggled, too dumb to go inside.  Duchess 

and her puppies, now almost old enough for new homes, scampered over from the garage.  The 

female with the black spots was the one Danny wanted. 

 Rocking and resting, I pondered on Horatio’s hoopla and President Eisenhower and all 

those others like Roosevelt and Lincoln.  Maybe someday somebody from around here in 

Arkansas would become President.  Not me!  I didn’t want to, but maybe that nice poor boy Bill 

this morning.  While the pups romped around and the rain dripped, I plotted on a novel about that 

happening with the kid being smart like me.  He becomes a Rhodes Scholar and stuff, and then is 

elected Governor of the state, and then…  Fairly soon there was a break in the clouds, and blue 

shone through.  When the sun burst out, the cedar tree by the chickenhouse wore millions of 

drops like diamonds on every needle. 

Soon as I walked into the café, Mom ordered me to wash my hands real good.  “God 

knows what you’ve been handling,” she said and hurried off with a load of plates.  Well-

scrubbed at the back sink, I came out front to take over.  Mom was at the register finishing up 

with a customer.  Then she told me to be sure and help Margie patty up hamburger this 

afternoon, a chore about as boring as peeling potatoes.  In the past few years I bet I’d peeled ten 

thousand potatoes.  At least putting them through the cutter to make French fries was fun.  

When Mom took off for the house, Melba fixed me a BLT to round off my lunch.  She 

took off herself quick as Margie showed up.  Margie was a thin older woman who laughed in 

quiet chuckles at everything, even my jokes.  She had lots of wrinkles around her eyes like from 

smiling and was fun to be with in the quiet afternoons.   

# 

Besides the mindless job of mashing out blobs of hamburger, we had to entertain each 

other for another hour or so because it was really slow again.  Mostly coffee, pie, and ice cream 

as afternoon snacks for occasional truckers.  There weren’t many tourists, and when you got 

right down to it, you had to wonder what tourists could hope to see in this neck of the woods 

anyway.  Folks said the bridge across the Little River was the only curved bridge in the world, 

but it wasn’t all that impressive to look at.  And I seriously doubted it was the only one. 

Presently, the state patrolman, Louie, went whizzing by with his siren on.  A few minutes 

later a car coming from the south stopped, and I asked the guy if he knew what had happened.  

Turned out a cattle truck had run off the road down near the lower Y and rolled down the 
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embankment.  Man said there were dead cows everywhere and live ones wandering crazy around 

the highway.  Big trouble!  What do you do with all that meat? 

Then Miss Mannis, our advisor in the 4-H Club, came in and ordered a cheeseburger.  

She was a real nice homely old maid on her way back from the Larrimers who lived down the 

road a ways.  She said that last night, right after the pie walk down at Fred’s store, Oscar 

Larrimer dropped dead.  Just like that. 

Mom had taken me down there last night, and Mr. Larrimer spoke to me saying, “You’re 

getting to be a handsome young man.”  I’d never even once thought he’d drop dead in just a little 

bit.  It was a shame his Protestant soul went to hell.  Then came the cold, horrible fear that if I 

dropped dead right now, after my vile sin, my soul would also be thrown into hell. 

When I brought her lunch, Miss Mannis told me Iris Barker from up near Lockjaw and I 

had been chosen County Champion Girl and Boy and would get to go to a big banquet.  We’d 

also get those beautiful green corduroy Champion jackets with the cloverleaf on the back.  They 

chose me because my great hog Cornpone won that ribbon at the county fair and Iris for the huge 

quilt she made out of old ties.  I saw it, and it was weird. 

When she headed home, I left Margie alone a minute to run over and tell Mom the good 

news.  She was at the table writing a letter and crying.  Wiping her eyes, she tried to smile.  “I 

was just writing to Aunt Donna about the business,” she said to explain her tears.  At a total loss 

for what to say, I handed her another Kleenex and told her about being County Champion Boy. 

“Oh, honey,” she laughed, “that’s so wonderful.  I’ll let Aunt Donna know right now.”  I 

remembered to tell her Mr. Larrimer dropped dead last night and raced back to work. 

When I told Margie that Mom was feeling awful sad and worried, she had me watch 

things a bit while she went over to visit.  Only a few folks came in for coffee, and then our 

regular trucker customer Vince, a pleasant older guy with a long white mustache.  I cooked him a 

hamburger steak just the way he liked it with cream gravy. 

# 

 Bringing Vince’s order out, I noticed through the window some boys getting out of a car, 

the boys from Frog Level, a village off west of the Cossatot River.  They always seemed so nice, 

and I smiled at them as they came in and sat in number four, all giggling and talking.  While 

drawing them water from the fountain on the Coke machine, I recalled folks around Lockjaw 

whispering about the Frog Level boys being strange or something, but I had no idea what they 

meant.  The boys all looked too handsome to be weird, and I never noticed anything unusual 

except a while back when two of them were holding hands under the table.  

They ordered the usual Cokes and fries, and two got up to play the juke box.  One of the 

two left in the booth, whose name I knew was Sammy, changed his order to onion rings and 

smiled at me with big dimples and bright blue eyes.   

After cooking up the boys’ fries and onion rings and serving them, I felt like a real fifth 

wheel and ruefully retired to the penance of dishwasher duty.  We’d accumulated an entire rack 

of glasses and most of one of plates.  So I turned on the monster machine, its roar drowning out 

the squawky country song one of the guys played on the juke box, and listlessly jerking the rack 

back and forth, wondered what it would be like to have a crowd of friends like that.  To let the 

glasses cool, I went out front to find Vince ready to pay his check. 

Then one of the boys came up to pay theirs too.  Boy, was I surprised when three of them 

left, and Sammy was still sitting in the booth.  While I cleared off their dishes, he said, “They’re 

going off to DeQueen and buy a carburetor, but I don’t wanna.” 

“You want something else?” I asked, always the good waiter. 
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“Nah,” Sammy replied with a shake of the head.  “I’ll just hang out.”  His lazy grin made 

the dimples enormous. 

“Well, if you do, just give a shout.” 

He sat back and looked out through the venetian blinds.  Dutifully, I went back to the 

hideous dishwasher and ran the load of plates without a customer one coming in.  Just when I got 

to drying my least favorite, the hot silverware, Sammy came around from out front. 

“I guess you know Iris Barker?” he casually asked.  “She says she knows you real good.” 

“Sure do,” I said and finished up the steaming spoons.  “We went to junior high together 

up in Lockjaw.” 

He sat up on the ice cream freezer where I could admire his lean legs and his proudly 

arched nose.  The knife handles were still so hot I had to hold them the other way around to dry.  

Not without a certain personal pride, I added, “She and I were just chosen as 4-H County 

Champion Boy and Girl.” 

“Wow!” Sammy exclaimed.  “Congratulations, pal.  What did you do?” 

I admitted with considerable chagrin, “Raised a blue-ribbon shoat.” 

Flashing his dimples, Sammy asked, “So, Mr. Champion, what’s Iris like really?” 

“Well, I guess you could say she’s pretty cute and seems to be a sweet girl.” 

“I know that,” he said with an impatient snort through his delicate nose. “I mean, does 

she like to, you know, go out with guys?” 

“I think she goes on dates, but as to whether she likes to, I don’t know.” 

Sammy laughed out loud, hopped off the freezer, stood right in front of me, and asked, 

“Think she’d like to go out with me?” 

I too laughed out loud, “Like asking if the sun’ll come up tomorrow.”  He was so 

handsome any girl would flip her wig. 

The dishes all done, I longed to remove us from the presence of that ugly machine, so I 

suggested we go play pinballs.  I opened up the Ace of Hearts machine with the key and clicked 

up several games.  Sammy was delighted, and I leaned up against the Las Vegas machine to 

watch him play.  Not a single customer came in for the longest, and we talked about all kinds of 

things while he flapped the flippers.   

I couldn’t remember what we said but kept thinking what a perfect brother he’d be.  It 

was odd how I felt almost the same strange love for him as for Danny, those mysterious, intense 

connections of friendship, that almost hunger.  With my arm over his shoulder, I watched the ball 

suddenly shoot down between the flippers.  There was a racket of car doors slamming outside, so 

I left Sammy struggling with the game and went to fetch waters. 

# 

A young man and a lady came in and walked right up to the register.  They wanted a 

room and didn’t seem to mind that our motel was three dollars a night.  I asked why they were 

stopping so early in the day, not quite three-thirty, and the man whispered that they were newly-

weds.  Judging from the way the lady hung on his arm, she loved her new husband a lot. 

I told Sammy it would just take a minute and led them in their car back through the pines 

to number five cabin.  The units all sat a ways apart and had nice white front porches.  The man 

remarked, “Way out in the woods, ain’t it!  Perfect for a honeymoon!”  There weren’t any 

wedding decorations on their car, but the way the lady squeezed up against him, they were 

probably anxious to get inside. 

Walking on back to the café, I dreamed about a honeymoon with my Annette—to Venice, 

her favorite place according to the magazines.  Then I looked down at the pine straw and gravel, 
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remembering how unworthy I was of such dreams.  Instead, I wondered what the man and lady 

were doing right now back there in that honeymoon cabin. 

Sammy was waiting by the front door for me, having used up his games on the pinball 

already.  He apologized with a shy smile.  So I clicked up a few more.  But instead of him 

playing, he pulled me over to the machine saying, “You play.  I hear you’re real good.” 

I rarely played around anyone, but a chance to impress Sammy was too attractive to miss.  

So I stepped up to the machine.  Years of afternoons playing had taught me to know each like a 

rider his horse, only better.  Gauging the tension on the plunger precisely, I could place the ball 

anywhere you want, and moving the flippers gently at the exact right moment, fling the ball all 

the way back up to the top.  In addition, I knew just how hard to bump the machines around 

without the pendulum in the ring inside tilting them.   

If of nothing else, I was a master of those flashing and clanging games.  For a show-off 

demonstration, I kept a ball bouncing between bumpers for more than 60,000 points and five free 

games.  Sammy got so excited that he threw his arm over my shoulder and hugged me.  “You’re 

great!” he laughed.  It felt so good I simply let the ball roll off the flipper and hugged him back. 

He tried playing some more and bumped the machine around too hard.  When it tilted, he 

crinkled his cute nose in disgust.  The way he laughed I almost reached out to touch his cheek.  It 

made me shiver to think how lucky Iris was to have such a dreamboat interested in her.  Why 

couldn’t I have some girl interested in me like that?  That confusing thought I put out of my 

mind again for moral reasons. 

# 

 Customers started coming in again keeping me busy, and in between I’d check on my 

friend.  In about a half-hour Daddy showed up with Joe Ray and Ox—and several big blue-gills.  

He looked all happy and was even smiling when he saw me in the side room with Sammy.  I 

came out and told him business had been real slow for the past couple hours.  He grunted 

something as he pulled out cold orange Nehis for his friends. 

 When I came over to get Sammy a pop, Daddy frowned at me and asked, “You clean out 

the nigger room like I told you?” 

 Instantly I recalled him remarking yesterday about needing to clean it up, but I never 

imagined it was an order.  Knowing the wisdom of not arguing, I just said, “I’m sorry. I forgot.” 

 Then he whopped me one across the mouth.  “So you waste time with the pinballs.” 

 “It wasn’t busy…” I started, and he slapped me again. 

 “When Cora Lee gets here,” he growled, “you do as you’re told.”  It was so humiliating I 

couldn’t even look at Joe Ray or Ox, and I hoped to heaven Sammy hadn’t seen. 

 Having seen the fishermen get home, Margie came back right then from visiting Mom 

and got yelled at too for wasting time.  She walked back into the kitchen without a word. 

 Trying to act like nothing was wrong, I took Sammy his grape soda.  From his sad smile I 

could tell he’d seen.  “Thanks, Champ,” he said very quietly.  “Don’t let it bug you.” 

 Wouldn’t you know it, but right then his friends pulled into the parking area outside the 

window and honked.  Sammy waved to them and chugged his pop, accidentally dribbling a 

streak of purple across his chin and onto his shirt.  Laughing, he said goodbye at the door and 

held my hand for a long minute.  Then he said, “I think I’ll ask Iris if she’ll give me a date.” 

 “Good luck,” I said and added, “Don’t settle for a prune.”  We laughed. 

# 

 Around four-thirty Cora Lee showed up.  She was about nineteen with bad teeth and 

always wore lots of real sweet perfume.  She sometimes waitressed for the so-called evening 
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rush, and otherwise we had a nice neighbor lady named Vonelle.  There was often a good crowd 

of locals into the café at supper time since the only other restaurants were in DeQueen to the 

north or Ashdown to the south, both twenty miles away. 

 With her to take care of customers, I followed Daddy’s orders and set to cleaning out the 

back room.  After twelve hours of work, I was getting weary but approached the job as more 

penance.  Sweeping and mopping out the dingy green room, I thought about the happy afternoon 

with Sammy, and it made me feel less put upon.  After another half-hour’s work in the café, 

Daddy finally took over from me at five-thirty.   

By the time I’d fed the zoo, evening was setting in, and I took off down the hill out back 

for some fishing of my own.  Barefoot with a cane pole on my shoulder, I felt like Huck Finn.  

Okay, so I did have me a nice mother and a pretty place to live in, but just like Huck, I sure as 

shooting had a mean ol’ pap.  And if I had me a raft, I’d jump on it right now and float away 

down the Mississippi.  All I needed was a great Negro friend like that Jim.   

Our pond was a ways out in the woods, straight down past the white oak, and then you’d 

come out on the rise above the water.  Along with perch and blue-gills, the man who built Piney 

Hill stocked the pond with goldfish that went wild.  When you’d come out of the woods onto the 

bank, the greenish surface of the water was usually spotted with golden flowers of fish.  Toss a 

rock, and they’d dive, the golden flowers disappearing. 

 I leaned back against a post oak, the pole propped across my arm.  There were ripples of 

bugs on the surface and footprints of the breeze in the middle.  My cork floated in the bright 

reflection of the sky.  The sun snuck low under some clouds, golden, and soon they were aflame 

with red, a rosy island in the gold sky. 

 Suddenly my cork went ploop.  After a bit of a battle, I pulled out a huge goldfish with a 

fancy fantail about a foot long.  Its round eyes bulged and fins quivered like a strange bird pulled 

out of the reflected sky.  I smoothed out its fins and tails like wet yellow feathers.  Surely this 

was a magic fish like the King of Fishes in that fairytale.  Maybe I could wish to be with my 

Annette, or to keep my soul free from sin, or even to be real famous.  Because he was lying there 

gasping for water, I told this King of Fishes I’d let him go and make my wishes later.  He flew 

away out over the pond like a bird, splashing into the sunset. 

# 

 Supper was fried chicken with some green beans and the usual ice tea.  I wasn’t half 

through when there was a sudden noise and shout from the kitchen, and Daddy came rushing out, 

his face twisted.  “You come in here and mop up the mess you made, Mr. Smart Guy.” 

 I had no idea what he was talking about but naturally leapt off my stool and raced to the 

kitchen.  The refrigerator door was standing open, and the pitcher of ice tea was spilt all over the 

floor.  Daddy yelled, “I open the door and it falls right out.” 

 “I put it in same as hundreds…” I attempted to say and got a fist in the belly that 

slammed me up against the doorframe.   

 “Don’t you sass me, you bastard!  Now clean it up.”  He stomped out. 

 Margie kept turned away, scraping down the grill with the pumice block.  Scarcely able 

to stand up or breathe from the pain in my stomach, I took the mop and cleaned the mess up.  Yet 

another punishment for my sin, it meant I wouldn’t have to say as many Hail Marys.  Maybe I 

should have asked the Magic Fish to take me away from this place where I was just a slave.  

Again I imagined running away on that raft with Jim. 

 When I was finishing up, Daddy came back and said, “Clark’s coming over tonight to 

catch a bunch of chickens.  You help.”  What a Saturday night, I moaned inside.  I didn’t feel 
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like finishing my supper and staggered off across the road.  But it really wasn’t my day. 

# 

 Before I got to the front gate, Father Jordan pulled up in his tan car.  Oh, boy!  Catechism 

time again.  The priest stopped by every week or so to give us private religion lessons.  He 

smiled and shook my hand, dignified with the white collar and black coat, but almost comic with 

droopy cheeks and baggy eyelids like a sad bulldog. 

 Mom was ironing in the living room when we came in, and he greeted her nicely.  Janie, 

in her usual trance in front of the television set, suddenly turned white as a sheet knowing she 

was next.  The priest and I went into my bedroom for privacy and sat at either end of my sofa.  I 

wondered what new sin I’d learn about today. 

 Back when catechism had just been memorizing questions and answers, it was fine 

because I could do that without thinking about how illogical so much of it was.  But nowadays it 

was getting to be private sermons.  This time Father’s vague but stern message seemed to be a 

new rule that even to want to commit a sin was a sin.  “Does that mean temptation’s a sin?” I 

asked carefully, feeling the hair on the back of my neck bristling. 

 Father Jordan answered a lot more than just no, apparently talking about things in general 

and sex in particular.  Pretty soon he got back to desire being sinful.  I couldn’t help asking, “So 

it’s a sin to want to love somebody?”  That seemed pretty unfair. 

 Again, with a lot of words, he made no into something different.  I changed the subject.  

“Do folks who die in a state of mortal sin absolutely, positively have to go to hell?” 

 Without hesitation, he affirmed that horrid sentence but then waffled.  “Well, maybe if 

one is truly contrite at the moment of death, God might listen to his prayer.”  That seemed quite 

reasonable.  “But,” he added, “even after our sins are forgiven, we should continue to feel 

remorse.”  This notion of permanent penance was none too thrilling.  Once a sin was forgiven, I 

wanted to forget about it. 

 After a short silence, Father Jordan leaned closer and said, “Now, Ben, I know you’re a 

pious young man…”   

 At that very moment Daddy leaned in my door.  “Clark’s here,” he announced.  “Ben’s 

got him some chores to tend to, Father.”  Then he hustled Janie in for her dose of religion.  

Daddy didn’t like it much when the priest dropped in.   

 Knowing that Father had been about to ask me again if I’d like to be a priest, which I 

most emphatically did not, I gratefully high-tailed it out the back door.  Even killing chickens 

would be a lot more fun than catechism. 

# 

 Some squawking from the chickenhouse said Clark was at work already.  At the door I 

saw his flashlight flicking on and off.  He’d shine it suddenly in a roosting chicken’s eyes, grab it 

by the head, and with a flick of the wrist, that was that, one headless chicken.  Just as I stepped 

inside, Clark flashed the light, and Whoobird’s big eyes blinked bright yellow.  The owl gave out 

with an earsplitting screech that scared Clark shitless.  It was enough to make a dog laugh.  He 

didn’t think it was all that funny and went off to smoke a cigarette and calm his nerves.   

 Lots of chickens were roosting in the cedar tree by the fence, and Clark had me climb up 

to catch them.  The first one slipped away and flew squawking into the dark over the field.  The 

weird light of the cloudy moon shone in on me through the cedar needles, and the tree full of 

chickens seemed so unreal.  I was some terrible monster stalking these same senseless chickens 

that had draggled around in the puddles earlier today.  I grabbed their feet and held them down 

for Clark to grab the head.  Then I helped him gather the carcasses, some of which were still 
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running and flopping around spraying blood all over the place. 

# 

 When Clark was gone and thank goodness, Father Jordan too, I couldn’t stand the 

thought of going back over to the café and just lay around on my sofa reading an old Uncle 

Scrooge comic book.  Shortly, there was a knock on my screen door.  It was a bunch of Lockjaw 

kids, the Sharp girls, cute Liz Butler, Patsy, and some guys like Royce Potter and Jimmy 

Williams, each with a soda pop in hand and wanting to have a dance party.  Since I had such a 

great record collection from Mr. Walsh and lots of space in my enormous room, we often had 

dance parties.  Daddy liked getting the rowdy kids (and the music they played on the juke box) 

out of the café and would even send others over to join us later.   

 The shy kids sat around on the sofa or bed and watched the rest of us kick up our heels.  

My rock and roll parties had earned me a good reputation as the best dancer around—and a bad 

one with the local preachers for leading their kids into supposed sin and debauchery.  I rather 

enjoyed being a bad influence.  Like tonight, Janie sometimes abandoned her western shows and 

joined in.  It was funny watching how awkwardly she danced with knees and elbows everywhere 

they shouldn’t be, but she really enjoyed horsing around with us big kids.   

 Liz was also a Bandstand fan and my frequent partner at these impromptu dances.  She 

and I tried some of the sharp new moves we’d seen this week on the television.  So, after all, to 

my utter surprise, it wound up being a great Saturday night.  By around eleven they all said good 

night and drifted back over to the café or home.  I collapsed on the bed, giving thanks that in 

only a few short hours now my soul would be made clean again. 

 Perhaps as a reward for my heartfelt contrition, I had a dream of my darling.  Annette gets 

lost in the thick woods and sends up a smoke signal that I see way off over the trees.  It spells out 

“TOOT” in great big smoke letters.  I run for help, and on the way I find a huge yellowish 

monster sitting up in a tree like a bird.  I hold it off with a knife that I’m grabbing by the blade.  

Now suddenly I’m one of the Mouseketeers, singing and dancing around with them, really one of 

them, and just like that Annette appears, as beautiful and sweet as ever, standing beside a 

buzzard.  Then we rode off in a wagon across the curving bridge over the Little River. 

### 
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CHAPTER 5:  INDIAN WELL 

# 

 This time I fell into sin yesterday evening without even meaning to.  After another long 

Saturday at work in the café, I’d gone down to the pond and jumped in.  These hot spring days 

made the water warm on top, while still pretty chilly down below.  Enjoying the sunset, I floated 

quietly, so quietly that a big flower of goldfish formed on the surface near my left hand, making 

little blurping sounds as they gulped air.  More fishes started nibbling at me, tickling all over my 

legs and back.  Before I knew what was going on, I was irresistibly tempted to…  At least there 

was only one night to wait for absolution. 

 I always got to sleep Sunday mornings till seven-thirty.  It was easier that way to survive 

without eating till Communion at the nine o’clock Mass in DeQueen—of course, after going to 

confession.  I was generally light-headed with hunger by the time we’d get home.  The 

uncomfortable church clothes didn’t help either:  green slacks with a buckle on the back that 

Mom ordered me from the Sears catalog and a white nylon fancy shirt.   

 At the café, Melvin asked once more if I wanted some orange juice.  His poor Protestant 

mind just couldn’t grasp the need to fast before receiving the Lord.  Daddy usually didn’t go to 

church with us but went afterwards to Nashville where Father said a later Mass.  Mom always 

got upset when he’d decide not to go, which was fairly frequent.  I guess having to work was a 

good excuse, so it wasn’t technically a sin for him to miss Mass. 

 Janie sat in the front seat in our gray Desoto, and I got the whole backseat to stretch out 

in.  Mom would always get nervous when she had to drive the car, going slowly even when there 

were no other cars on the road.  It took us like half an hour to go the twenty miles to DeQueen.  

While Janie read the funny papers, I watched the monotonous pine woods along the road and 

tried to ignore the horrible hunger pangs.  Once I got the funnies, I forgot about eating. 

 North of Lockjaw the highway crossed the Cossatot River and its bottoms with some 

lovely green fields with oaks and elms just about fully leafed out now.  A few horses and cows 

were scattered around grazing beneath them.  Though the river was a lazy meander here, I’d 

heard tell that further upstream it had some wild rapids.  

 In DeQueen at the corner by the courthouse with the stoplight, we came up on that blue 

station wagon with the Henderson family from up by Mena.  I sure hoped that blond kid Tom, 

their cousin, was still visiting from Oklahoma.  I’d seen him last Sunday, and in my catechism 

lesson Father told me the boy lived over near Broken Bow and was part Choctaw.  We followed 

behind them the couple blocks to St. Elizabeth’s. 

# 

 I was so happy to see that Tom was still visiting.  He and I knelt in the same pew waiting 

to confess, and I was thrilled to be so close to him and admire his brown eyes.  When it came 

Tom’s turn in the confessional, he was in there for a fair while, and I wondered what sin this 

handsome fellow might have on his soul, surely nothing like the great blotch on my own. 

 My turn behind the curtain came at last, and I knelt on the cushioned bench with the 

shadow of Father Jordan hunched over behind the grille.  I ran expertly through the required 

prayers and then came to the awful part.  I confessed feeling jealous twice (about Paul Anka with 

Annette, which I didn’t reveal), twice hitting my sister, (actually just poking her lightly when she 

aggravated me), and once, just once, mind you, touching myself impurely.  Thank goodness you 

didn’t have to go into the gory details of a sin. 

 Father gave me penance of ten Our Fathers and ten Hail Marys, which was fewer than 

usual.  Maybe he’d despaired of my ever overcoming sin, but I still felt ecstatic to be pure again.  
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Before I’d finished my penitent prayers, Father came out and called Tom up to serve.  I’d never 

learned, nor cared, to be an altar boy, but I knew most of the lovely Latin responses anyway. 

 After grinding out the last Hail Marys, I joined Mom and Janie in their pew up front.  

Janie looked deceptively cherubic, all dolled up with curls over her ears, and her funny pink band 

of a hat.  Sitting on the hard pew and fingering the missal’s red ribbon for today’s service, I 

rejoiced that I was again worthy of my adorable Annette. 

 Then Tom came out in his white altar-boy robe and rang the tinkly silver bells to start the 

Mass.  He glided around the altar handing Father the holy things.  He knelt slowly, gracefully, so 

lithe in the surplice or whatever you call it.  His voice was deep in the responses.   

 During the Gospel, as Tom sat patiently on the bench with his hands on his lap, his 

profile was perfect, hair gleaming gold and nose finely pointed.  Sunlight through the window 

gilded his eyelashes, like a painted angel.  Before Communion when he rang the bells again, I 

shivered with happiness.  Walking along the Communion rail beside Father, he held the silver 

salver right under my chin, and I felt a connection of my soul with his, and with God of course. 

 When the service was over and everybody was leaving, I tried to keep Mom and Janie 

from going too fast so maybe Tom would come out from in back.  But they plowed on out the 

door, and he didn’t show.  It was bitter thinking he’d most likely be gone next week, and we 

hadn’t had a chance to say word one to each other.  When I took Communion, Tom had looked 

at me with a nice smile, but that was all. 

# 

 After Mass we stopped at Hooker’s Drugstore, about the only place around open on 

Sundays, for some toothpaste.  Besides a Milky Way to keep me from fainting, I found a new 

Teen magazine with handsome Fabian on the cover and the newest Scrooge McDuck funny 

book.  Imagine three cubic acres of money!  Once we were outside of town on 71, I asked Mom 

if I could practice driving again like we’d done some other Sunday mornings. 

 Mom said, “I told Daddy I’m teaching you.  He says okay, but you got to be careful.” 

 Stopping along the highway where it was wide open in both directions, Mom pulled the 

car way off on the shoulder.  The Desoto had automatic transmission, and controlling the 

steering wheel and speed wasn’t hard at all.  I had to wonder why they made such a big deal 

about how difficult it was, like brain surgery or something.   

 She wouldn’t let me go over forty, so it was pretty much pooping along on my side of the 

line while everybody passed us.  Safely driving along, I reminded Mom that I needed to learn 

parallel parking for the license.  She agreed to talk to Daddy and even let me drive up to park 

behind the mailbox.  With all the cars at the café, maybe Daddy hadn’t seen us getting home. 

 Melvin heaped some fried eggs on my hotcakes for breakfast.  The whole world was 

bright now that I was back in a state of grace.  Suddenly I heard Daddy start yelling in the 

kitchen.  The hotcakes stuck in my throat.  It got quiet again, and pretty soon Mom came out 

front and said Daddy would teach me parking. 

 I wolfed down the rest of my breakfast and ran home to change clothes.  I wondered why 

he wouldn’t let Mom show me parking, and the prospect of him doing the teaching gave me 

great pause.  I recalled all too well his angry attempts way back when to teach me to ride a bike.  

(We abandoned the frustrating lessons quickly, and in about a year I just got on the contraption 

and rode away.)  If I was lucky, this might go okay—no need to balance on two wheels. 

 Daddy pulled the old Ford out of the garage and stopped it along the fence by the 

persimmon patch.  Looking aggravated and bored, he spit out his old Copenhagen and told me to 

get in the Desoto.  He stepped back with one instruction:  “Do it like in the training manual.” 
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 Fortunately I’d read the pamphlet, and the geometry of the maneuver was real simple.  

The first few times I pulled up beside the jalopy and parked behind it were fairly easy, even 

though I had a hard time with reverse at first.  The next time I felt I’d gotten the hang of it. 

 Then on the fifth time backing in behind the Ford, the bumpers just barely touched.  

Daddy blew his lid, screaming at me to get out of the car right this minute.  Horrified, I did so, 

and he yelled, “You don’t touch this car again!”  Then he picked up a branch and took to 

switching me hard on the shoulders.   

 I ran away, leaping the fence and escaping off among the persimmon trees.  In a daze, I 

stumbled off towards the old gravel pit and wound up under the black-jack oak that stood alone 

on a kind of butte in the pit.  After a few miserable tears, I realized how vain and selfish I was.  

Vain because what right did someone as insignificant as me have to love such a glorious beauty 

as Annette Funicello?  Me, a miserable clod of the earth, as lowly as a stone in this gravel pit.  

That led to wondering what all this gravel was doing up here on top of a hill.  And where do you 

suppose it came from anyway? 

# 

 Back at home and still depressed, I sat under my weeping willow tree in the backyard and 

played with the frisky puppies.  Duchess didn’t mind leaving them with me and Lobo and 

wandering off for some peace and quiet.  I think Lobo liked them climbing all over him.  A jet 

plane flew by, high overhead, going west, the way I wanted with all my heart to go.  Resisting 

the temptation to daydream, I decided to take a walk. 

 Modestly, I could say I knew the woods around here like the back of my hand in a radius 

of three or four miles.  I loved the old Brooks place with fields of wild daffodils earlier this 

spring and two giant walnut trees, one pretty near dead.  Around where its cabin once stood, the 

raspberries had run wild and almost covered the old chimney.  

 I knew of lots of pretty valleys back in the hills, creeks with swimming holes, lizards and 

woodpeckers everywhere.  Kids here called them peckerwoods.  And I had me this one special 

white oak grove with a carpet of leaves so thick on the ground, no brush anywhere, like a park.  

I’d sit there under the huge trees standing like columns or pillars and listen to the total silence, 

like thousands of years ago.  

 But it being full spring, I decided to go to my secret grotto and do some gardening work.  

I’d found it two summers ago off over a couple ridges to the northwest.  That was right when I 

found Annette on the TV show, and I dedicated the special spot to her, just like that fellow 

Laddie in the Gene Stratton Porter novel who made a secret garden for the girl he loved.  With 

trowel and clippers in hand, my trusty hickory stick, and faithful Lobo scouting around here and 

there, I set off down the hill past the hog pen into the tall pine grove. 

 The grotto was a spring on the slope of a creek valley that bubbled out of outcroppings of 

rock covered with blankets of thick moss.  A ledge ran along over a long cave hardly big enough 

anywhere for a dog to stick his head in.  The curtains of moss on the bank hid a labyrinth of tiny 

caverns.  The stream from the spring started as a thin, silvery waterfall. 

 I’d moved wildflowers into the area, purple wild phlox, red cardinal flowers, and that 

grass with blue ones.  From home I’d brought some irises that were blooming so pretty purple 

right now, and homestead lilies for their reddish gold in summer.  Honeysuckle twined around 

some trees, and there were even two bittersweet bushes, so lovely last fall with their orange 

petals and red berries.  Down by the spring branch the hollies were very dark. 

 I shucked out of my clothes right away.  I always liked to get naked in the woods since 

there was absolutely nobody else around to see.  With my trowel, I set to clearing winter stuff out 
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of the bed of the trickling stream.  Then I cleaned out the little pool with the dam I made last year 

just down the slope a ways.  I was surprised to see a place where the water had cut through my 

dam and run in a different channel. 

 But I was even more surprised to see that the break had been repaired!  Looking closer, I 

saw how somebody had stood off to the side to do it.  There was part of a bare footprint in the 

moist soil.  Suddenly I felt like Robinson Crusoe.  Who could it have been?  The nearest folks 

were an ancient couple who lived off north on the old gravel highway.  For all I knew, it must 

have been a forest elf, and I thanked him kindly for the favor. 

 Then I set to clipping back the overgrown muscadine vines down by the spring branch to 

open up the view across the valley.  Even naked, it got hot enough to sweat, and I splashed 

around in the branch washing the mud off my hands and knees.  It felt pretty cold.  Little fish 

darted among the roots of the tall holly tree on the bank.  I was ecstatic to be in a state of blessed 

grace again and twirled round and round on the gravelly sandbar in a dizzying dance. 

# 

 In a bliss of blessedness, I wandered home to my room and stretched out on the sofa to 

read in the new magazine about Fabian.  He was so good looking it was pitiful.  Then I wrote to 

Betsy about Annette going out now with Paul Anka, who wrote a song especially for my darling 

called “Lonely Girl,” just like that sad one for me.  I also wrote my pen pal confidante about my 

dream the other night of seeing Annette with Paul and telling him his noble blood didn’t give 

him any more right to love her than me. 

 Still elated and excited, I needed to keep busy and started filling out a housing form for 

my college next year.  Last week I’d gotten accepted with a great scholarship into Tulane 

University in New Orleans.  They also promised me a student job, so I wouldn’t need anything 

from Daddy and Mom.  Another big reason to feel happy.  I’d only managed to fill out the boring 

home address stuff when there was a knock at my screen door.     

 Danny peered in through the screen at me.  I jumped up from my desk in the thrill of 

seeing him.  I’d thought about him all yesterday at work.  My buddy drove all the way up to 

Piney Hill to get his new puppy, and he was also excited and happy.  The blue and red striped 

polo shirt made his chest look very broad.   

 In the backyard we found the three puppies left playing while Duchess lay on the grass by 

the garage paying them no mind.  Danny cuddled his, the one with the dark spots.  When I asked 

if he wanted to take a walk in my woods, he sang suggestively, “In the pines, in the pines, where 

the sun never shines…”  Talking about grandparents and things, we ambled down to the pond.  

The pups ran along with Lobo, but Duchess took a rain check on the hike. 

 When we came out on the high bank over the pond, there were those big golden flowers 

of fish blooming here and there on its greenish surface.  Danny whistled in amazement.  Then I 

took a chance on sounding crazy and told him that last week I caught the King of Fishes and 

described its golden feather-fins.  I also told him about the three wishes I’d gotten to let it go. 

 “Make a wish right now,” he commanded.  “I want to see it happen.”   

 Instead, since he was my very best pal, I offered him one of my wishes.  I made him toss 

a pebble into the pond to call the King of Fishes, and of course all the flowers disappeared.  Then 

I made him close his eyes and make a wish.  He stood that way for only a brief moment and 

opened his eyes, giving me a naughty look, but wouldn’t say what he wished.  I sure hoped it 

would come true, and then I’d use my remaining two. 

 On the path back up the hill we came upon a king snake a couple feet long, all beautiful 

green, black, and yellow.  I caught it and showed Danny how there were no fangs when it bit.  It 
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just felt like sandpaper.  Seeing as how I’d likely run up on it again, I let it go this time. 

 Right below the pasture we got to my great white oak.  The Sunday afternoon sun was 

bright in its new greenery, timeless, the fragrance of spring, somehow eternal.  How perfect this 

first time to be out in the woods with my Danny, buddies completely alone with each other.  I 

wanted to tell him everything, show him all my treasures, take him to my secret places, and let 

him see what life was like for me here on Piney Hill.  

 Noticing the shallow Indian well full of leaves, Danny said it sure looked like a great 

place for a nap.   So I pushed him in, and he pulled me tumbling after.  Wrestling around, I took 

to tickling Danny in the ribs, and he struggled, laughing and begging me to quit.  Tears glistened 

in his brown eyes.  When I stopped, he instantly jumped me and pinned me flat on my back, 

knees on my elbows so I couldn’t tickle anymore.   

 Danny leaned over me, grinning mischievously, and stroked my furry cheek.  “I love 

your fuzz,” he said, laughed, and asked, “Wanna know what I wished?”  I nodded.  “Here, I’ll 

show you,” he said with a sly smile and popped open the buttons on his fly.  His pecker stood 

right up in the air, maybe six inches from my nose, a lot bigger than mine.  He moaned and said, 

“My balls are about to explode!” 

 All my blessed bliss of the day was blown away by his cock sticking out of his pants like 

a dark-headed snake.  How could temptation ambush me so soon after being made pure again?  

Why did the devil use my beloved friend to lure me into sin?  When Danny started touching 

himself impurely, I struggled out from under him, protesting that what he was doing was a sin. 

 “Maybe for you, Benny babe,” he said, rolling over in the leaves, and kept on moving his 

hand.  “But I think it’s like a little bit of heaven.” 

 “Well, I’m not going to watch,” I protested in a fit of virtue and walked over to stare at 

the trunk of the white oak.  Hearing Danny’s sweet groans, I had to struggle not to get hard 

myself.  Listening to a bird singing somewhere didn’t help.  Then a deep grunt. 

 When Danny climbed out of the leaf-well, he was handsomer than ever, his eyes brown 

and shining.  How could I love him so much in spite of his sinful ways?  I rumpled his soft hair 

to show I loved him anyway.  Crossing the pasture with the puppies scampering around under 

foot, Danny decided to name his Nina.   

 Unfortunately he had to get home for supper.  We put Nina in a cardboard box on the 

front seat of his car, and I kissed her goodbye.  Danny looked at us with such a cute smile that I 

almost wanted to kiss him goodbye too.  I told him to be nice to her, and he tweaked my chin 

hairs, winked, and said, “Don’t let your meat loaf.”  Then he drove away down the hill. 

 I wandered listlessly around under the tall pines, humming, “In the pines, in the pines…” 

and thinking with horror and fascination about what Danny had done in the Indian well, horror 

that he did such things, and fascination at seeing his prick.  But Danny was a poor, misguided 

Protestant, and I felt suddenly proud showing my buddy an example of the One Holy Faith. 

# 

 A chickenfry was supper, and fortunately there were no more run-ins with Daddy.  Then 

the same old chores of feeding the zoo.  Dumping the meat bones into the dog pen, I noticed the 

birddog pup working a board loose near the doghouse.  So I climbed in and pounded the board 

back into place real tight.  I petted some of the affectionate lop-eared hounds and on impulse 

climbed up on top the roof of the tall doghouse, something I hadn’t done for a couple years.   

 It was a lovely evening view off across the gravel pit toward the other hill, stripes of 

sunset clouds in gold and gray and rose.  Back then when I was first in love with Annette, after 

seeing her every day on the television, I’d climb up here and in my memory again see her 
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bouncing up to the camera with a bright “Annette” and raising her arm in a cheer. 

 Now here I was back on the old doghouse, still in love with her, but my love seemed to 

be starving—or burning out like a fire falling to embers.  It didn’t warm me anymore, not like 

then when I’d sit here and reverently sing the theme song:  Come along and sing this song / And 

join our family, M-I-C…  Singing it now, I was too sad to finish and climbed down off the roof. 

 After a quiet hour and some on the sofa reading a book about a Canada goose, “Manka, 

the Sky Gypsy,” I was ready to fly away myself, but the only place to fly was to the café for a 

soda pop.  I drifted slowly across the road recalling Danny’s sin this afternoon.   

 Stopping thoughtfully in the middle of the highway, the only headlight approaching from 

a fair way down the hill, I told myself it wasn’t a sin for Danny because he didn’t believe it was.  

Conversely then, it was a sin for me because I believed it was.  And I believed that because the 

Church said it was.  And they said that because..?   

 Hustling the rest of the way across the road for the car to zoom by, I stopped again on the 

parking gravel, thinking back to my rote catechism about what sin is:  an offense against God.  

How on earth could one even hope to offend God, to affect God in any way?  Maybe the Ten 

Commandments were just good old common sense, no lying, killing, etc.  But where do they say 

anything about touching oneself impurely?  Why in the devil would God be offended by that?  

That was too much theology for me, and I went on into the café.   

 Inside I found a bunch of the local kids and sat around number two chatting with them.  

Ruthie, a tall dark-haired girl on the basketball team, told us how at last week’s game in El 

Dorado she got fouled real bad in a jump shot, and everybody fell smack on top of her.  She 

exclaimed, “I was lost as a bat in a whirlwind!”  The image was so funny I choked on my root 

beer laughing.  I could just see a crazy bat fluttering madly, wild-eyed, in the whirling wind with 

no idea which way’s up.    

 Jimmy Sutton pounded my back to help the coughing, but if I thought of that confused 

critter again, I’d start giggling.  To distract myself I told them about the two cute puppies I had 

left.  Turned out Martha, Ruthie’s sister, wanted one, and so did Royce.  So we went across the 

road to pick them up.  Duchess didn’t seem to notice her pups’ departure at all. 

 Back in my room I hit the sack, thankful for keeping pure all day in spite of that 

temptation with Danny.  But I couldn’t think about that in case it too was temptation, sort of 

second-hand.  I dreamt—of standing by Danny and Mr. Gilbert in the school hallway with a 

glass of milk in my hand.  I drink it and put my arm around Danny, pulling him close against me.  

Danny bends his face close to mine, and I stroke his cheek.  Then we walk beside each other, 

going to his house.  We hear a dinner bell and start to run.  I outrun him along the path, though 

he can outrun me.  We run and the scenes swerve as we turn around a lake, and a big white 

mansion appears, set in dark cedars and oaks.  We run down to splash across a creek and up 

toward the house. 

 That was all because I woke up in the dark night feeling happy and sad, peaceful and 

fearful, and incredibly confused.  I couldn’t tell which way’s up—a lot like Ruthie’s bat. 

### 
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CHAPTER 6:  A CHEER OF CHAMPIONS 

# 

 Friday of the next week was the day for my trip to Little Rock as Sevier County 4-H 

Champion Boy.  Danny had warned me to watch out because it was Friday the 13th, but I didn’t 

believe in such superstitions.  Still it made me a little nervous.  While I dressed, I wondered why 

people would believe in superstitions if they’re not true.  And if they’re not true, how come folks 

thought them up in the first place?  Starving for some breakfast, I pulled on my fancy cowboy 

boots with the turquoise tops and raced across the road. 

After my soft-scrambled and sausage, Daddy drove me to the Barkers’ store, and on the 

way I got an earful of gripes about not shaving.  “You look like a stupid hillbilly,” he grumped.   

Adamant in my resolve not to shave, I dared to reply, “Yep, that’s me, a Piney Hillbilly.”   

“You sure got that right,” Daddy snorted, but he wasn’t through:  “And your hair looks 

like a dirty mop.”  This, oddly, just after his barber friend Lefty fixed up my longer hair into a 

neat bit of a wave in front, almost like Elvis.  He just had to complain about something.   

As usual, the very last thing before I got out of the car he told me to behave myself.  That 

was always so annoying because I couldn’t even remember ever misbehaving.  Well, unless you 

count that time Nick and I threw wads of wet tissue out the 16th floor window of that hotel in 

Atlantic City.  (They splatted splendidly on cars and the sidewalk.)  I knew it was wrong, but I 

couldn’t resist dropping a few globs.  Besides, Daddy didn’t know about that. 

Iris and I waited for Miss Mannis sitting on our suitcases out front under the big roof over 

their gas pumps.  We’d been 4-H chums for a long time.  Of course, my heart being wholly 

devoted to Annette, Iris not being Catholic, and her now going steady with Sammy, I had no 

romantic thoughts about her at all.  

Iris had a delicate, pretty mouth and a great figure.  No wonder my buddy Sammy really 

liked her.  I couldn’t help but imagine her out parking with him, kissing on his mouth and all that 

stuff.  Only problem was that tiny mole on her left cheek, the kind that might grow hairs 

someday.  Without it, I thought Iris would be perfectly beautiful.   

She must have noticed me staring at it.  “It’s called a ‘beauty mark,’ Benny,” she said 

with a coy smile and then explained, “You know, nothing’s ever supposed to be perfect.”   

In fact, I saw now that she was perfectly imperfectly beautiful, maybe more than Annette.  

I told her so, minus the comparison. 

She blushed modestly and changed the subject, squealing excitedly, “Oooh!  I’ve never 

stayed in a hotel—not in my whole life.” 

# 

  Miss Mannis finally appeared in her big black Chevrolet, and we took off for DeQueen.  

At the Sevier County Courthouse, we found the Little River County Champions already there.  

They were a homely freckled girl Edith Perkins and a good-looking blond guy named Leroy 

Watkins.  They went to school in Foreman, both juniors.  He smiled friendly at me and gave 

lovely Iris an obvious once-over, clearly liking what he saw.  His flirty leer at her embarrassed 

me, but she was polite in meeting him.  Then she proceeded pointedly to ignore him.  So would I 

have, if Sammy was my boyfriend.  There was no comparison.  

A county guy named Mr. Lacey was driving us all to Little Rock in his big Ford station 

wagon, brand-new for 1959 and real fancy.  I rode in the back seat between Edith and Leroy, 

while Iris sat way up front between the grownups.  Edith pulled out a bag of crocheting and set 

right to work.  She was County Champion for a big tablecloth and napkins she’d crocheted.   

Leroy was Champ for growing an acre of snap-beans that he sold in a stand by the road.  
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A tad put out that as a romantic poet, possible future rock star, and valedictorian of my class, I 

was being called a Champion just for raising a big hog, I admitted that ridiculous fact.  They 

didn’t even laugh.  Then I showed off the great boots I bought with the money. 

 Edith turned out to be real funny telling stories about kids she knew very dramatically, 

pausing at times to check her pattern.  In the meantime I watched Leroy and decided he was 

good-looking enough, like imperfectly imperfectly handsome.  His hair was in a plain crew cut, 

so light you could hardly see it.  Big blue eyes and a nice strong chin.  The strangest thing about 

him was his mouth, almost like a little boy’s, curving down at the corners, but not in a frown.   

 After cold drinks in Hot Springs, we got on the super highway, four lanes wide.  All the 

rest of the way, it rained, and I nearly fell asleep what with the steady drone of the tires on the 

wet pavement and the regular flip-flap of the windshield wipers.  Leroy did fall asleep, leaning 

his head on my shoulder.  He smelled like hay. 

 The whole time Edith worked on some kind of doily.  When we were passing through 

Benton, she tied it off and handed it to me.  “I made it for you, Ben,” she announced with a 

blush.  I stared at the white doily in my hand—with a big red pig in the middle.  Amazing, not a 

bad job at all.  I thanked her politely for the curious trophy and wondered what on earth I could 

ever do with the thing.  Folded, it fit in my back pocket. 

# 

 Arriving in Little Rock, you couldn’t see much for all the rain still.  When we pulled up 

to the Marion Hotel, Iris squealed excitedly again.  It was a big place of several storeys with a 

covered entrance drive, so we were out of the rain.  An old Negro man in a uniform with gold 

tassels came out and helped the women in with their bags.   

At the check-in desk, we left all our bags for another old Negro man the clerk called the 

“bellboy,” and crossed the lobby to the conference table to sign in and get our bright green 

Champion jackets.  I got a medium.  It felt too tight across the shoulders, but the sleeves on the 

larges were way too long.  The lady said they were all cut that way.  Rather irritated that I 

couldn’t zip my jacket all the way up, I picked up the program for the state 4-H conference.  The 

theme was impressive:  “Tomorrow’s Leaders in Action.”   

Mr. Lacey hurried us off to our rooms to get unpacked.  Leroy and I raced up to number 

624.  Clearly, there’d be about half a dozen more guys in the room too, judging from the number 

of twin beds.  He and I grabbed beds next to each other under a window. 

We hustled by the coffee shop for a hamburger to go since the bus tour was almost ready 

to leave.  There was no sign of Iris or Edith, but someone said the next bus was in about fifteen 

minutes.  I half-way suspected Iris was avoiding Leroy.  Maybe Edith was too.  Leroy almost 

swallowed his hamburger whole, but I only managed to eat half of mine before we had to get on 

the bus.  Feeling self-conscious, I stuffed the rest in my tight jacket pocket. 

 For some strange reason, on the tour of Little Rock, our bus took us past a lot of schools.  

It was bright and sunny again, and people were out all over the place.  We saw two totally huge 

hospitals and went past Central High School, which sure was grand, almost like a palace.  What 

with all the integration stuff that had been happening there, it was the most important place I’d 

ever been near—except of course, for Independence Hall. 

While the bus rumbled down some more streets, Leroy leaned close to me whispering, 

“You ever see so many niggers?  And them living right here in the city.”   

His disapproving tone bothered me, but I simply answered, “No, I guess I haven’t.”  

Truly there were way more black people around here than I’d ever seen before.   

To my dismay, the bus drove right past the Zoo and hauled us to the new Arkansas Light 
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and Power Company building.  Because there were lots of our 4-H groups on different busses 

and schedules, we had to wait a while before going inside, and I went around behind our bus to 

eat the rest of my lunch in privacy.  On the very last bite, it suddenly dawned on me that today 

was Friday.  The bite stopped right at my Adam’s apple and made me choke.  Here I’d been free 

from sin for almost a whole week.  Of course, since I’d just forgotten, it wasn’t really a mortal 

sin eating meat on Friday.  Just a venial one.  And besides, I was truly contrite.   

 On the third floor of the Power Company, as I turned a corner, I came face to face with 

Betsy.  So my pen pal was here at the conference too.  She hadn’t written that she was coming.  

We both said surprised hi’s.  Betsy looked a lot different now than when I’d met her around two 

years ago in Fayetteville (soon after I’d fallen in love with Annette).  She was heavier, her hair 

longer and back in a pony-tail, making her face very round.  We just had time to agree we’d meet 

up back at the hotel after the tour.   

At the new Capitol Governor Faubus had the day off, so the Tax Collector welcomed us 

instead.  Betsy came in with her group too.  I suddenly got very nervous realizing that she was 

the only person in the whole world who knew about my secret love for Annette Funicello.  

Though her letters always sounded very understanding, I wondered if maybe Betsy might think I 

was a little bit batty.  Sometimes I felt like it.  

 When I was heading for the door with my group, Betsy quickly crossed over to me and 

looking back, called, “Come on, Annette.”  I just about jumped out my skin, for an instant truly 

insane with hope.  Betsy gave me a wicked grin as another girl came up to be introduced.  She 

was cute enough with dark curls, short like my Annette’s hair used to be.  We shook hands, but I 

was too embarrassed to say anything more than a nice to meet you. 

# 

 When we met back at the hotel, Betsy and I sat down on a sofa in the lobby to catch up.  

Besides, my feet were hurting me, unused to all the walking and standing in my cowboy boots.  

Right away she laughed and admitted she hadn’t written me about coming to Little Rock just so 

as to surprise me. She was County Champion Girl for sewing a fancy evening dress.   

I felt kind of awkward, what with her knowing so much about me, and didn’t know what 

to talk about.  Since I’d written her a letter just two days ago, I told her about our rainy trip and 

showed her the unusual doily Edith made for me.  She thought the hog was impressive.   

Betsy suddenly said, “Oh, Benny, you look so handsome and distinguished now.  I almost 

didn’t recognize you with your beard and new hair style.”  I was real glad she liked it.  Then she 

remarked, “You look almost like Abraham Lincoln.” 

Appreciative, I tried to be gallant and complimented her pretty long hair.  Then I rambled 

on about how exciting it was to be going to Tulane next year, to get out of the backwoods and 

escape into a city.  Talking about it with someone now for the first time, I felt the excitement 

even more keenly and self-consciously stopped my babbling. 

Betsy patted my hand and said, “I’m so happy for you.  Benny, you’re such a special 

person.”  She said she’d told her boyfriend Bobby all about me, and he agreed.  I cringed that 

now he too knew about Annette and figured he must really think me a kook.  Betsy patted my 

hand again and said, “He thinks you’re real cool, like an old-time knight with his lady fair.” 

“Make that a knight without his lady fair,” I commented ruefully but realistically. 

She laughed gently and said, “No, Ben.  I think you’re a Don Quixote, and Annette is 

your Dulcinea.”  (Like me, Betsy read lots of books, and we often wrote each other about them.)   

After a second’s surprise, I joked, “Got any windmills handy?”  But I had to admit she’d 

hit that nail smack on the head.   
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There was a while yet before the banquet started, so Betsy and I killed some more time in 

the hotel gift shop looking at magazines.  Sure a better selection than even in Danny’s drugstore 

in Ashdown.  There among the movie and teenager things I suddenly got a glimpse of a familiar 

picture of my darling.   

 Betsy saw where I was looking and giggled.  “Here’s another one,” she said, pulling out a 

magazine from farther down the rack.  I was speechless with embarrassment and thrilled at the 

same time.  In the new picture my gorgeous sweetheart was wearing a skirt with pink polka dots 

all over it.  I simply stared.  Betsy went and bought the magazine for me. 

# 

 I found room 624 full of guys.  Leroy was lying on his bed in his underwear with a girlie 

magazine.  I got a glimpse in it of big tits and also of something sticking up in his underpants.  

Some other fellows were also wandering around in the bathroom in underpants.  They all said hi 

and introduced themselves.  Weldon had a muscle-man chest.  Somebody else was Floyd, 

Rodney, Darrell, Jimmy, and another one whose name I didn’t quite hear. 

 I got into my white nylon shirt, the snap-on bowtie, blue with white dots, and my old 

brown suit.  I hadn’t put it on in so long that the pants were awful tight, and I stuffed the short 

cuffs inside my boot-tops. Leroy remarked, “You look pretty sharp.”  He looked sharp himself, 

slender and nice looking in a shiny gray suit and red tie.  He snorted, “This banquet better be 

worth getting done up like a monkey.”  

 Down in the lobby Betsy and the other Annette were waiting for us.  Edith and Iris were 

off with other groups of kids somewhere again.  Betsy’s yellow dress showed her shoulders and 

had ruffles across the top, the Champion one she’d designed and sewed.  I felt guilty for thinking 

how the frilly dress just made my old friend look heavier.  With her necklace of blue stones, she 

had such big shoulders.  Still, I realized, people don’t have to be even pretty to be attractive. 

This wrong Annette was wearing a fancy pink party dress.  Her last name I found out was 

Gore.  She really did look cute, even pretty, and I saw Leroy’s eyes start shining that way.  

Around her neck I noticed a chain with some kind of medal or pendant, and my heart leapt to 

think maybe she was Catholic.  So I asked. 

“Oh, no,” she laughed.  “I’m a Piscopalian.”  Was that some new kind of Protestants?  

Noticing my lack of comprehension, she explained, “Actually, we’re Anglican, just like 

Catholics, except we don’t believe in the Pope.”   

Never having heard of such a church of angels, I gingerly asked her, “So who tells your 

Church what to believe then?” 

“The Archbishop of Canterbury,” Annette promptly responded and confused me further.  

She explained again, “It’s the Church of England.”   

Now that was something I learned about in last year’s world history class, but I didn’t 

know there were still any of them around.  There being so many kinds of churches, I had to 

wonder if there might not be other country-type churches, like the Church of Switzerland or 

Church of Greece.  Maybe there was even a Church of America? 

So the simple fact was, Annette wasn’t Catholic.  Ever faithful to my own beloved 

Annette, I had no choice but to leave this one to Leroy’s more than friendly attentions.  He 

looked so cute the way he started making up to her.  For a tiny instant I wondered how faithful I 

actually would’ve been if this Annette was a real Catholic. 

Her strange-sounding, just-like-Catholic religion got me wondering why there’d be so 

darned many churches for one religion.  They all believed in the same God, though I was pretty 

sure we Catholics were the only ones making such a big fuss about the Virgin Mary.  For some 
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reason the Jews and Mohamedans—and other heathen like the Chinese and the African tribes—

believed in different Gods.  It was all too confusing to figure out on an empty stomach. 

# 

 The big banquet room was full of long tables with white tablecloths and chrysanthemums 

with some kind of silver leaves.  Mr. Lacey and Miss Mannis sat at a table with the other adults, 

and we found places near the back corner of the room.  Right away I saw that the leaves were 

just legustrum leaves painted silver, like those big bushes back home in our yard.  It was an 

interesting idea that maybe we could use in our café. 

 In a minute, a young Negro in a white jacket brought our plates.  He was real handsome 

with his skin so black.  He saw me looking at him and gave me bright smile, reminding me of 

that waiter in Atlantic City.  The dinner was turkey and dressing with sweet potatoes and green 

beans.  You’d have thought it was Thanksgiving. 

 Leroy looked at the waiter suspiciously and when he was gone, leaned over to me and 

said seriously, “I sure hope he didn’t stick his finger in my food.” 

 Shocked that he’d even think such a thing about a fellow waiter, even if he was a Negro, I 

remarked as sternly as I could, “I wouldn’t worry about that none.”  Then I gave him my turkey, 

explaining about Catholics fasting on Fridays.   

They gave me blank stares.  Leroy protested, “But you ate a hamburger for lunch.”  

Awkwardly I explained how it was only a venial sin because I’d forgotten.   

Annette looked surprised, laughing uneasily, “You mean forgetting’s a sin?”  Fortunately 

the program started right then, and I was saved from any more religious conversation.  Trying to 

explain sins like this was pretty hard.  

 A guy up in front of the room bellowed through a microphone, “Ladies and gentlemen!”  

A tall kid said a strange prayer—about all kinds of things and lots of “for Jesus Christ’s sake.”  It 

was all I could do to keep from giggling because that was the way Daddy always cussed.  Then a 

man with wire glasses gave a speech about striving for excellence that lasted until dessert, which 

was scrumptious lemon chiffon pie. 

 The State 4-H Secretary, a curly-headed girl, recited all the “equal training of the head, 

heart, hands, and health” stuff, and then three kids sang “Danny Boy,” one of my favorite songs, 

of course.  It got me all sentimental missing my buddy.  The two girls and a boy harmonized and 

sounded especially nice on the line, O come ye back when summer’s in the meadow…   

After two more speeches on something or other, a man read off the names of all the 

County Champions and said what we were Champion for.  You had to stand up so everyone 

could see you.   It was sort of monotonous, so I wondered what a bunch of champions is called.  

How about a cheer of champions?   

Pretty quick the man called my name over the microphone, adding, “For raising a prize-

winning Poland China shoat.”  I stood up waving ironically to the folks, and it was great the way 

they all looked at me with admiration.  Or maybe they were just impressed by my resemblance to 

Abraham Lincoln.  When I sat back down, I fell into a trance of words bouncing off the walls, 

names of people I didn’t know and wouldn’t remember. 

# 

At long last they let us out of the banquet room, herding us over into the ballroom for 

something called a Share-the-Fun party.  They passed out sheets of paper with lists of careers.  

You had to meet enough people to get a new acquaintance’s autograph by each one on the list.  

Leroy signed up with me first thing on the line for welder.  Naturally I signed his by nuclear 

scientist, which was at the top of the list. 
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 With everybody asking, I quickly got bored always wanting to be the same thing.  So I’d 

just pick one, like game warden, grocer, farmer, or fireman.  If I chose something already taken, 

they’d just rush off for someone else.  It was a fun game pretending that I passionately wanted to 

be a dairyman.  Once I even tried nurse, but the girl looked at me like I was crazy.  So I admitted 

it was a joke and said what I really wanted to be wasn’t on the list:  King.  She added career no. 

23:  Ruler – and a line where I signed “Benjamin I.”  Then I started adding careers all over the 

place, architect, poet, Senator, and such.   

 Finally they announced a dance, and a band of five kids banged around on the stage 

adjusting the microphone, blowing on it, and saying, “Checking, one, two, three,” just like 

professionals.  First they played “You Ain’t Nothing But a Hound Dog,” but the boy wasn’t very 

good at imitating Elvis.  He couldn’t really sing worth a hoot either. 

 When the music started, we were supposed to dance with the person next to us.  Well, 

right then I was talking to a nice guy named Jerry who wanted to be a police officer.  We 

laughed and had to look around for some girls.  I found one named Sheila Renfro with buck-

teeth, and she turned out to be a pretty good dancer.   

We had to change partners for the next number, “La Bamba,” that beautiful Spanish song 

by poor Ritchie Valens who died in a plane crash.  I wound up dancing with Vonnie someone, 

and though it was such a great song, I couldn’t dance very good to its strange rhythm.  After 

some more songs and as many partners, I suddenly found myself by Annette—for “Sea of Love,” 

a great slow one.  When she cuddled up to me, it felt funny, but I pretended she was my own 

Annette.  Some kind of perfume got me dizzy, or maybe it was feeling her so warm in my arms. 

Shortly she pulled away a little to look at me and said, “Betsy said you have a girlfriend.”  

I nearly choked saying I did.  Did she know too?  Annette asked, “What’s she like?” 

In case she did know, I couldn’t lie, and if she didn’t, it wouldn’t matter.  Careful with 

my dance steps, I answered vaguely, “She’s very pretty and sweet.”  Annette obviously wanted 

more, so I added, “She’s a good dancer and can even sing.” 

Leaning on my shoulder again, Annette said, “She’s a lucky girl.”  I held her close and 

figured my Annette certainly was lucky.  Problem was, she didn’t know I was alive.  Then the 

band took a break, and I turned this pretty Annette over to Leroy’s less than honorable intentions.   

To a scratchy record, some Arthur Murray Dancers did the cha-cha, the samba, and the 

tango for us to watch.  When the band started up again, I danced with Betsy, who was just too 

heavy to be graceful.   But she looked so happy to be dancing with me that it made me feel very 

good, though my feet were aching again.  We kept on dancing together for a few more songs, 

enjoying ourselves enormously.   

Then the man at the microphone announced that the party was over.  The girls were 

supposed to say goodnight and “retire” to their rooms.  Betsy and I said sad goodbyes because 

we’d both be leaving early in the morning.  She hugged me tight and said, “Write to me soon, 

Don Quixote.”  Meanwhile, nearby Leroy was kissing Annette goodbye rather enthusiastically.   

Under orders from the microphone, we boys had to hang around for several minutes.  

Since Leroy looked so sad, I put my arm around his shoulders and suggested maybe he and 

Annette could write to each other.  He laughed resignedly and punched me on the chest.  “What I 

want,” he snorted, “you can’t put in an envelope.”  Then the microphone man told us guys that 

we should “retire” too and go right to sleep. 

# 

 Up in our room it was a mess with everybody getting out of their party clothes.  Leroy 

helped pull off my boots so I could rub my feet.  In my underwear waiting to brush my teeth, I 
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listened to him carry on about this great car he wanted to buy, with whitewalls and some kind of 

power carburetor.  All of a sudden the guy named Darrell hollered in the bathroom, “Watch out, 

you asshole!” 

 He was brushing at the sink, and apparently big Weldon had walked into him.  Weldon 

stopped in mock surprise and looked at Darrell, who had bent back over the sink with his 

toothbrush.  “Hey,” Weldon called out to the room, “any you guys want a nice piece of ass?”  

And he yanked down Darrell’s underpants so the poor guy was mooning us all.   

 Floyd jumped up off his bed shouting, “Me first!”  Everyone laughed.  Except Darrell, 

who quickly pulled his shorts back up and turned, toothbrush in hand, on Weldon, who just stood 

there looking dramatically innocent. 

“Lay off, you cock-sucker!” Darrell snapped and spat in the sink.  He was a pretty small 

guy to act so tough with someone as big as Weldon.  I worried maybe it was going to be a fight.   

But Weldon jumped back in pretend fright, covering up his crotch.  “Are there cock-

suckers in here?  Oh, dear.”  Even Darrell laughed. 

The guy named Jimmy, the tall thin kid with red hair washing at the other sink, turned 

around toward us in the room.  “I sure hope so,” he said, “’cause I need a blowjob bad.”  He 

proudly showed us a big erection jutting out of the flap in his underpants.  Everybody laughed, 

and with no volunteers, Jimmy sighed in resignation and put it away. 

I was stunned by the exchange.  The images of Darrell’s nice piece of ass and Jimmy’s 

huge bone left me speechless.  And the mere thought of someone sucking on…  Clearly this was 

mortal sin stuff.  Taking my turn at the sink to brush, I made myself think about that religion 

thing instead, and it was just as confusing.  

 After I’d brushed, I climbed into bed and chattered some more with Leroy.  It was great 

how friendly we’d gotten after just one day together.  Only one thing bothered me:  Leroy’s feet.  

He stuck his feet out from under the covers, and I saw his toes.  His big toes, actually—really big 

and round with tiny nails, the rest looking tiny beside them.  Ever since reading about how the 

Romans preferred feet with long second toes, Patrician feet, I’d been proud of my long toes.  

Leroy’s feet were horribly plebeian.  I felt so sorry for him and figured they were like his great 

big beauty marks.  Besides, like Betsy, he also didn’t have to be pretty to be nice and attractive. 

# 

 Once the last guy had brushed his teeth, the lights went out, and the street lights shone in 

patches on the ceiling.  It was bright enough in the room to see the blanketed shapes in the rows 

of beds.  In the dark silence, I got to wondering if eight fellows made a blush of boys.   

 Breaking the silence, someone, I think maybe Rodney, started telling a dirty joke about a 

Negro preacher with a huge prick, and I tried not to laugh.  Then some of the others jumped in 

with even worse jokes.  I plugged my ears with my fingers but could still hear the vulgarities.  

Down at the end of the row, Jimmy suddenly jumped up and closed himself in the 

bathroom.  The guy on the other side of Darrell loudly cackled, “Beat that meat!”  There was a 

lot of embarrassed giggling from the other beds, and I fought down images of the sin happening 

in there.   There was a flush, and Jimmy came out and crawled back under his blanket. 

 It was quiet again a moment, and suddenly Rodney got up and went into the bathroom.  

There was some giggling, and then from over in Leroy’s bed came a rhythmic rustling.  He 

started breathing hard.  Darrell exclaimed, “You guys are all sex fiends and perverts.”  

 The heat in my crotch was agonizing, but I battled the temptation.  Turning over on my 

side didn’t help at all.  After yet another flush it got real quiet in the room as guys dropped off to 

sleep.   Across the way, by the reflected streetlight I saw a small movement under one of the 
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blankets.  Rolling over on my other side, I fought down the urges.   

 Soon it was clear that everybody else was asleep.  Weldon coughed once, and Rodney 

made a whimper like a scary dream.  With the strange silence in the hotel, no truck motors 

pulling up to the café or car doors slamming, I couldn’t go to sleep.  To distract myself from the 

big bone in my underpants, I tried thinking about my blessed love for Annette, how it was such 

an innocent, almost holy, adoration.   

Suddenly, without even intending to, I was touching myself, just a little pressure, and all 

my resistance was futile.  Then came the waves of remorse for being a wretched sinner.  Again 

my soul was black as coal, and I cried silently into my pillow, thinking how I deserved to have 

ugly feet and bulbous toes.   

Lying there awake, I pondered that depressing thought and suddenly told myself to wait 

just a cotton-picking minute.  I was already dubious anyway about sex being a sin.  And there 

was no way sin caused folks to have things like ugly feet.  Then everybody would have them.  

Nobody deserved to.  Like poor Leroy, unlucky people wound up with them for no moral reason.   

Just imagine, I thought as I lay there in the dark, what the world would be like if folks got 

what they truly deserved, for good or bad.  For instance, I’d have Annette for my real sweetheart.  

I’d bet my fancy boots way lots more people get what they don’t deserve than get what they do.   

Making myself overlook Leroy’s negative attitudes about Negroes, I felt a new sympathy 

for him and his undeserved ugly feet and finally drifted off to sleep.      

# 

 When Miss Mannis dropped me off Saturday afternoon home at Piney Hill, I proudly 

walked into the café wearing my too-tight Champion jacket.  Mom thought it was real beautiful 

green.  She was working for Daddy, who was off with Joe Ray in the river bottoms hunting 

swamp rabbits.  Janie even left off her horseplay and came across the road all excited to welcome 

me back.  Actually, her first words were, “Tell me all about the champions, big brother.”   

There wasn’t much I could say about them.  Feeling magnanimous, if that’s what you’d 

call it, I took off my jacket and handed it to Janie.  “Here, you can have this, squirt—for when 

you get to be the County Champ horseback rider.”  Her face lit up like a flashbulb, and it fit her 

perfectly.  I could have sworn she purred like a satisfied cat.  Besides, for a Champion trophy I 

was a lot happier having that frilly white doily with fat red Cornpone in the middle. 

### 
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CHAPTER 7:  ANNIE OVER 

# 

 Thursday morning on the schoolbus I sat in the back with Willie, who yanked on the 

hairs on my jaw, smiled in his cute bucktoothed way, and said, “I like your beard.”   

 So did I.  The fur growing along my jaw line and fuzz on my upper lip made me feel like 

an animal.  Remembering Betsy in Little Rock a few weeks ago, I said, “Someone said I look 

like Abraham Lincoln.  Think so?” 

 Willie looked at me figuring.  He borrowed Cynthia’s American History book from 

across the aisle and found a picture of Lincoln.  The kids all around checked it out and agreed 

that I bore a strong likeness to that President.  Next thing, they started calling me Honest Abe.  

 In homeroom we got our white annuals with an embossed black panther on the cover.  

There was an extra photo of me as Most Scholarly that looked reasonably good and one of 

Danny standing by the blackboard with Normalynn.  I told him he looked awful handsome, and 

he snorted in embarrassment, blushing like he used to. 

 We continued paging through our yearbooks, and Danny said almost secretively, “Wanna 

stay over with me tonight and go to the game?”  He meant the senior girls’ basketball game with 

DeQueen.  Of course I wanted to…  But I tried to be realistic that whenever Danny had asked me 

over before, Daddy had always said no.  Still, it was worth another try just for the hell of it.  

After all, my eighteenth birthday was two days ago, and I needed more birthday presents besides 

the blue nylon Sunday shirt that Mom got for me because I was outgrowing the white one. 

 During fourth period I made a nervous phone call home to the café from the office.  Since 

Mom was doing the day shift, she was who answered.  When I asked, she hesitated a good bit but 

finally said I could at least stay for the game.  But I had to come right home afterwards to help 

when the game crowd got to the café.  Stopping at Piney Hill was a high point for the kids 

driving and the team buses heading home from games wherever. 

 Every time you turned around, someone was writing in your annual, or you in theirs.  

Betty Lou caught me outside the gym and amongst other things, wrote slightly ungrammatically:  

“To go along with your great personality, your a marvel in the books, and such an individual, 

like a beatnick (your beard).”  I’d never thought of myself as being that individual, not like her 

boyfriend Jim Bob, a great basketball player. 

# 

 At lunchtime I found Danny high up in the bleachers near the gym’s roof girders. He 

greeted me with, “Hi there, Honest Abe.”  Apparently the schoolbus gossip had already spread 

widely around school.  Then he gently tugged on the hairs on my chinny-chin-chin.   

 “I can stay for the game,” I announced happily, “but I’ll need a ride home afterwards.” 

 “My water pump went out yesterday,” Danny groaned.  “But there’ll be some DeQueen 

guys to hitch with.”  Nothing else to do, it was enough to at least have an evening with him. 

 We’d saved pages in our annuals especially for each other, and while we sat on the 

bleachers, I wrote for him as best I could about what a super friend he was and how we’d be 

friends forever, even signing it with love.  What Danny wrote was very touching:  “You don’t 

know how it makes me feel to have a real true friend as honest and sincere as you, Benny.  I 

think you are a handsome and very cute boy.  You are the kind of guy to me that I would like to 

solve my problems with and wouldn’t be ashamed of it.”  And he signed it, “Love, Danny.”   

 After we’d read each other’s notes, we just sat there smiling at each other like idiots.  I 

couldn’t imagine what problems he meant, or what there was to be ashamed of, but it was 

wonderful that he thought our friendship was so special. 
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 Little Willie caught me in the hall outside of Trig class, and I wrote real sincerely for 

him.  When I handed his annual back, he slammed it shut to read later, and I closed mine too.  

During my class, I looked to see:  “Dear Benny, you’ll never know what knowing you has ment 

for me and how much you have encuraged me.  I hope you have everything you want in life.  

God bless you.  A friend always, your little brother Willie.”  It was so sweet I got all teary. 

 Instead of our English class next, Miss Cindy held try-outs for the senior play, which was 

called “Going Steady.”  We’d have two weeks of rehearsals and then perform it.  It was so 

exciting to think of acting on a stage that I got nervous in my stomach waiting for my turn to 

audition.  Earlier, I’d begged Danny to audition—He could get out of History class for it—but he 

didn’t want to be on stage.  He’d have been perfect for the lead boy Scotty’s role.   

 I’d signed up to audition for three parts, including Scotty, but Miss Cindy only let me 

read for the father, Malcolm Burnaby.  She said I was perfect for the part because it had lots of 

lines I could probably remember best.  Of course, my beard probably had a lot to do with it, 

making me look grown up.  Mickey, who looked of course like a real teenager with his fine 

features, dark flattop, and greeny-blue eyes, got picked for Scotty.  

# 

 After school, I tossed my annual and play script in my locker for tomorrow and left with 

Danny, walking down the shady street beside him.  I was so happy to be with my buddy instead 

of on the Ben Lomond bus.  At the corner of Main Street while we waited for the light, Danny 

gave me a pitiful look and mumbled sadly, “Shit, I’m so horny I can’t see straight.” 

 I tried to comfort him and took his arm.  “Here, I’ll help you across the street.”  He 

laughed and gave me an affectionate poke. 

 In Phillips’ Drugstore where Danny worked on Saturdays, he made us a couple chocolate 

sodas, and we sat together leaning on the cool marble of the counter top.  Danny whispered, “Do 

Catholics really truly believe it’s a sin to jack off?”  Excited to spread the Truth of the Church, I 

assured him we do and then wondered for a moment if I still did.  He shrugged and asked, “You 

don’t never play on the skin flute?” 

 Without looking at him, after a chuckle and a slurp of soda, I admitted, “Only when I 

simply can’t resist the temptation.” 

 Danny slurped his own soda and laughed, “I can resist anything but temptation.”  Seeing 

another opportunity, I talked about keeping our souls free from mortal sin so as not to go to hell 

when we die.  With a serious expression, Danny broke in, “But all you gotta do is take Jesus for 

your savior.”  I argued that we’re still responsible for our own personal sins.  Danny snorted, 

“Including tooting off.  Well, I’m sure glad I’m no Catholic and wish you wasn’t neither.” 

 I was so shocked all I could do was stare.  This wasn’t at all where I wanted our 

conversation to go.  Besides, I was getting less and less confident about arguing the sinfulness of 

doing those things, and I still wasn’t at all clear on what sex had to do with God.  The best thing 

was to drop the subject and get back to being best buddies. 

 It was only five blocks to Danny’s house, which was all quiet since his Mama didn’t get 

home from work at the Sheriff’s Office till five, and his Pop was on the evening shift, three to 

eleven, over at the paper mill.  In the yard we were greeted by a bounding puppy named Nina, 

almost as overjoyed to see her master as I was to be with him. 

# 

 Danny found his basketball lying by the steps and suggested we play Annie Over.  So we 

wound up on either side of their long brown house pitching the ball back and forth over the roof 

to each other.  To let the other know you were throwing, you had to shout, “Annie Over!”  I 
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always hollered, “Danny Over!”  Nina got super excited, running around and around the house 

each time we’d throw the ball. 

 Most of Danny’s throws kept coming down in the big legustrum bushes, and after a half 

dozen more tosses, I got bored.  Besides, I really didn’t like not being able to see my buddy.  

Catching his next throw, I raced around the house with the ball.  He was looking expectantly up 

at the roof when I hollered, and the ball whopped him upside the head.   

 “You rat-fink!” Danny yelled and chased me hooting and growling off across the yard.  A 

tackle sent us crashing into the tall bushes at the back of the house.  “Gotcha!” he shouted 

triumphantly as we fell through the crunching branches.   

 He landed smack on top of me, face down on the ground, and was pretty heavy.  I 

wiggled to try and roll him off and suddenly felt him hard against my behind.  He started rubbing 

and panting in my ear.  Again all I could do was laugh, especially since Nina was jumping all 

over us, and try to pull his arms loose.  Finally he let go and moaned piteously.   

 Struggling to stand up, I scolded, “Bad puppy dog!”  Danny sat on the ground looking 

ashamed, and I patted him on the head like a good dog.  He grabbed me with a growl and pulled 

me down to the ground, humping my leg with great fervor, and Nina again joined the fray.  We 

both collapsed in laughter.  Crawling out of the bushes, he grinned at me and blushed.  Wrestling 

with him like that had somehow caused me to get hard too, so I’m sure I also blushed. 

#  

 With Danny dribbling the basketball and Nina nipping at my heels, we strolled out to the 

front yard and found his mother pulling into the driveway in a blue Buick.  Ethel was a sweet-

looking heavy woman with one of those beehive hairdos.  Danny quickly explained about 

inviting me to supper to go to the basketball game. 

 Opening the back car door, she said, “You’re that smart kid he’s been talking about?  

Ben?  Well, I just been to the grocery and got a bunch of pork chops.”  She looked hard at us.  

“You two been rassling?”  We nodded and let her pick grass out of our hair.   

 “Look what you done, buster,” Ethel chided Danny.  “You done tore Ben’s shirt.”  She 

pointed out a small rip in the side under my arm.  I assured her it was there already, my old red 

plaid shirt.  As we climbed the porch steps with the grocery bags, behind us Ethel said, “Dirt all 

over you boys!  Into the tub with you two.  Supper be ready in a half hour.  Get cracking!” 

 First, Danny showed me his bedroom, bright with two windows and his stuff scattered 

around, his bed neatly made.  It was too bad I couldn’t sleep there tonight with him.  Model 

airplanes were hanging all over the place, and there was an aquarium with a green pond turtle 

with red spots sitting on a rock.  He’d once had a goldfish too, but the turtle ate it. 

 Their bathroom was real nice with white tiles around the lower walls and a green vine in 

the window with lacey curtains.  The sink was standing on a porcelain pedestal.  Danny turned 

the water on in a huge bathtub almost big enough for four people with claws for feet.  Since we 

never took PE together (and I didn’t take it at all this year), we hadn’t ever seen each other naked 

so while we undressed, I admired his good shoulder muscles and round behind.   

 Wrapping a green towel around his waist, Danny turned toward me and looked my hairy 

body up and down.  I didn’t even feel shy about being circumcised.  He gave me a funny look 

when he saw it.  Then he asked, “Know what I got again?” Something was pushing the towel 

straight out in front of him.   

 He was so beautiful I could barely breathe.  Not looking at his protrusion, I asked 

innocently, “You got a problem?”  Then recalling a filthy joke Mickey told us recently, I asked, 

“Isn’t that one of those one-eyed trouser snakes you got there?”  We both guffawed over Mick’s 
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dirty joke again.   

 Danny sprinkled some blue powder under the faucet, and the tub quickly filled with suds.  

He dropped his towel revealing a less urgent problem, and climbed.  The bubbles came up to our 

necks, and our legs immediately got all tangled up under the water.  Danny turned off the faucet 

and pushed bubbles at me.  “Well,” he said with a frown, “looks like you lost me my bet.”  He 

tickled my rib with his toe and explained, “Ol’Mick and me had a bet.  He bet me you’re cut, but 

I bet you wasn’t.  I figured only Jews did that.” 

 I grabbed his foot and said, “Mom said it was because we’re Catholic, but I don’t know 

anything about Jews doing it.”   

 Danny broke in.  “Mick says papists are pretty much the same.” 

 “I don’t think so,” I said, confused.  “You know, I really hate that they cut it off.  It 

makes me feel like a freak.” 

 Danny laughed and said, “As long as it works.”  He made a grab for my crotch, missing, 

and asked, “Does it?” 

 I tossed some suds at him and sighed, “That’s my problem.  When it works, it’s a sin.”  

Having had enough of that subject, I asked, “So what did you lose on your bet?” 

  “Oh, nothing much.  Never mind,” Danny said and started rubbing his arms with a big 

pink bar of soap.  Suddenly there was that fragrance I’d often noticed about him at school.  He 

leaned forward and rubbed my arms with his soapy hands.   

 We traded off washing each other's backs.  Rubbing my buddy’s smooth shoulders and 

sides felt great, and when he washed mine, Danny asked about the bruises on my back.  I’d 

almost forgotten about them.  Daddy gave me a licking last week, and they were almost better 

now.  I omitted that it was with an extension cord—and for slamming the screen door. 

 He reached around me with both arms and hugged me, nuzzling his face up to my ear and 

humming that Elvis song “Love Me Tender.”  Lying back in his arms among the bubbles, I 

basked in the golden evening sun through the white curtains feeling happier than ever before.  

When I felt him getting hard against my back, it started happening to me too.  Somehow I found 

the will power to say that we should probably get out of the tub now.     

 While we dried off, I admired Danny’s prick almost drooping with its dark hood of 

foreskin.  He quickly pulled on his pants and brought me his blue and red striped shirt to wear 

instead of my torn one.  He sniffed the cooking smell and said, “I better go help set the table.” 

 I checked out in the mirror how my beard was doing and definitely saw Abraham Lincoln 

as a young man.  Then, noticing the safety razor lying on the sink by the toothpaste, I lathered 

my face with soap and in just a few moments had shaved it all off.  Rinsed off, I admired the 

handsome new face looking back at me.  My blue eyes were huge and my cheeks smooth like 

Danny’s.  As a matter of fact, I suddenly looked a lot like Rock Hudson.   

# 

 Wearing Danny’s shirt felt really strange, like in a dream, as I walked down their 

unfamiliar hall to the yellow-tiled kitchen.  Ethel didn’t look up from mashing the potatoes.  

Danny was setting out the silverware, and I sat down at the table acting like nothing was 

different.  “Well,” Ethel announced, “supper in a couple minutes.  You want some ice tea, hon?”  

Danny set the glass down in front of me and winked but didn’t notice anything. 

 Only when he was bringing me a plate with pork chop, gravy-lake of potatoes, and 

canned corn did surprise flash in his great brown eyes.  We both burst out laughing.  Ethel turned 

from the stove to see.  “My, but you a good-looking kid.  Not like some hereabouts.”   

 Danny stroked my cheek and whispered, “Kissable.” 
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 The radio was on for the news, so supper was pretty quiet but really tasty.  We listened to 

stuff about bills before Congress and the cost of living and such, and Danny and I kept looking at 

each other.  Ethel finished first and got up from the table announcing, “I got my bridge game.  

Gotta go.”  She quickly cut us some chocolate cake and said, “I’ll clear up before Pop gets 

home.”  Then she trotted off down the hall. 

 When we were done, Danny got out his gray sweater for himself and loaned me his blue 

athletic jacket with the A.  His clothes gave me a peaceful warm feeling.  Walking down the 

nearly dark street with Danny beside me whistling some tune, I got to thinking about sex again.  

Imagining my buddy screwing a girl, I asked if he’d ever done it. 

 “Have you?” he asked suspiciously.  Even though I’d asked first, he made me admit I 

hadn’t.  “Well, I did one time last fall,” he confessed as we came up on Walnut Street.  “I was 

staying over with Mickey, and he took me to see this girl over in Foreman.  It was only five 

dollars.”  At the corner he moaned, “Boy!  I’d sure love to get into Betty Lou’s pants.” 

 Trying to sound serious, I asked, “Do you think they’d fit?” 

 Danny laughed weakly and moaned again, “I’m horny as a billygoat.” 

# 

 At the gym we sat on a bench outside watching kids arrive.  Snuggling my hands in the 

jacket pockets, I felt something of my buddy about me.  Pretty quick I spied four guys from 

DeQueen I’d seen a lot at Piney Hill.  When I called over to them, it took the skinny one whose 

name I knew was Harry a minute to recognize me, and he laughed, “Hey, where’s your beard?  

You sure a long ways from home.” 

 I explained needing to get back to Piney Hill after the game, and the short one with curls 

on his forehead piped up, “We’ll get you there in two shakes.” 

 Harry introduced me and Danny around to his friends Henry, Dwayne, and Georgie, the 

short one.  It was Dwayne’s wheels, and he assured me, “I can get up to a hundred easy.”  I 

figured that wouldn’t be necessary.   

 At first I had to stifle a giggle looking at Henry.  With almost no chin, he looked just like 

Pogo the Possum.  Then I reminded myself that folks can’t help the way they look.  I felt so sorry 

for him having to look at Pogo in the mirror, and me lucky enough now to see Rock Hudson.   

 I caused quite a stir coming into the gym, not only because me being at a game was 

unheard of, but also of course for being clean-shaven and in Danny’s athletic jacket.  Pretty Nyla 

the Rodeo Queen giggled that I looked sharp, reminding me of the Gillette commercial.  Several 

school chums were impressed, and lots of girls giggled when they saw my smooth face.  No 

more Abraham Lincoln.  Mickey hollered from way up the bleachers that I looked real hot.  I 

rather enjoyed all the attention and appreciation. 

 We climbed a ways up the bleachers and sat down just in time to see the teams come 

running out onto the court.  We all yelled and clapped.  Betty Lou was among them, definitely 

pretty with long legs so smooth and short blue shorts.  Danny watched her hungrily and growled. 

 Once the game got started, I leaned against my buddy and watched half-heartedly as the 

crowd of girls, ours in blue and DeQueen’s in red, rushed up and down the court.  It was almost 

as exciting as watching ping pong.  For long periods I simply rested my eyes enjoying the 

warmth of Danny’s clothes and him against me. 

 At halftime, more kids carried on about how good I looked now that I’d shaved off my 

beard.  I joked that I’d been an ugly duckling before and felt really cool suddenly.  I’d never seen 

myself as a hot number before.  During the second half, I ignored the constantly bouncing ball 

and scurrying girls and dozed for real, floating in the contentment of being with my Danny.  
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 Periodically he’d comment approvingly on parts of Betty Lou’s anatomy, and I’d 

mumble agreement.  At some dramatic play on the court, Danny jumped up hollering.  I almost 

fell over on the bench.  He sat back down and looked at his big hands lying in his lap, sighing, “I 

guess it’s best you can’t stay over tonight, Benny.”  With a sly smile, he held out his hand palm 

up and added, “By tomorrow morning I bet there’ll be fur all over this.” 

 To comfort my Danny in his romantic woe, I offered, “Well at least you won’t be able to 

see it.”  It took a moment for that to click, and we laughed.  But he was probably right that it was 

best.  I was sure the temptation would be too much for my virtue.  Actually I really wanted to sin 

with Danny, so according the Father Jordan, I’d already sinned.  You can’t win for losing. 

# 

 It wasn’t a close game at all.  Ours won 64 to 47.  Danny and I raced out of the gym and 

out front for my ride.  Dwayne was already waiting right there in a green and white Chevy 

pickup, and Georgie and the rest were coming right behind us.  I gave my buddy back his jacket, 

and the five of us piled in on the one seat with Georgie as the littlest sitting on Harry’s lap.   

 I was by the window, and leaning close, Danny said, “I sure wish you could’ve stayed 

over with me anyway.”  That made two of us.  I rubbed his strong arm resting there in the 

window and sighed remembering the model airplanes flying around over his bed. 

 “Fifteen minutes and we be there,” Dwayne promised and threw the truck into gear.  We 

raced down the drive and careened so fast onto Maple Street that I quick checked my door was 

locked.  He squealed the truck around all the corners getting to the highway north, the whole 

time the radio blaring some yucky country song with a corny Hawaiian guitar. 

 I was a nervous wreck by the time we got out of town.  Then we flew low, streaking over 

the dark rolling landscape toward the river bottoms, passing cars like they were standing still.  At 

Wilton, a wide spot in the road with a gas station, Harry complained about Georgie’s bones 

poking his leg, so the kid scooted over onto my lap.  I didn’t feel any bones, just soft and warm.   

 We roared past Mary Nell’s house like nobody’s business, tearing up the big hill in 

nothing flat, and sailing past Falls Chapel and Fred’s store.  The café was still quiet, only a 

couple cars nosed up to the chain.  Sorry when Georgie got off my lap, I jumped out after him 

and offered the guys free french-fries for the favor. 

 Daddy was standing by the register when we all came in.  He looked at me in puzzlement 

for a minute and then gave a crooked smile.  “Well, look at you,” he said and turning toward the 

kitchen hollered, “Hey, Melvin!  Come see what the kid’s done now.”  Maybe there was even 

something pleased in his voice. 

 Melvin came out front and was real surprised.  He rubbed my cheek and said, “Soft as a 

baby’s ass.  You looking quite a stud, Ben.”  Daddy watched from the register but didn’t say 

anything more.  I asked Melvin for four fries for the DeQueen boys and went to see what else 

they wanted before the rush started.   

 The next hour or so passed in a tired blur of burgers and drinks and juke box roaring.  As 

soon as I could manage, I begged off home. 

 All I could think of were those blissful moments with Danny this evening and the things 

he was probably doing right now with his furry hand.  Getting ready for bed, I kept on his striped 

shirt to feel him close.  Then lying there in the dark, I thought about Danny some more, how 

beautiful he was naked, and my poor weak virtue was once again overcome by sin.   

### 
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CHAPTER 8:  PLAYING AROUND 

# 

 At lunch hour I found Danny out to the smoking tree.  All morning, even in Study Hall, 

he’d been kind of withdrawn.  Puffing on his cigar now, he mentioned offhandedly that he’d 

gone fishing on Sunday with Nina, and she’d fallen in the creek.  Made me wonder, because he’d 

already told me that back on Monday.  Must have forgotten.  Then he added that she slept with 

him in bed now, which I didn’t know, and she liked nibbling on his ear.  Always the practical 

pig, I asked, “Don’t she get fleas in your bed?” 

 “Nope,” he laughed through a cloud of smoke, “but I got ants in my pants.”  He wiggled 

and rubbed his thighs with a moan of tender longing. 

 “Must be mighty hot in there for those poor little critters,” I remarked. 

 Danny laughed and tugged on my shirt button.  “You know, I sure wish you wasn’t 

staying over with Mickey tonight, old buddy.”  I just tugged on his button too since there was 

nothing I could say except me too, and we headed off to class. 

 What with me needing to go to the dress rehearsal for our senior play, “Going Steady,” 

and Mickey being in the play too, Daddy had actually agreed to me staying over with the Wileys.  

At least staying over with Mickey I wouldn’t have to worry about being tempted to sin.  I did so 

want to be close to Danny, best buddies, but not to be always tempted to impure touches.   

 Pretending in the play to be Mickey’s father felt funny.  I tried to talk in a deep voice to 

sound old. Actually the part had a lot of comedy lines.  At one point, red-headed Jackie, who 

played the little brother Ricky because he could look so mean, had to accidentally knock me 

down.  We’d make it look like he’d whopped the soup out of me, and it was all I could ever do to 

keep from laughing.  In another scene I’d keep getting my tie comically tangled up.   

 It was such fun just being on stage.  The rehearsals had been exciting with the repetitions 

to get a line or action just right.  And memorizing was like a game.  I quickly got so I knew 

everybody’s lines.  I could almost imagine how wonderful Annette’s life must be among all the 

lights and cameras for real.  But at least we were going to have a real audience. 

# 

  Danny and I said goodbye by the lockers.  Again he wished I could stay with him instead.  

He grabbed my shirt pocket and said, “You better keep your pants on, Benny.” 

 “I’m not in any hurry,” I said, and then I understood.  He didn’t want me to do anything 

sinful with Mickey.  It had never crossed my mind, but his jealousy was touching.  I assured him, 

“I’ll be good.  Mickey won’t tempt me, Danny.” 

 “He better not,” my buddy said threateningly.  He put his arm over my shoulder, and we 

walked out together.  Mickey was also coming out with some girls from eleventh hanging on his 

every word.  Danny and I shared a last look, and I followed Mick off to his schoolbus.   

 His brother Phil from tenth got on right after us and took a seat as far away from ours as 

possible.  Mickey said he was a bratty kid.  Then I remembered that a year or so ago his older 

brother got killed in a logging accident when a tree fell on him.  Watching the new views of 

countryside passing by outside the bus window, I felt a wave of sympathy for Mickey’s loss. 

 The Wileys lived over near Alleene.  His father was a county official.  Their beautiful 

brick house sat on a knoll in a field with a long curving drive up to it.  His folks didn’t get home 

till six-thirty usually, and so we were free to wander around the place. 

 Mickey rowed me out onto their pond, three times the size of ours, and for a while we 

floated around on the darkling still waters.  He was so happy about being in the play, but scared 

about an audience.  “I bet there’ll be some beautiful babes in the front row looking at me,” he 
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moaned.  Drawing on my vast theatrical experience, I told him that was why we were on stage—

to be looked at.  By everybody.  That seemed to calm him down some. 

 Later we strolled together across a field of young alfalfa, its fragrance strong on the air.  

Off across the creek was a big white plantation house nestled back among the dark trees.  Mickey 

said it was his grandpa’s place.  Though I’d never been there before, it seemed so familiar.  

There was such a sense of history, of the nineteenth century, wagons and cotton fields. 

 We sat around on the bank of the creek, and Mick told me about his romantic woes, 

namely that he couldn’t make up his mind which of the many available girls he should make a 

play for.  The problem was if he chose one, most of the rest would write him off forever.  Not the 

one to ask, I didn’t even try to offer any advice.  Mick turned serious and asked, “So why don’t 

you have a girlfriend, Benny?” 

 Of the several reasons, I chose to tell him the one about the Church’s rule against getting 

involved with non-Catholic girls.  That pretty much covered it without mentioning the painful 

subjects of absent Annettes, repressive fathers, eternal work, or lack of car.  But saying just that 

sounded kind of strange to my own ears. 

 He laughed, shook his head, and said, “That sounds awful.  Why?  Are Catholic girls 

better, you think?”  Again I couldn’t say, but appreciated my friend’s sympathy.  He added, 

“Danny told me you don’t even know how to drive.” 

 “Oh, I know how alright,” I replied, annoyed.  “Only I can’t use our car.”  I stopped 

before getting in too deep.  We got up then and continued our walk past their big barns and a 

small orchard.  Clearly Mick’s family was pretty well off in comparison to mine. 

# 

 His folks still weren’t home when we wolfed down some peanut butter and jelly 

sandwiches and left for dress rehearsal.  He had his own car, a green Oldsmobile that was his 

brother Billy’s.  Mick told me to drive us, and since it was an automatic, I jumped at the chance.     

Being still good daylight, it was easy to steer down that long drive and turn right.  Mickey didn’t 

pay any attention to my driving but fiddled with the radio to find some good rock and roll. 

 We headed first to Alleene to pick up Bonnie, a very friendly girl, fairly fat with blonde 

hair, and mighty plain in the face, who was doing makeup for the play.  Driving happily on 

toward Ashdown, I felt great listening to them chatter.  It was like being a normal teenage boy.  

The road was real empty with almost no other cars.  One did pass us going a mile a minute, 

maybe because I was going fairly slowly to be careful. 

 At the schoolhouse, Bonnie gave me the works, rouge, eye-shadow, lipstick and powder, 

and a fake mustache that felt like Groucho Marx.  All the guys laughed at each other.  I wasn’t 

tense, but Jackie had butterflies in his stomach, and Betty Lou, who played Mollie, thought she 

was going to puke.  I talked her out of it.  Then we went out onto the stage and ran the play right 

straight through like clockwork.  Nobody flubbed anything. 

 When Miss Cindy came backstage afterwards, we were jumping up and down so excited.  

But she was all unhappy, wishing we’d done something, anything, wrong.  She explained that 

dress rehearsals were supposed to be awful for good luck on the performance.  While scrubbing 

off my makeup, I had to chuckle at the old lady’s Protestant superstitions.   

# 

 After washing off our stage makeup, we were getting ready to leave when Lewis 

Stevenson leaned in the dressing room and announced that there was a teen dance at the 

American Legion Hut.  Bonnie was wild to go, and Mickey thought it would be interesting to see 

what girls were there.  I got excited about a teen dance and that maybe Danny would be there.   
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 Since it was dark, Mickey drove us over there, and we found a big empty room with an 

old record player in the corner.  It smelt like cigars.  There were several kids dancing around to 

some old songs.  I asked funny Ruby, who sat on my other side in assembly, to dance, and 

Mickey picked out red-headed Frances.  He moved a lot like Jimmy, that handsome blond boy on 

Bandstand, with a sexy rhythm in his hips. 

 Wouldn’t you know it, but the next record was my sweetheart’s lovely old one, “Lonely 

Guitar,” which I danced with Bonnie to be nice.  She moved very smoothly in spite of her large 

size.  Meanwhile, I savored the sound of my darling’s lovely voice.  By the end, I got depressed 

that the only way I could ever meet my love was by hearing her voice on a record.  How very 

futile and senseless my love for this famous television star now seemed.  Don Quixote indeed. 

Annette lived in a distant world that I would never be part of. 

# 

 Before long we went over to Herb’s drive-in where the parking lot was a flurry of cars 

parked around and kids getting their orders from the pickup window.  We gobbled a hotdog each, 

and while Mick took off to drag-race with Buck, who had a souped-up brown Ford, I went over 

to talk to Don and Patty, the most glamorous couple in our class, who were sitting in her red 

Thunderbird convertible.  Everywhere I was reminded sadly of my beloved Annette.  I’d recently 

read in Teen magazine that she had a white Thunderbird. 

 Patty thought it was great that I was out “on the town” at last, and I jokingly sang like 

Burl Ives, “John! John! The grey goose is gone, and the fox is on the town-o, town-o, town-o!”  

They looked at me strangely and then got my humor.   

 Turning serious, Patty said, “Benny, I been wanting to ask you something.  Can I?”  I 

shrugged assent.  “Do Catholics believe in Jesus?” 

 Recalling the lines of the Apostle’s Creed about His Only Son J. C., I said, “Sure.  He’s 

part of the Holy Trinity.”  Here I recognized another opportunity to explain my faith and went 

on, “It’s God the Father, God the Son or Jesus, and the Holy Ghost.  They’re all one.” 

 Patty and Don both said, “Oh,” and shared a skeptical glance.  Frankly, I wasn’t very 

clear on it myself and was glad they dropped the inquiry.   

 Soon I moved over to sit in a car with Jackie and a couple other guys.  They were 

smoking cigarettes and talking about girls and who’d done it with which one.  The way I was so 

quiet, they probably thought I was a real stick-in-the-mud.   

 A flashy foreign sports car with Texas plates pulled up, and a young man got out.  He 

was dressed stylish with tight pants and much ducktail on his haircut, looking a lot like Ricky 

Nelson.  Jackie said offhandedly, “He looks queer.”  I didn’t think so. 

 Then another guy, Claude from eleventh, said, “I hear there’s one in Texarkana that sits 

in his car outside the movie house.”  I was about to ask one of what when Mickey and Buck 

came roaring back in their hot cars.  Mickey had won their race. 

 We hunted up Bonnie from the cars all over the place and headed back to Alleene.  

Mickey exulted in his victory, carrying on about how Buck just didn’t know how to drive that 

heap of his.  I remarked that going so fast must be more like aiming a car than steering it. 

# 

 After dropping Bonnie off, we got back to find Mickey’s parents at the kitchen table.  It 

warmed my heart how his father hugged him hi, and his mother too.  I shook hands politely and 

noted with surprise that Mr. Wiley was drinking beer.  He had a big belly over his belt.  Mrs. 

Wiley, also pretty fat, offered me a Dr. Pepper and got us some pineapple upside down cake. 

 Mr. Wiley said, “So I hear you’re going to Tulane, ain’t it?”  I described the scholarship 
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they gave me and told about my plans to go to New Orleans and see the place soon as school was 

over.  “Too bad our Mick here hasn’t got such brains!” he lamented. 

 Mickey winked at me as we sat down to have our cake off real china plates.  His mother 

patted his head and said, “He’s going to Henderson State, you know.  That’s exciting too, isn’t it, 

honey?”  The closeness and warmth here in this kitchen was even newer and more wonderful 

than the whole dress rehearsal, dance, and socializing at Herb’s.   

 We went into Mickey’s room to hit the sack.  It had real nice furniture and curtains, very 

unlike my own.  When I undressed, I laid my clothes on a chair and made for his big double bed, 

naked as a jaybird.  I never wore underwear or pajamas, and apparently Mickey didn’t either.  

His body was very nicely built, his prick about the same size as mine. 

 “Boy!” he exclaimed, “You sure are a hairy guy.”  Then he looked straight down at my 

prick and exclaimed, “I’ll be damned!  You’re cut.  So Danny lied, that fucker!” 

 “Lied?” I wondered as I climbed onto the bed.   

 “Yeh!  To win our bet.  He didn’t think I’d find out.”  Suddenly I understood better why 

Danny had sounded so serious telling me to keep my pants on.  Climbing onto the bed too, Mick 

paused thoughtfully and then flopped onto his pillow laughing.  “Now he owes me two!”  

  “So you already paid up?” 

 “Yep—because I believed him.”  He sounded pissed off. 

 “What did you guys bet?” 

 He lifted up on an elbow and looked at me with a question in his greenish eye.  “Oh, 

nothing much.  Never mind.” 

 Having heard the same thing twice, I was now even more intrigued.  But if it was their 

secret…  Of course, I couldn’t help getting a mite jealous about Danny having a secret with 

Mickey, and them not wanting to let me in on it. 

# 

 Mickey turned off the light and left the radio on WNOE real low.  We lay there in the 

warm dark.  He turned on his side facing me and said, “This used to be Billy’s and my room.”  

He didn’t sound as sad as I’d have expected.  Maybe it was just that it had already been a year. 

 The next number on the radio was my Annette’s new song, “Dio Mio.”  Much as I hated 

to admit it, the song wasn’t all that good, but the sweet tones of my darling’s voice got me all 

romantic.  Feeling close with Mickey, I daringly remarked, “That Annette’s really something.” 

 He growled appreciatively.  “How’d you like to find her in your bed?”  He sprawled out 

on his back, a soft brightness shining on his body from the yard light.  Rubbing his stomach, he 

mumbled, “Such beautiful tits.”  He reached down and took hold of himself, growling again, 

“Boy!  I’d sure like to fuck her.”  His hand moved. 

 Fascinated, I watched Mickey desiring my darling.  I didn’t even feel jealous because it 

was so natural.  But it did start getting me hard.  Suddenly I got a vivid image of another Mickey 

with round black ears jerking off over my beautiful Mouseketeer.  I burst out laughing.   

 Just then this Mickey arched his slender back and collapsed with a groan.  I had a hard 

time figuring out why something so utterly beautiful should be a sin.  The Everly Brothers 

started singing another of my favorite oldie songs, “All I Have to Do Is Dream.” 

 In a minute Mickey asked, “You want to come too?” 

 Wanting to horribly, I said, “No, it’s a sin to touch yourself impurely.” 

 “Danny told me,” Mickey sighed.  “How about I do it for you?” 

 I wasn’t quite sure of the doctrine on this one.  Even if Mickey didn’t believe it a sin to 

touch me that way, how about for me?  Of course, if it had been Danny wanting to do it, you can 
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bet your britches I’d let him.  I made myself answer Mickey with, “I think we best go to sleep.”  

My virtue tasted bitter though as I lay there in the dark trying to will my bone to go away. 

 Eventually I drifted off to sleep and had a vivid dream.  I’m walking with Danny in a 

sunny green field, a broad stream flowing by, clouds gleaming white, and then we’re lying in soft 

grasses mixed with feathery flowers and flitting insects with colored wings.  Now I’m a ravenous 

feline creature like a leopard or jaguar and leap onto Danny’s body to devour him.  I bite into 

his throat and taste his salty blood.  I awoke in the sweet darkness to find myself hugging up to 

Mickey’s back, my lips to his shoulder.  On the radio “Green Fields” was still playing. 

 In the morning I woke to see Mickey stretched out on his side smiling at me.  The sun 

shone through the curtains on the beautiful curves of his body.  He playfully pinched my tit and 

called me a sleepyhead.  We wrestled around while the radio played “Battle of New Orleans” 

and sang along with Johnny Horton to the best part: 

  They ran through the briars, and they ran through the brambles, 

  And they ran through the bushes where the rabbits couldn’t go! 

  They ran so fast the hounds couldn’t catch ‘em, 

  On down the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico! 

# 

 At school Mick ran off with a bunch of girls, and I found Danny hanging out by our 

lockers.  He gave me a weak smile and hi as I approached.  When I called him liar, liar, pants on 

fire, he looked down, ashamed.  “So he knows,” Danny sighed.  “Damn!”  He looked up with his 

wonderful old blush and said, “I really wanted to win the bet this time.” 

 “Well, Mick says now you owe him two,” I informed him.  “So what did you guys bet?” 

 Danny sort of cringed and answered, “You don’t want to know.”  I urged him again to 

tell me, and he asked, “Did you have a good time last night?”  Recalling the taste of his throat in 

my dream, I allowed as how I did but said nothing more.  He looked very sad. 

 We strolled into the auditorium for assembly, and everybody got reminded of the senior 

play tonight and tomorrow being Senior Day.  Danny said he was planning to go fishing on the 

free day.  He sure loved fishing.  I figured my best hope was not to have to work in the café.  

Then maybe I’d take a hike to my white oak grove over by Humpersneck.  

 After Psychology class, before he had to go to Shop, Danny held me up against the wall 

of the hallway and asked, “Benny, don’t you want to stay over with me tonight and spend Senior 

Day together?”  Again the question wasn’t if I wanted…  I hemmed and hawed worrying about it 

being the second night in a row, the play, and all.  He leaned close and whispered, “We’ll go 

fishing down on the river.” 

 I argued that I’d probably have to work but agreed to ask my folks when they came to the 

play tonight.  Nervously I suggested we might have a better chance if he talked to Daddy. 

 “Leave it to me, buddy!” Danny said with a confident wink. 

 In Study Hall while Danny was reading in his history book, I composed a silly limerick: 

  A lissome laddie named Danny 

  Has manly equipment uncanny, 

  Well hung up front 

  For the cunning stunt, 

  But his finest asset’s his fanny. 

 Reading it, he grinned and wiggled in his seat.  I could still taste his dream-blood. 

# 

 After a nice dinner with friend Jackie and his family around a big dining table, he and I 
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walked on back to school where Bonnie made us up for real.  Looking at my fake mustache in 

the mirror, I thought about Mickey’s real father and decided to put a towel around my middle to 

give me a bit of a belly.  Miss Cindy thought it was a good idea.  Back when my beard 

disappeared, she’d been pleased and said she would’ve asked me to shave it off anyway. 

 Then Mickey took me out back to his car where he had a huge bottle of vodka.  In the 

mood to be reckless, I took a great big swig, and it burned all the way down.  We each had 

another drink, and he offered me a piece of gum.  I didn’t feel any difference.  I wasn’t nervous 

about anything except about what Daddy would say tonight.  I figured the play would be a snap. 

 However, true to Miss Cindy’s Protestant superstition, it didn’t go very smoothly at all.  

Actually, it was an incredible mess.  Most of the kids were so nervous they couldn’t think.  

Mickey did real good, only hesitating on a couple lines.  But in the third scene Gail, the Mother, 

and Walter got all balled up and called us out like in the next scene. 

 Making the others come on with me anyway, I tried to bring us back to the right place 

with my line, somehow, even if I did have to drop a couple pages and invent reasons to order a 

bewildered Scotty back off stage.  The kids picked it right up where they were supposed to, 

except for Betty Lou, who still thought we were in the other scene and got so painfully confused 

that she just exited. 

 There were some major goofs too, like when Jackie completely forgot his lines and after 

a long silence quite casually asked, “Would anyone else care to comment on that?”  We all stood 

there dumbfounded while the audience roared.  At another point Walter started his lines that 

explained something and got the names all mixed up.  You couldn’t follow what he was talking 

about.  Then there was the time right in the middle of a tense scene between me and Scotty when 

all the lights went out for nearly a minute.  It felt like ten minutes sitting there in the dark. 

 At the end while we were taking our bows, the applause sounded so great that I wondered 

about maybe going on stage professionally.  For just that moment it was easy to imagine getting 

so famous that Annette would know me.  When the clapping died down and the curtain closed, it 

got all sad.  Gail and Betty Lou started crying.   

 I ran out to meet Danny in the back hallway so we could go see my folks about staying 

over.  He laughed at my mustache and belly.  We made our way through groups of the audience 

being stopped by schoolmates and parents with praise for my performance.  

# 

 My family was waiting at the side door of the auditorium.  Daddy said hi to Danny with a 

frown and also frowned at my mustache.  Mom shook his hand, and Janie smiled.  I almost never 

saw that expression on her face.  She actually turned it toward me and said, “You were great.”  I 

appreciated the effort it had cost her to say something so nice.  “But,” she said, “I don’t 

understand why the father sent Scotty away that time.” 

 “Neither do I,” I said and noticed that Daddy was looking bored.  Carefully I told him 

about Senior Day off tomorrow and a dance again at the Lions Club tonight.   

 Danny bravely jumped in.  “Can Benny stay over with me and go fishing tomorrow?” 

 Mom looked down at the ground while Daddy said quietly, “Your mom might not care to 

have him hanging around.”  My heart sank. 

 Danny assured him it was fine.  “I’ll bring him home tomorrow evening.” 

 Daddy looked angry and said, “No, he’s already been gone from home one night.” 

 Then Danny argued that maybe he could pick me up in the morning to go fishing. 

 Taking out his can of Copenhagen, Daddy said, “If he’s off from school, he’s got to work 

tomorrow.”  I knew that meant he was going fishing himself. 
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 Danny grasped at straws.  “I’ll bring him home after the dance tonight.  Please, sir!” 

 “No.”  Then Daddy turned to me and said, “Now let your mom take pictures so we can 

get on home.”  Danny smiled at me sadly and hoped we could do it some other time.  But it was 

such a short time till graduation that I couldn't find much hope.   

 Mom was standing there with my flash camera.  She stood me up by the wall and blinded 

me a couple times, once with Danny.  Then Daddy told me to go wash the junk off my face so 

we could go home to Piney Hill. 

# 

 Back at the boys’ dressing room, which was almost empty by now, I sat down at the 

dressing table and took off the fake mustache and makeup.  Danny stood behind my stool with 

his big hands on my shoulders.  We looked at each other in the mirror with disappointed smiles.  

Taking off my hideous yellow tie, I moaned about how terribly I’d wanted to stay over with him.  

Laughing ironically, he ran his hands down inside my shirt and rubbed the hairs on my chest.  

Holding them still, I returned his loving expression in the mirror. 

 Mickey’s voice sounded from the doorway, “Playing feelies, hey?”  We both jumped.  

Mickey winked at me and pulled a stool up to the makeup table beside me.  “Let me get this stuff 

off quick,” he said business-like to Danny in the mirror, “so you can pay up on our bet—the one 

you lied on.”  My buddy looked down, properly repentant for cheating.   

 With Daddy waiting for me at the car, I rushed to change my pants and joked, “Since it 

was about me, maybe I ought to collect the bet myself, don’t you think?” 

 “Why not?” Mickey agreed.  “Since that lying skunk owes me two blowjobs now, you 

can get one, Benny, if you want.” 

 I stood there petrified with one leg in my pants, stunned.  And doubly stunned to realize 

that Mickey had already paid off…  And he was offering me…  My Danny looked utterly 

miserable.  I recalled him wanting to win the bet “this time,” which meant he’d lost it before, 

which meant...  Coming to my senses, I mumbled, “No, thanks.” 

 “Well, let me know if you change your mind,” Mickey laughed as he finished with his 

cleanup, “unless I use ‘em both up tonight.”  Slouched by the door, my buddy wouldn’t meet my 

eye.  Mickey gathered up his stuff, kicked Danny’s leg, and said, “Come on, pal.  There’s a little 

something you gotta do for me.  And I got some vodka.” 

 “That’s good,” Danny said, “’cause I need to get real drunk tonight.”   

 I figured he meant so he could pay up on the bet.  Like an addled fool, I tried to buckle up 

my belt, and Mickey punched my shoulder with, “Have a great Senior Day, Ben.” 

. “Thanks,” I said and ignored the irony. 

 “I’m real sorry, Benny,” Danny said and patted my smooth cheek.  “I’ll catch a fish for 

you tomorrow.”  Then he followed Mickey out the door. 

 Too upset to think straight, somehow I managed to get back out to the folks.  Riding 

home in the dark backseat, I felt terribly blue about being dragged off home to Piney Hill like a 

little boy.  Not to mention explosions of furious jealousy about Danny and Mickey.  At some 

time tonight my best buddy was going to…  Even being saved from committing a mortal sin 

didn’t seem particularly great as I rode along, a prisoner being hauled back to his jail. 

### 
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CHAPTER 9:  GETTING NAKED 

# 

 After that long weekend, first thing Monday morning when we were standing by our 

lockers, Danny said he’d gone fishing on the Little River with his uncle George in a motorboat 

and caught a bunch of catfish.  I asked if Mickey and he’d gotten very drunk on that vodka after 

the play.  He looked away and replied off-handedly, “Yep.”  That just made me more curious. 

 On the way to Civics I pulled him aside in the hallway and asked right out if he’d really 

done it for Mickey.  “Really do what?” he asked with an innocent look and then blushed 

crimson.  I’d bet dollars to donuts he really did do it. 

 Danny, Mickey, and I sat together in Study Hall in a bunch by the windows.  Outside it 

was getting dark like for a storm, and the wind was whipping up in the oak trees.  I felt jealousy 

whipping round in me just like that wind.  Mickey leaned close and whispered loud enough that 

Danny surely could hear, “Got one left over, Ben.  Say the word and it’s yours.” 

 I was stupefied by temptation and speechless.  Danny looked away, not blushing but 

looking mad.  Mickey giggled at our confusion and whispered, “What the hell!  It’s yours for 

whenever you want it, pal.”  Danny muttered an obscenity, and I blushed enough for us both. 

 Everybody else was studying for finals, but with a straight-A average, I was exempt from 

the tests.  I tried my best to concentrate on my valedictorian speech about the blessings of 

freedom, but it was hard not to think of pricks in...  Danny studied in his literature book, and 

Mickey was supposed to be struggling with his Trig assignment.   

 Instead, Mick passed me a note:  “Watch out for the teeth.”  I giggled as quietly as I 

could in total consternation.  The mere idea of a blowjob was so totally ridiculous. To stand there 

with your boner in someone’s mouth, like in a comic strip, as silly as sticking it in someone’s 

armpit.  Or someone sticking it in your mouth so you can’t talk, and his pubic hairs tickling your 

nose and making you sneeze.  Still, I had to wonder how it would feel.  Of course, I wasn’t 

getting a heck of a lot done on my speech. 

 That was when the sky outside the big windows turned ugly green, and blasts of wind 

whipped and shrieked in the line of oak trees in the schoolyard.  There was a deafening roar, and 

as we watched in horror, a black tornado slammed down in the street and moved along it yanking 

up and tossing oak trees right and left like toothpicks, sucking a couple up into its whirling spout.  

Then just like that it lifted up into the sky, jumped over the schoolhouse, and was gone.   

 The kids in the Study Hall were all hollering and running around, but we three were still 

by the big window dumbstruck by the destruction and our narrow escape from disaster.  Finally 

Danny muttered, “Praise Jesus!”  Mickey and I said, “Amen.”  I figured that wasn’t just a 

Protestant thing.  Being that close to absolute chaos made a big impression on me.  A tornado!  It 

sort of put my own private whirlwind in perspective.  Maybe I couldn’t tell which way was up, 

but at least I still knew where I was—beside my best buddy. 

# 

 At lunch hour we went out to the street to survey the damage.  The big trees were 

snapped to pieces.  We sat in the shade under one of the surviving trees.  Danny looked awful 

worried, or maybe it was still the fear.  To comfort him, I whispered that he didn’t really have to 

give me a blowjob unless he wanted to.   

 Then we got down to serious planning for me to stay over with him.  Danny decided he’d 

have his mother Ethel call my folks at the café tomorrow and invite me formal-like to come for 

Wednesday when there was a party for us seniors in the gym.  I hoped maybe we could arrange 

some dates even and go parking in Danny’s car. 
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 Tuesday at lunch Danny called his mother from the office and came out with a glum face.  

“Your dad just said flat no,” he sighed.  “Not even no reason.”   

 At lunch on Wednesday we sat out on the football field with our shirts off, tanning and 

talking.  There was only tomorrow at school, Friday off, and Graduation on Saturday.  We still 

had so much yet to say in such a short time.   

 Danny suddenly got a bright idea.  “I’ll come up to the Hill tomorrow night and rent a 

cabin so we can have us a senior party all our own.  And I’ll bring some liquor.  Uncle George 

can get me some tonight in Texarkana.”  I wasn’t going to argue with that, but we couldn’t let 

Daddy know about the liquor. 

# 

 To be daring on our last day of school, at noon on Thursday we left campus and walked 

down shady First Street to the Drugstore.  It felt special in the noontime light.  Danny told me 

that last night at the senior party he’d slow-danced with Nyla the Knockout and gotten on a bone.  

Also he’d found out Betty Lou was going off to college, too. 

 I screwed up my courage to ask, “What was it like with Mickey?  You know…” 

 Danny laughed.  “You shouldn’t be thinking about sins like that, Benny.”  He was right, 

and I tried not to think about it. 

 We sat in the Drugstore’s quiet far booth with a lunch of banana splits flooded in 

chocolate sauce.  I was feeling awful sentimental knowing that after Graduation, like last 

summer, I’d have to work in the café.  Daddy said last Friday I’d work full-time days.   

 Danny encouraged me, “After all, you got you a job, right?”  He looked so cute with 

whipped cream and chocolate smears on his upper lip.  Then he got serious and said, “Benny, I 

don’t know what to do myself.  Mr. Phillips says I can work half-time here still, but that won’t 

earn much.  What am I gonna do, Benny?” 

 How I wished I could give my Danny advice, but what did I know?  Jobs around here in 

Ashdown were as rare as toes on a snake.  Out of high school, lots of guys would get married 

right away and try for a travelling job on the pipelines or if they were lucky, go to work in the 

paper mill.  Lots more had no choice but to sign up for the armed services right away.  Folks said 

the County draft board never had any work to do.   

 “Hey,” I brightened, recalling our earlier conversation, “How about getting a job with the 

county or state road department?  Driving those big road graders ought to be fun.” 

 Danny was quiet for a while and then said, “Yeh, maybe.”  While he nibbled on his ice 

cream and worried, I did the same.  I kept thinking what graduation really meant and was 

agonized that I wouldn’t get to see Danny every day anymore.   

  After the last school bell, Danny walked me to the Ben Lomond bus and with a wicked 

smile said, “See you later, pal.”  I knew he meant around nine-thirty this evening.  Then there 

was the last ride in the old schoolbus across the river bottoms with Willie giggling and chattering 

beside me.  The last ride in Mary Nell’s green Studebaker, the last walk up the hill, last look 

back at the view, and last hitchhike (with a tourist couple from Illinois) home to Piney Hill. 

# 

 I told Daddy right away about Danny coming up and renting a cabin and us having our 

own private senior party.  He actually chuckled, “Well, you make sure Ed Norton signs in the 

register and pays his three dollars.”  He even agreed that I wouldn’t have to work till one o’clock 

so maybe we could go for a hike tomorrow morning. 

 However, this evening Daddy had to take Mom to an ice cream social affair over at the 

Belcher place, so I had to work for him.  It was fairly busy, keeping me running, and I figured it 
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was a good trade-off for tomorrow morning.  It also kept me from watching the clock and 

thinking about my friend’s arrival. 

 He showed up right at the promised time, and I rejoiced to see him in a brief moment 

between customers.  We registered him in the motel book as Mr. Ed Norton from Brooklyn for 

number five, the nice one out by the woods.  I told him it was the honeymoon cabin, and he gave 

me a wicked wink.  Then, while I kept working, Danny hung out happily with the pinballs.  In 

passing I’d peek in at him every chance I got, just for his smile. 

# 

 The folks got home shortly before ten from their party, and it was time for ours.  Danny 

carried some Cokes and ice down to number five, and I ran over to the house for my cards and 

radio.  Going down to the cabin, I trotted along through the pine shadows from the low half-

moon and suddenly felt as though I was in some other reality.  The window of the cabin glowed 

with the lamp through white curtains, an almost magical place. 

 When I walked in, I got a huge surprise to find Danny with all his clothes off, buck-

naked, lounging on the bed with a Roi-Tan and a water-glass of brown drink.  He laughed, “I like 

to be comfortable when I get drunk.  Have a rum and Coke, good buddy.” 

 He went over to the dresser and poured me a drink.  Meanwhile, I shucked out of my 

clothes too and told him how I always like to get naked, roaming out in the woods and even 

swinging on vines in trees like Tarzan.  Danny handed me the glass and brushed the hair on my 

chest, laughing, “Benny of the Apes.  But Tarzan wore pants.” 

 “Only in the movies,” I insisted.  “I bet Mrs. Gorilla didn’t sew him any lace panties.” 

 Danny laughed and raised his glass.  “Drink up, Benny-boy.” 

 I took a good slug of my drink.  It was sweet and sneaky at the back of my nose.  Danny 

sprawled out on the bed again and left his cigar to go out in the ashtray, which I silently 

appreciated.  He remarked, “I’ve never been naked outside.  Oh, yeh, skinny-dipping at the river, 

but not just walking around.” 

 I plugged in the radio and got up on the bed with my drink and the deck of cards.  The 

music came on with “The Happy Organ,” quite a circus-y way to start off a party.  Sitting tailor-

fashion cross-legged, I took another sip and started shuffling the cards.  The drink tasted even 

better now that the fumes up my nose weren’t so strange.  And it felt so natural sitting here with 

Danny like this, just the two of us with nothing on and nothing else to do. 

 We started out playing blackjack poker, and whenever you lost, you had to take a huge 

slug of your drink.  After several rounds of winning and losing and as many slugs, the both of us 

were in mighty relaxed moods, chattering and laughing and carrying on over our cards.  When 

the radio started that really silly old song “Purple People Eater,” we commenced giggling 

hysterically and scattered cards all over. 

 With yet another drink, maybe our third, we gathered up the cards and switched to gin 

rummy.  After a few hands and still another drink, I got up for the bathroom and felt happily 

blurry, so light, not really connected to the floor.  Back on the bed, I found Danny had dealt.  

While I arranged the cards in my hand, he remarked, “I wanna get my rocks off pretty soon.”  I 

called him a sex-fiend, and he asked, “What else am I supposed to do with a boner on?” 

 “Just ignore it,” I said.  “When I get a hard on out in the woods or whatever, I ignore it.”  

To be truthful with him, I added, “Most of the time.”  

 Danny leaned back on the pillows at the head of the bed and considered his cards.  Then 

he looked down at his crotch and sighed, “Show me how to ignore that.”  His prick was slowly 

quivering and lifting, growing, that secret head slipping out of its hood, peeking at me like a little 
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animal.  I couldn’t ignore it.  It was hypnotic. 

 He tossed his cards aside, laughed, and asked, “And what about that?”  He pointed at 

what was happening to me too.  He grinned guiltily, looking cuter than anybody should.  

 Leaping up off the bed, I babbled, “Just don’t touch it!  Don’t look at it!  Or think about 

it!  Do something else!”  Feeling dizzy from the booze, I marched back and forth looking at the 

ceiling and got more and more confused. 

 Danny jumped up from the bed and said, “I know what.  We can go outside.”  It sounded 

like a good idea to me.  Even though the soles of my feet were tough as leather, I’d learned from 

experience to wear shoes outside at night in case of stepping on things you can’t see.  So we 

looked plain silly all naked in just shoes, no socks, and I could hardly stop laughing.  Even so, 

our erections weren’t discouraged. 

# 

 Being near midnight, it was real quiet outside the cabin with the moon getting lower in 

the west.  Danny and I stepped out into the slanting streaks of moonlight, and again it felt like a 

magic place.  We stood looking at each other, naked and strange in the silver light.  Obviously he 

wasn’t thinking about something else.  Apparently I wasn’t either. 

 There was a trail, an animal track, leading down the slope into the woods.  You could just 

make it out running through the grass and bushes into the darker woods.  We walked along with 

me blabbering about something, anything, and it seemed to work for me.  One look showed that 

it didn’t for my buddy.  He moaned and reached for it, but I ordered him not to. 

 A piece down the track, suddenly a cloud slid across the moon, and it got dark as 

nobody’s business.  We stopped walking and peered around in the darkness.  There wasn’t even 

a glow of the café neons anywhere.  Danny exclaimed, “I can’t see a thing!” 

 Well, I could see a bit, enough to tell he was looking the other way.  With only a tiny 

rustle in the leaves and bushes, I slipped tiptoe off to the right and hid behind the tree beside us.  

Danny turned and said, “Hey, what you doing, Benny?”  I stifled a giggle and listened to him 

call, “Where are you?  Come on, buddy!” 

 I let him stew in the dark for a moment calling me, and then the cloud slipped on past the 

moon.  When Danny turned away again looking for me, I stepped out from behind the tree and  

said, “Hey!”  He gave a cry of relief and grabbed my arm.  “What’s all the shouting?” I asked 

nonchalantly and lied, “I was standing right here the whole time.” 

 “No, you weren’t.  You were just scaring me.”  He pinched my bare butt for revenge.  

 “Did it work?” I asked, and we both saw that it did.  So we continued our walk a while. 

With the next cloud shadow, we waited in the dark, and Danny grabbed my hand so I couldn’t 

slip off this time.  In the distance a truck labored up the Hill with a low growl.  Holding his hand 

got me hard again.  When the moon came back out, I saw that my pal was too. 

# 

 Danny announced that he needed another drink, and though I still felt real tipsy, even 

drunk, I wanted another one too.  So we headed back to the cabin still holding hands.  Safe and 

sound inside, we kicked off our shoes, and he made drinks.  Right away he chugged half of his.   

 That was when the radio started playing “The Twist,” and we danced around the room 

giggling like fools.  The wild song really got our private party rolling again.  Then we decided to 

play naked charades.  First off, Danny did a six-word movie, and after getting ‘around’ and 

‘world,’ I guessed the ‘eighty days.’  My charade was the movie, “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” 

which stumped me on doing ‘tin,’ but Danny didn’t know the movie anyway. 

  On his next turn, Danny stood in front of me wobbling woozily with a soft expression in 
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his big brown eyes.  The radio started that romantic Elvis song “It’s Now or Never.”  Then, 

instead of signaling book or movie or whatever, he rotated his hips sexily, his prick lifting and 

poking straight out at me.  I stared in drunken awe.  Taking both my hands in his he pulled me up 

from sitting on the bed and held our clasped hands over our heads.  Standing so close up to each 

other, we knocked together like sticks.  Danny whispered, “Is this touching?”  

 Since touching was with hands, I didn’t think so, and we proceeded to have a sword-

fight.  The splendid bumping made me weak in the knees, and I fell back onto the bed, dragging 

Danny with me.  Falling smack on top of me, he stuck his prick up between my legs and started 

pumping.  Lifting up a little, he smiled at me with an expression of surprise, and brought his 

mouth down on mine.  It was a kiss like nothing I’d ever imagined.  I felt his breathing, his heart, 

his thrusting, and the resonance in my own body.  And then blinding joy. 

 We lay in a pile on the bed, breathing in each other’s ear.  How amazing it was to hold 

my Danny in the amber dim lamplight of our cozy cabin.  His smiling eyes were so close and full 

of that wordless love and understanding of best friends.  I marveled at the wild things rum can 

lead to, things you’d never do except with your very, very best friend.   

 I somehow managed to reach over and turn off the lamp.  The radio started that dreamy 

piece “Sleepwalk,” and cuddling close, we slept.  I dreamt of a bell ringing in the distance. 

# 

  The morning was bright with sun on the curtains, and a brilliant haze filled the room.  

Danny’s wristwatch on the bed table said nearly eight.  He rubbed his forehead with a little 

headache from the booze.  But even with all that rum, I felt fit as a fiddle.  When he turned 

toward me, I saw a dark hickey on his throat and got a spasm of joy recalling when I did that. 

 We got up and took a shower together, scrubbing each other down.  Of course, Danny got 

excited, and I called him a sex-fiend again.  He rubbed my chest and blushing furiously, asked,  

“Did you like it?”  I nodded and asked if he did.  He also nodded. 

Ignoring our erections, we dried off and reluctantly got dressed.  Putting on clothes again 

felt unpleasant and strange, but we were both starving for breakfast.  Before we checked out, I 

made sure to clean up our messes and all evidence of rum so Mom wouldn’t find anything when 

she came in later to do the cabin over.  Danny hid the empty rum bottle in his car. 

At the café first thing I got him some Bayer aspirin for his hangover and took us some 

coffee to number two.  Then I ordered up breakfast from Melba.  Mom was working the front 

and came by to ask if we’d had fun at our party.  I sure hoped she wouldn’t notice the hickey on 

my pal’s neck, but why should she think I was the one who made it? 

Danny replied politely, “We played cards and charades till awful late, ma’am, and talked 

and listened to the radio.”  He didn’t say word one about walking naked in the woods or some 

other things.  When Mom went to see to a customer, he whispered, “And some other things.”  

We smiled at each other over our coffee cups, Danny in that wicked way of his.  I just 

gazed at him, remembering the kiss, wanting it again.  He asked me what I was thinking, and I 

whispered truthfully, “Kissing you.”  That was when Melba hollered pick-up, and I jumped up to 

fetch our hotcakes and sausage.  Danny puckered at me when I served him.   

We ate hungrily in silence.  There was nothing in the world except Danny across the 

booth from me, that glint of mischief in his eye.  Under the table our legs secretly rubbed 

together.  Once after I took a big syrupy bite of my cakes, he looked at my mouth and said, 

“Sweet.”  That was exactly what I was thinking about the drop of syrup on his upper lip.   

Mom passed by with the refill pot and topped off our cups.  We sat in the booth a while 

longer over our coffee and talked about what to do with our morning.  I jumped at the chance to 
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suggest hiking to my secret spring, my enchanted glade, and Danny thought that was great.  

Behind his hand, he whispered, “And we can get naked again.”  With that pleasant thought in 

mind, I quickly cleared our dishes, and we took off. 

 We picked up a couple walking sticks off the back porch and set off with frisky Lobo 

across the pasture.  I led us down past the hog pen and through the pine thicket to the track on the 

west side of the Hill.  Danny looked so happy out here in the woods, skipping along down the 

path with Lobo nipping at his heels.  He was like a faun in a mythical forest.  I recalled those 

other things we’d done last night and realized that one of them was making love.  We’d sealed 

our friendship forever by making love. 

# 

 Hurrying to catch up with Danny on the trail, I took his hand so we could touch.  He 

squeezed it and said, “Whatever happens, Benny, I’ll never forget last night.”  Well, that made 

two of us.  I teased, asking what he wouldn’t forget, and Danny almost whispered, “Making 

love.”  Then we walked along silently for a ways.  He kept looking around at the woods around, 

but since I knew the places so well, I just looked at my buddy and couldn’t forget it either. 

The track ran along the top of the slope above the spring branch, and just a piece down 

from it we got to the mossy shelves and waterfall.  Lobo ran off into the woods down by the 

branch to explore.  Danny looked around my valley in awe at all the flowers in bloom now in 

mid-May.  The bank of honeysuckle was blooming too, its fragrance floating on the breeze.  One 

pretty purple iris was blooming late, and some critter had been digging at the edge of the patch.  

The slopes below the mossy ledges were also soft green with moss and grasses.   

Right away Danny and I stripped out of our clothes and grinned happily at each other’s 

nakedness.  We took handfuls of the cool waterfall to drink and then lay down on the green 

slope.  He pulled me close to put my head on his shoulder, and the morning sunshine speckled 

our bodies.  In a nearby tree a mockingbird started up a concert of trills and chirps. 

Stroking his chest affectionately, I told my pal about the mysterious elf that had repaired 

my dam earlier in the spring.  He laughed and nuzzled my hair. “You know, Benny, that’s why I 

love you.  Elves and enchanted glades and magic fish.”   

I asked, “Danny, do you have any idea how much I love you?” 

“Some,” he answered into my hair.  “About half as much as I love you.”  With me silent 

in overjoyed outrage, he sighed, “Benny, babe, what do you dream about the future for us?” 

His question stopped me in my tracks.  I’d never dreamed about a future other than going 

off to college.  I’d never given a thought to what that would mean.  Suddenly it got horrifyingly 

clear that it meant leaving my Danny.  Ashamed and anguished, I said, “Gee, I don’t know.” 

 “Well,” Danny said squeezing me close, “I’ve got a couple dreams.  One’s that I’ll go off 

with you to your college, but there’s no way I could stand to live in a big city.” 

Off across the spring branch Lobo gave a couple barks like at some varmint.  

I asked, “What’s your other dream?” 

He giggled.  “I just thought how maybe you and me could get some jobs and build us a 

great big house, one of them white ones with porches and balconies.”  I could see it, like Mr. 

Jack’s house at Paraclifta with columns and tall oaks at the corners.  Danny went on in a whisper, 

“And we could marry some gals to have kids and raise up our families together in our house.” 

The simple beauty of his dream was so totally possible.  The world seemed to turn upside 

down as I imagined forgetting about college and doing that with Danny, loving each other as best 

friends for the rest of our lives.  In my confused silence, he said, “And tomorrow we’ve got to 

graduate.  Benny, I don’t know what to do.  I just don’t know…”   
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I felt the sob rising in his chest and hugged him close, nuzzling his throat.  When his hand 

took hold of my prick, without hesitating I gripped his too and marveled at the firm, strong feel 

of him in my hand.  We looked at each other in wonder and fell into the kiss again, riding the 

waves of joy in each other’s body. 

After a while, across the way Lobo started barking again, yappy, sounding like he’d treed 

a squirrel.  We listened and laughed at his futile excitement.  Then we ambled down the slope 

past the bank of honeysuckle to the spring branch.  My favorite swimming hole under the dark 

holly tree was barely knee-deep, so you had to lie down on the gravelly bottom to get wet, but 

the delicious cool was well worth it.   

We stretched out side by side splashing our feet, and I tried to cheer us up with thoughts 

of all the time we still had this summer to spend together, going places together, and some other 

things...  Wiggling his toes, Danny said, “Benny, I didn’t tell you before, but this Monday 

coming we’re going to visit relatives in Shreveport for nearly three weeks.”  I might as well have 

been kicked in the head by a mule.  He brushed my cheek and sighed, “I’ll miss you so much, 

babe.  But I’ll be back real quick.” 

# 

 Daddy dropped me off at the schoolhouse on Saturday morning to get ready for the 

graduation ceremony, and they went on downtown to the department store to get Janie some new 

shoes.  I rushed back to the dressing room where they were passing out the boys’ robes and 

found Danny waiting impatiently for me in the hallway.  Already in his black gown and silly cap, 

he was holding up the wall and whistling tunelessly.  The way we smiled at each other there 

wasn’t any need to say hi. 

 My pal stood with me in line to get my gown.  He still couldn’t believe Daddy wouldn’t 

let me stay for the barbecue picnic celebration this afternoon.  Right before he left yesterday, 

he’d asked Daddy nicely, even promising to bring me home to the Hill afterwards.  I wasn’t 

surprised, but just as disappointed.  He helped me into my robe. 

 When Mickey came in, he said we all looked like a bunch of black crows.  I told him that 

would be a murder of crows, and Danny and I started flapping our robes and cawing.  Next thing, 

all the other guys in the hall started doing it, and the Shop teacher Mr. Dewey got all flustered 

trying to calm us down.  In the confusion Danny blew me a secret kiss. 

 Waiting for the families and folks to get seated in the auditorium, Danny and I leaned by 

our lockers, close again like old times.  We whispered about what we’d done since yesterday 

afternoon and bemoaned three whole weeks apart.  At the edge of his collar I saw the hickey was 

still dark, and it got me hard.  Maybe it showed on my face because he whispered, “Me, too.” 

 As Valedictorian, I had to march first in line leading the graduating Class of 1960 into the 

auditorium with Sarah Jane, the Salutatorian, right behind me.  But then she and I peeled off to 

go up on the stage, and the rest went to the front rows of seats.  From my chair on the stage, 

Danny and I had a good view of each other between two pots of red flowers, and I couldn’t take 

my eyes off his big brown ones. 

 I’d totally memorized my speech and rattled on profoundly about the blessings of 

freedom.  Looking around at all the people out front, I was amazed at their rapt attention and 

blank faces.  My own family was sitting near the back looking the same way.  Up close in front, 

my buddy gave me a naughty smile and almost made me lose my place in the speech.  Maybe I 

did, but no one seemed to notice. 

# 

 We marched proudly past Mr. Foster to get our diplomas with flashbulbs popping off all 
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over the place.  When the ceremony was finally over with everybody tossing their caps in the air, 

I jumped down off the stage to Danny.  In the midst of all the hollering and hooting, we hugged 

each other for a long minute.  Then it was time to go find our families.  On the way outside, we 

congratulated Mickey, who was naturally surrounded by a gaggle of girls. 

 Danny’s folks were waiting by the door and congratulated us warmly.  His nice mama 

Ethel gave me a big hug.  I was pleased to meet his Pop, who was named Vernon, a tall man 

looking a whole lot like my buddy.  He shook my hand and said, “I’m mighty pleased to meet 

you, Ben.  My boy’s talked so much about you.”  Danny rolled his eyes. 

 We took them over to meet my family who were waiting in the shade of one of the 

surviving oaks in the schoolyard.  During the introductions, Daddy made his face into that mask 

he always wears with customers, not quite smiling, that polite look.  Janie stood there looking 

bored, and Mom was real happy to meet them. 

 Clapping me on the shoulder, Vernon remarked to Daddy, “You must be right proud of 

your boy here being the Valid…  Anyway whatever that word is.” 

 Daddy didn’t change expression one bit or say anything, but Mom quickly replied that 

they were real proud of me.  Then we got down to taking pictures.  Ethel took one of us for our 

whole family, as did Mom for the three of them.  They also took some snapshots of my pal and 

me in our crow costumes leaning on each other and another of us flapping and cawing. 

 Daddy didn’t even smile at that.  Instead his expression was aggravated.  I couldn’t 

imagine what was eating him.  Nevertheless, after our crow dance, Danny gave it another try, 

politely asking Daddy if I could just stay for the graduation picnic.  He’d bring me home. 

 Now the expression turned into the angry one I was too familiar with.   He snapped at 

Danny, “I already told you no, and no means no!” 

 Now Mom knew better than to make a peep, but Ethel didn’t.  She said, “Well, my 

gracious!  Why can’t he just stay…” 

 “Keep your nose out of this, lady!” he said with a glare, his face getting darker. 

 “Hey, mister,” Vernon jumped in, “What do you think you…” 

 “He’s got work to do,” Daddy growled.  He shoved me hard in the chest.  “And you go 

take off that get-up.  Five minutes.”  He yanked Mom away, and a terrified Janie followed them 

toward the car that was parked on the street. 

 “Well, I never!” Ethel sputtered in insulted distress.  I shriveled up in humiliation, but she 

hugged me close, and Danny joined in. 

 Vernon patted me gently on the shoulder and asked, “What’s his problem?”  I didn’t want 

to say it seemed like Daddy didn’t like me graduating—or growing up at all—and couldn’t do 

thing one about it but get mad.  “Well, you’ll be alright, son,” Vernon said.  “Not long now and 

you’ll get away to college.  Not too long…”  His tone said Danny told him about the licking. 

 When Danny and I’d turned in all the rented stuff, all we had left was our diploma and 

tassel.  After goodbyes to classmates in the hall, we went back outside.  His folks hugged me 

again, and so did he.  He whispered in my ear, “Just three weeks.”  Then he gave me a three-

fingered wave.  I did too, like our secret hand-signal. 

 On the way to the car I managed to dry my eyes.  So much for the blessings of freedom.  

Scarcely a word was spoken all the way home.  It was like having a thundercloud in the car.  But 

strangely, when we got back to the Hill, Daddy didn’t even make me work.  Melvin was already 

covering the afternoon.  Why would he say I had to work and couldn’t stay for the picnic?  It was 

an awful thing to say about your father, but it seemed to me like just pure meanness. 

# 
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 I sat in number three picking at a cheeseburger and hearing Danny’s Pop say again, “Not 

too long…”  Then a bunch of the Lockjaw seniors, kids I’d gone to junior high with, Becky 

Sharp and Royce Potter, Flossie Miller, Leo Hallman, and some others stopped in to pick up 

some soda pops, chips, and stuff for their graduation swimming party at Paraclifta.   

 They invited me to come along, and Daddy said, “Sure, go on.  What the hell!  You 

graduated too.”  When he turned back to the kitchen, I walked out the door with the kids without 

a word.  His permission was a cruel kindness.  Why couldn’t he have said the same thing to my 

Danny?  I felt totally robbed of this special afternoon with my buddy. 

 The swimming hole at Paraclifta was a big deep one on the Cossatot under a high bridge.  

Guys would jump off it into the river, but I wasn’t about to.  My old flame from eighth grade, 

Pam, was there in a pink bathing suit looking very much a woman now, and she was real 

friendly.  Since I was the only hairy guy there, I caught lots of them, even the guys, looking at 

my body, some sneaky-like and others with an odd expression.  It was my first time in a bathing 

suit with any of these kids, and I didn’t know whether to feel ashamed or proud.  

Even down in the river, splashing around under the bridge, you could see up the road a 

piece to where Mr. Jack’s big white house sat with its columns and oak trees.  The fields all 

around it were greener than possible, so peaceful and almost real, just like in Danny’s beautiful 

dream for us. 

### 
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CHAPTER 10:  SIN CITY 

# 

 So that Monday was the day for my trip to New Orleans.  I was going to be riding down 

with our regular trucker customer Marty in his big rig.  He usually made his banana run from 

Fort Smith down on Tuesdays and back on Wednesdays, but he said he’d go a day early this time 

so I could have me a day to see my new university.  He’d take him a holiday. 

 Janie made me promise to bring her a souvenir of my trip.  Mom told me to go out to 

number five and say goodbye to Daddy.  He’d gone coon-hunting with Joe Ray last night, and 

they’d been out real late. 

 I walked out there remembering how just Thursday night last…  And there was that 

awful loneliness for Danny again.  When I knocked, Joe Ray opened the door, and the handsome 

guy didn’t have a stitch on.  His prick was so long and silky-looking it was hard not to stare.  A 

lump under the rumpled sheets, Daddy groaned, “What time is it anyway?” 

 “Getting on ten,” I said and snuck another look at Joe Ray.  Daddy sat up and stretched a 

bit.  I took a couple more steps into the room and added, “I reckon Marty will be along any 

minute now, and I came out to say bye.” 

 Daddy stretched some more and rumpled his gray hair, and Joe Ray said happily, “We 

got us five coon for the barbecue.”  

 Suddenly Daddy commanded, “No going into those French Quarters, you hear.” 

 Joe Ray flopped down on the bed and said, “Aw, Lee, the kid needs to see him a good 

strip-tease.”  As far as I was concerned, he was showing me a pretty good one himself. 

 Pointing his finger at me, Daddy repeated, “No French Quarters.  And say hi to Marty.” 

 I closed the door behind me, peeking again at Joe Ray’s prick.  He hollered after me, 

“Watch out for pickpockets.” 

 Strolling back through the pines to the café, that awful pang of missing Danny came 

back.  For nearly two whole days apart I’d felt a huge hole inside of me.  My only consolation 

was that with him going today to Shreveport, we’d be riding down the same road, Highway 71.  

Next time we got together, I could tell Danny all about New Orleans. 

 I sat on the chain by the rosebush and waited idly till Marty’s big semi rattled up to park 

across the road in front of the house.  A plump little man always wearing the same dark blue 

overalls, he climbed down from the truck cab and hollered, “Hi there, kiddo!  Let me have a cup 

of coffee, and we’ll roll on to Sin City.”   

I got Marty his coffee and a couple donuts and asked why he called New Orleans that.  

He chuckled and said, “You can find just about anything you want down there, son.”  Since I 

didn’t plan on looking for anything in particular, I figured I could avoid the sin stuff. 

# 

When Marty was done, I climbed into the high cab and tossed my old suitcase behind the 

seat.  Mom, Janie, and Melba stood out front waving.  He wiggled around getting his broad 

backside comfortable on the springy cushion, switched on the engine, and announced, “I’m 

afraid it’ll be a bit bumpy going down empty, Ben, my boy.  Best hold on to your hat.” 

He knew what he was talking about.  Going down the Hill to Wulsey Creek nearly shook 

out my eyeteeth.  The bouncing was awesome to behold.  Marty joked that it was like riding a 

camel.  As we rumbled through Falls Chapel, he lit up a pretty wooden pipe, and the cab filled 

with a sweet cherry smell.  Crossing the swampy Little River bottoms, I almost got used to the 

infernal bouncing and was fixing to ask some more about New Orleans when Marty spoke up. 

“I’m gonna have me some fun down there.  There’s this one little nigger whore I see…”  
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He must have had second thoughts and went quiet.  I tried not to show how shocked I was.  

“Well,” he said after a moment, “she ain’t exactly a nigger.  One of them quadroons, you know, 

part white.”  I was even more shocked.  After all, he had a wife and kids back in Fort Smith, and 

him talking about whores. 

Heading south out of Texarkana, I got a bit nervous about leaving everything of my life 

back there behind us.  At least maybe my buddy was in one of the cars passing us on the 

highway.  Then I got excited thinking that this was just like running away down the Mississippi 

River, only in a bucking banana truck. 

We stopped at the Louisiana state line for lunch at a small café back among the trees.  It 

was real modest in comparison to Piney Hill, a tiny white building called Maxine’s with a Dr. 

Pepper sign for pushing on the door, but they made a good hamburger.   

Then everything started changing so fast.  We rolled through Shreveport, and I mentally 

waved to Danny.  One after another we passed through towns on the way to Alexandria, and then 

another string of them.  Seeing all these towns and cities was unnerving.  There were so many 

more people than I’d ever imagined, what with us living out there in the backwoods. 

Supper was at a little café in Bunkie with bright stainless steel counters.  It was pretty 

near dark when we got to the big city of Baton Rouge and rattled across a high bridge over the 

mighty Mississippi.  In spite of the bouncing, I dozed the rest of the way to New Orleans. 

# 

 We came clanging and banging into the sprawling city around ten-thirty.  There were so 

many lights everywhere.  Marty drove the truck right straight down Canal Street, a huge wide 

boulevard with a quaint brown trolley car barreling merrily along on its track between rows of 

tall palm trees.  It was a whole different world from the piney hills of Arkansas. 

 He let me off at the corner of a street called Baronne and leaning across the wide seat, 

repeated, “See you at the Luisa Street wharf around ten on Wednesday morning.”  Then Marty 

rattled away, leaving me on the street corner in the middle of the city all by myself—except for a 

few folks walking here or there.  This was the first time ever for me to be totally on my own, all 

alone in a strange place, and I loved the feeling of possibility in the fragrant air.  It sure seemed 

muggy.  All around, huge buildings loomed overhead in the night sky, way taller than any tree. 

I quick checked my pocket for my wallet and then grabbed up my suitcase.  Just down the 

block was the brightly lit sign for the Hotel New Orleans, where I’d written to reserve a room.  It 

was a big place of several storeys with a comfy lobby and red leather chairs.  As I walked up to 

the nice leather counter with brass studs, an old man came out of the back room. 

When I told him my name, he looked at me over his glasses with a bored expression and 

said he’d never heard of me.  I almost panicked, but he pushed a pad and pen at me and said, 

“Just sign in, kid.  We got plenty o’ rooms.” 

I gratefully filled out the form and paid the $8.40 for the two nights.  The old man gave 

me the key for room 509 and walked away into his back room without another word.  There 

wasn’t even one of those bell-boys like in Little Rock.  I wondered why he wasn’t more polite or 

friendly to his customers.  He didn’t even tell me where to go.  Maybe that was the way city 

people were, I figured, and quickly found a rickety elevator. 

Even with a really high ceiling, my room turned out to be not much bigger than the bed, 

not much to compare with our motel cabins at home and costing more than a dollar a night more.  

After the exhausting trip, I ignored the heat and jumped onto the strange lumpy bed.  I lay there 

sweating and thinking how my Danny was also sleeping somewhere else tonight—not in his 

wonderful bed under his model airplanes.  Though the hot mattress seemed to be bouncing like 
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the banana truck, I passed right out. 

# 

I woke up on sweaty sheets, and the morning felt just as darned hot.  The hotel room had 

a strange musty smell.  In the dinky, dim bathroom I shaved and before I was done, started 

sweating buckets.  In the drugstore on the corner I ordered hotcakes for breakfast.  There were 

lots of Negroes in the store and even some black women working the counter.  The hotcakes 

weren’t anywhere near good as Melba’s, and the coffee was stronger than I’d ever tasted. 

I wandered along Canal Street, looking in the big store windows and admiring the tall 

palm trees.  Then, using the map Tulane sent me, I went down to the corner with St. Charles 

Avenue and caught the Freret Street bus for my nine-thirty appointment.   

On the bus white folks were filling all the seats up front, but farther back where only 

Negroes seemed to be sitting, there were some open ones.  I walked on back and sat beside an 

older black lady with kinky gray hair.  She smiled at me nicely, and when I smiled at the other 

Negro folks around, they smiled back.   

Excited, I told the black lady I was going to go to Tulane, and she said, “That’s nice, 

sonny.”  I peered past her out the window at the big houses and dark green oak trees along the 

street.  She asked, “You from up north?” 

“Yes, ma’m,” I said, “I’m from up north in Arkansas.” 

She chuckled, probably thinking I was a hillbilly, and yanked a cord over the window 

that rang a bell up front.  Then she stood up holding onto the metal post and said, “Well, here’s 

my stop.  So good luck and God bless you, boy.”  When she climbed off the bus, I sat there 

feeling real welcome to New Orleans. 

# 

In the Housing Office at Tulane, I met Dean Wentworth, a short balding man.  He shook 

my hand and said, “Hello, Ben.  Good trip?”  Smiling warmly, he tugged on his left earlobe.  No 

call to tell him my innards were all shook up from riding in an empty banana truck, so I politely 

allowed as how it was fine.   

Then for some reason he tugged on the skin at his throat and asked, “Do you have any 

preferences in a roommate?”  Not that I’d thought about it, but I told him no jocks.  Otherwise, 

just somebody smart.  He laughed, “That won’t be hard to find at Tulane, Ben.”  

So he took me off to see the dorms, first to Irby House and then to Phelps just like it 

across a quadrangle.  They were great big dormitories with outside walkways around the floors, 

but inside the rooms it was awful dark for my taste.   

Next, we walked down the street past McAlister Auditorium.  You could tell it was 

semester break because there were so few guys around.  There were just two in white shorts with 

tennis rackets walking ahead of us along the shady sidewalk.  The third dormitory turned out to 

be the brand-new, seven-storey Robert Sharp Hall.  The tennis players turned that way as well, 

and we caught up with them waiting at the elevator. 

One was a homely brown-haired fellow name of Charlie Crockett from Virginia, and the 

other was a dark, good-looking guy oddly named France Cone.  When he shook my hand, France 

said something I didn’t catch, and so he repeated, “Shalom.  That’s Hebrew for peace.”  The 

Dean explained that he was an international student from Israel.  The two of them, so tan in their 

white shorts, really impressed me, both sophomores. 

They got off on the fourth floor, and the Dean and I rode on to the top for the view from 

the roof.  It was so high up you could see out over the auditorium with its domed roof and tall 

bamboo all around, the new University Center across the way, and other big campus buildings 
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down the street to the south.  To the north loomed the huge bulk of the Sugar Bowl stadium, and 

everywhere the green, green trees.   

Dean Wentworth saw how pleased I was and said, “All this will be yours, Ben, when 

you’re a Tulane greenie.”  That’s what they called freshmen, it seemed, but I thought it sounded 

too much like “wienie.”  He added, “And you’ll wear a beanie.”  As far as I was concerned, that 

wasn’t going to happen.  No wienie-beanies.  Still I could tell I was going to like living here a 

lot.  Then came the painful thought that I’d be living here without my buddy.   

We rode the elevator back down to the fourth floor, and at the far end of the hall, the 

Dean showed me room 401 for example, bright and sunny with two neat desks by the window, 

narrow beds, and huge closets.  This was what I had in mind.  It was wild looking out the 

window over the tops of trees. 

Down the hall we looked into the bathroom and heard water splashing.  France and 

Charlie were taking showers.  Below the tan lines their bottoms were white as their shorts.  

France waved to me.  He sure was handsome with a body like a Greek statue—and he was 

circumcised!  It was comforting to think there’d be some Catholic boys around.  The bathroom 

itself was wonderful, tiled all over with sinks and showers. 

With my rooming situation settled so quickly and easily, I crossed the street to the 

University Center and in the Snack Bar had a grilled cheese and ice tea.  One side of the Snack 

Bar was a huge glass wall running alongside a swimming pool, the most enormous I ever saw.  

Another great reason to feel excited.  At the Student Employment Office, they thought that with 

my food service background they could find me something good for my student job. 

# 

Following my map, I crossed Freret Street and walked across the pretty campus.  It was 

quiet and peaceful with huge old trees and buildings of different styles with signs out front for 

History, Theater, Architecture…  I imagined all the boys who’d be rushing back and forth to 

classes this fall and got excited about being a freshman, even if called a greenie-wienie.   

Right behind Architecture was the Chemistry building where I’d be busy.  It was made of 

brownish stone with ornaments around the windows and roof.  Don’t ask me why I picked that 

subject for my major, but the department was apparently happy to have the backwoods brainiac.  

The Chairman already wrote me that I’d be his lab assistant.  I sat on the building’s broad steps 

out of the sun to breathe.  Now it was getting to be hard down hot. 

  Once rested, I made my way around the gigantic granite Gibson Hall, across St. Charles 

Avenue and its trolley tracks, and through the fancy gates of Audubon Park.  Past a lovely 

fountain with a statue, I came to a bayou meandering among palms and live oaks, and beyond it a 

golf course very green.  The road curved to the right down a shady avenue of monster oaks with 

long, curving branches.  Several bicycles passed me by with a quiet whoosh. 

How ancient this city was!  A heap sight older even than Mickey’s granddaddy’s place.  

It suddenly seemed as though I’d walked here before in this shade, and I felt immensely at home.  

It was an effort to remember anything of Arkansas at all.  Surely, I thought, Danny would like 

living in such a beautiful city as this.  We could make his first dream happen.  I resolved when I 

saw him again, I’d just go on and beg him to come with me.  Maybe I could change his mind. 

My goal was to get to the Zoo off Magazine Street on the other end of the Park, and of 

course I saw every strange beast in the place.  It was my first time for a real elephant and giraffe, 

all the rare sheep and bears, fabulous birds and snakes, monkeys with little faces so like people, 

and an actual walrus!  My little menagerie was pretty darned pitiful in comparison.  I kept 

reminding myself to remember each wonderful thing to tell Danny about when we get home.    
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After the Zoo, I was horribly thirsty.  It was scorching hot, and I’d sweat more buckets.  

A ways off under a giant live oak was a Sno-Cone cart, and behind it stood a boy about my age, 

unbelievably good-looking with lots of wavy black hair and big dark eyes.  If he were a girl, he’d 

have been even more beautiful than my Annette.   

While he packed my cone, I watched his delicate fingers stained red from the flavoring, 

and he took my money without even looking at me.  I sat up on a long drooping branch of the 

live oak with my cherry Sno-Cone and watched the beautiful boy lean idly on his elbows gazing 

wistfully out into the distance. 

In the back part of the Zoo, I’d noticed some willow woods beyond the fence.  Figuring 

that the Mississippi had to be right on the other side of them, I discovered a way around and 

struggled through the wild thickets to a track that sure enough led to the river bank.  The brown 

water stretched away at least a mile wide, like a big lake, and an enormous ship glided upstream.  

The flood lapped along the muddy bank at my very feet.  Slipping off a shoe, I dipped my toes in 

the water so I could tell Danny I’d done it. 

The afternoon was so perfect, and I loved it all, the dorms, the campus, the park, the 

Zoo—and even these willow woods on the river.  I rejoiced that soon this would be my world.  

As much as I loved our Piney Hill, the change couldn’t come soon enough.  

# 

 My supper in the dining room of the Hotel New Orleans, a fancy place with white 

tablecloths and colored glass candle-holders, was pork chops with applesauce and peas.  Marty 

had told me to save $2.50 for the cab ride to the wharf, and after paying for dinner I had just 

enough left.  Problem was in the morning I’d noticed some movie called “South Pacific” playing 

at the Saenger Theater just up Canal Street.  So I dug out of my wallet pocket the check for $5 

from the National Society of Arts and Letters, third prize for my poem “Sonnet at Nine.”  The 

same old man at the desk acted real suspicious, but he cashed it for me anyway. 

 I bought a bag of popcorn and an orange soda and took a seat way down in front of the 

huge theater.  The ceiling was rounded, dark blue like the night sky with stars sprinkled all over 

it like Danny’s splendor of stars.  Around the walls were fancy pedestals with Greek-looking 

statues like around a temple.  Strangely, it felt a lot cooler inside the theater. 

 The name of the movie had intrigued me with its hint of tropical islands.  When the grand 

curtain pulled open, I sure wasn’t ready for what I saw and heard.  The scenery was spectacular 

and the songs so inspiring.  I’d never forget that gorgeous island with the sea waves all around, 

Valley High.  It was exactly like my vision of paradise.  That song “Some Enchanted Evening” 

was a perfect romantic dream of Annette. 

At the end of the movie show, drunk with emotion, I staggered back out onto Canal 

Street.  It was quite a shock coming from the South Pacific into the clatter of this big city, and 

out here on the street it was still hot as heck, even this late in the evening.  There were mostly 

black folks walking on the sidewalk, way more even than I saw in Little Rock, but I didn’t let it 

bother me.  Lots of them smiled back at me. 

I headed down the street toward the river and at intersections peeked down the streets 

into the French Quarter.  It looked dark and quiet with balconies on the taller houses.  At 

Bourbon Street I saw where the party must be some blocks down, all bright signs and lots of 

cars.  But I trudged virtuously onward past more streets, Royal and Chartres, and came to a huge 

Roman temple building on the corner of Decatur with shadows among its soaring columns and 

carved capitals.  It was a dreamlike vision of another world and time.   

Beyond that I came to a walkway down to a free ferryboat running across the Mississippi.  
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Leaving the passenger lounge area, I went down to stand at the broad bow.  The boat surged 

through the dark water and black night, and there was a mysterious, sweet, muddy fragrance on 

the river wind that helped cool me off.  Far away on the distant bank lights glimmered. 

For the ride back, I went up on the Observation Deck and stood with scattered people at a 

railing for a beautiful view of the city, a pretty church with a tall steeple all lit up behind a 

square, and other lights like jewels.  There was the soft sound of the water splashing and that 

fragrance on the wind again.  If only my Danny were here with me.  He’d never been on a boat 

big as this ferry.  How could I possibly describe it for him? 

When we were about halfway across the river, a dark-haired guy came up to the railing 

beside me and asked where I was going.  I said I was just out sight-seeing, and we got to talking.  

He said he was a Cajun, first one I ever saw, name of Andre.  He seemed real nice and interested 

in talking, but the way he kept touching me on my shoulders and arms made me wonder if 

maybe he was a pickpocket.  Without him seeing, I checked for my thin billfold. 

Approaching the shore, Andre said he had to go back down to his car and asked if I 

wanted to come over to his house.  I said I had a nice hotel room and was leaving early in the 

morning, and he wished me nice trip home.  As the ferry was pulling into the dock, I saw off to 

the left an honest-to-God paddlewheel steamboat.  It was hard to believe it was real.   

# 

 Walking back up Canal Street, when I came to Bourbon again, I wondered what kind of 

trouble I could get into simply walking down the street and taking a gander at goings-on.  At the 

end of the second block at Bienville Street was a bar with a crowd milling around, and you could 

see into the back where a band of black men was playing some awful loud Dixieland jazz, good 

as the stuff on the Lawrence Welk Show. 

 Farther along was a dark, falling-down place called the Old Absinthe House.  The rickety 

roof looked like any minute it’d fall on your head.  Meanwhile the sidewalks were fairly full of 

mostly white folks, and everybody with drinks in their hands and acting drunk.  I’d dodge out of 

their way to be polite and often step down into the street with the constant stream of cars.   

 On the corner of Conti Street was a place called Madame Francine’s that sounded like a 

whorehouse, but the pictures along the walls showed dancing ladies covered in feathers and 

glitter and not much else.  One poster was for Jada, an almost naked lady wrapped up in a huge 

boa constrictor.  I’d never thought of dancing with a snake before. 

 A man in a dark vest with a pointy beard was on the steps of Madame Francine’s, and as I 

passed, he called, “Hey, stud!  Come on in and see some fine ass.”  I hurried on but glanced in 

the open door at a lady up on a stage dancing with bare breasts and rubbing her thighs lewdly.  If 

that was a strip-tease, I definitely preferred Joe Ray’s version. 

 In the next blocks with more bars and loud jazz bands, there were still folks staggering 

around everywhere.  I reckoned business was pretty good for a Tuesday night.  Passing a house 

across the street with a pretty lacey iron balcony, through the tall windows upstairs I was 

impressed to see glittery crystal chandeliers and big gold-framed pictures on the walls.  The 

smell of beer was almost overwhelming, and it was hotter than blazes for being so late in the 

evening.  I figured this must be what a sweat bath feels like. 

 At St. Peter Street I stopped to lean against a wall and watch the flood of folks of all sorts 

and shapes.  I’d never seen so many in one place before.  Across Bourbon on the other corner 

was a big bar with a sign for Dixie’s Bar of Music.  While I was looking at it, two very stylishly 

dressed, handsome young men came out, followed by a girl in tight black slacks and a silky 

yellow blouse.  Her black hair was teased out full, and she walked with her hips moving slinky.  
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She was incredibly beautiful. 

 They crossed Bourbon and then came across St. Peter toward me.  Coming near, the girl 

looked straight at me with a smile that made my knees go weak.  Like lightning, I recognized the 

Sno-Cone boy, sure as shooting!  He had the same exquisite eyes.  The two fancy boys looked 

me over like maybe sizing me up for a fight, and he, (or was it she?), called brightly to me, “Hi 

there, handsome.” 

 I stood there gawking, dumbfounded, and as they passed, one of the boys said, “Oh, 

Mary, don’t go wrecking butch numbers on the street.”  

 “But it’s so easy,” she-he, Mary, replied with another flirtatious look at me and walked 

away as sexily as Marilyn Monroe.  Frankly, I did feel wrecked.  Mary was absolutely, positively 

gorgeous, prettier than Annette by a long shot.  I wondered if he-she was maybe one of those 

“morphodites” Danny once told me about.  I couldn’t wait to tell him about seeing one.         

 Panting in the crazy heat, I continued up the street past St. Ann Street, and the bars and 

foot traffic thinned way out.  It was mostly just houses now with front steps sticking out on the 

sidewalk.  I picked somebody’s stoop near the corner of Dumaine to plop down and cool off.  

Kitty-corner across from me was a dark bar with a sign saying Lafitte’s, like the pirate. 

 There were still folks walking up and down the sidewalk, but lots fewer.  If anybody 

looked at me, I’d smile at them and say hi.  But it got no cooler.  Like doing a striptease myself, I 

took off my T-shirt and dried my face off with it.  Shortly a guy who’d passed by a while before 

came back and nodded again at my hi.  He stopped and asked, “Got a light?” 

“Sorry,” I said, “don’t smoke.”   

The young crew-cut guy smiled curiously at my hairy chest and asked, “Busy tonight?” 

The way I was draped over those front steps, I couldn’t imagine why he’d think I might 

be.  “Not so as I’ve noticed,” I replied. 

When he said he was Harry, I told him my name.  Meanwhile he looked again at my 

chest with a suspicious expression that made me think I ought to put my shirt back on.  Next 

thing he asked if I was looking for some fun.  “I already had lots of fun today,” I said.  “I went to 

the Zoo and to a movie and on a ferry ride.” 

Harry leaned up against the house beside me and asked, “And what about tonight?” 

“I’m about ready to hit the sack,” I said.  Wiping my face with my shirt again, I groaned, 

“I don’t think I’ve ever been this hot.” 

“You do look really hot,” he chuckled and with a nudge, asked, “How’d you like to come 

over to my place?  It’s air-conditioned.” 

I couldn’t get over all this southern hospitality, two perfect strangers inviting me to their 

place.  “Thanks anyway,” I replied, “but I got me a place to sleep.” 

“How about I buy you a drink then?” Harry asked, eyeing my pants now like looking for 

something in my pockets. 

Finally realizing he was a pickpocket, I hopped up from the stoop and said, “Thanks 

kindly, but I best be going.  Nice to meet you, Harry.” 

“Before you go, Ben,” he said, “how much you want for a trick?”  I laughed that I didn’t 

know any tricks and headed off down the street putting my damp shirt back on.  Did I look like I 

was in a circus?  Or a magician?  He seemed normal enough, but he must have been a tad 

touched in the head.  Good thing Joe Ray warned me about this kind of stuff. 

 #  

 Virtuously ignoring the stripper bars, I trudged back down Bourbon Street to Canal where 

the trolleys still rumbled along and returned to my hotel feeling very pleased with the day’s 
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adventures.  Tonight I noticed a fan way up in the dark by the ceiling and turned it on.  Tired but 

still too hot to sleep, I lay naked across the lumpy bed while the lazy fan simply moved hot 

breezes around the room.   

Sweltering, I tried imagining Annette and me on Valley High, on that white beach with 

tall palms, but the fantasy just didn’t work.  Try as I might, I couldn’t picture my darling in a 

bathing suit.  As a matter of fact, now that I hadn’t seen her for several months, I didn’t even 

know what Annette really looked like anymore.  Now she seemed almost like a paper doll for me 

to dress up however I wanted, no more real than that tropical isle. 

Instead, I took to pondering on the things I’d seen today and suddenly remembered that 

fantastic Roman temple building and the look of that pretty lit-up church from the ferry boat.  I 

imagined Danny standing with me at the railing, the river wind in our faces.  Then somehow I’m 

dealing out cards to some strange guys, and my fingers are stained red. 

# 

My breakfast was scrambled eggs in the drugstore on the corner again, where I also 

bought Janie her souvenir, a fancy spoon with the Cathedral of St. Louis on it.  Then the cab ride 

to the Luisa Street wharf only cost two dollars, maybe because he drove so fast.  But I still got to 

see some pretty old houses with fancy woodwork all around their eaves and iron railings. 

A huge red ship called Piraeus was at the dock with gangplanks and cranes, and some 

swarthy men on board waved to me.  Marty’s truck sat in a line off to left at a loading dock.  He 

was nowhere to be seen.  I got up on a huge crate and watched the conveyor belt bringing 

enormous stalks of green bananas up out of the hold of another ship farther down the wharf. 

A line of Negro men picked up the bananas and hauled them to the trucks, struggling 

under the huge stalks balanced on their shoulders on pads or folded paper sacks.  One was a 

handsome young guy who was real well-built.  Sweat glistened down his bare black chest and 

darkened the waistband of his pants.  Watching him toil in the amazing heat trudging back and 

forth made me feel terribly sad that some folks have to earn their living working so hard. 

 When Marty showed up, I hopped in the truck, and we rolled right on out of there.  With 

the full load of bananas, it didn’t bounce at all. 

### 
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CHAPTER 11:  THE RACE 

# 

 Our deaf white cat Smudge woke me up by walking over my head.  He’d come in the 

window by my bed, open for what breezes could be caught in the hot June night.  Soon, for the 

dead of summer, we’d move the mattresses out into the backyard so you could at least breathe.  It 

was nearly seven, so I got right up.  Usually I was up at five to go to work in the café, but today 

Mom was working for me.  Daddy was letting me go pick peaches with cousin Lew, who was 

snoring on the sofa, sprawled on his back in a knot of sheet. 

 My cousin, who was younger than me by a year, Lew was visiting from Wisconsin for 

three weeks to work on the peach harvest.  Lithe and tanned with a head of black curls and big 

brown eyes, Lew reminded me of Kenny on Bandstand or that dreamy Sal Mineo.  When I went 

over and touched his chest to wake him, he stretched and groaned sensuously.  He opened his 

dark eyes and wished me good morning.  Then he sighed, “Well, another day at work.”    

He’d been staying with us something over a week now, just about every day working at 

the orchard, and I was afraid he was getting bored.  At night we were stuck here on Piney Hill 

with each other and any kids who came to hang out at the café.  Although Lew said he was 

wildly in love with his girlfriend Joannie in Wisconsin, he still flirted a lot with our local 

beauties, which didn’t seem to me all that faithful.  He was a Catholic too, and it was great 

having him go to church with us the other Sunday.  On the Saturday before I’d taken him on a 

tour of my woodsy empire, pond, creek, and grotto.  He said he could feel love all over the place.  

While I waited for Lew to finish in the bathroom, I poked around in the front yard pulling 

grass out of my iris bed.  Besides the excitement of going with Lew today, I was all wound up 

because at last the awful three weeks were over.  Danny was going to be back from Shreveport 

by now.  I’d expected a phone call Monday evening and sat around waiting.  Yesterday I’d asked 

the operator twice for his number in Ashdown, but it just rang and rang.  I figured he was bound 

to call up today while I’m off at the orchard with Lew. 

# 

 Lew drove us in the old Ford to Mr. Bledsoe’s peach orchard a few miles up the road 

toward Lockjaw near the ancient falling-down schoolhouse.  He took me over to the packing 

sheds to talk to the foreman.  Behind the sheds was a beautiful old barn with amazing weathered 

wood, and behind that was a stretch of dark pine woods.  The orchards were off to both sides of 

us, bright green and gold with all the fat fruit.   

 Along with several other folks from hereabouts, we set to some serious picking from the 

drooping branches.  Pretty soon it got too hot for me, and I put my shirt back on so as not to get 

burnt.  Not much chance to suntan this summer what with working nearly every day.  Lew was 

already brown as a berry and didn’t worry.  I liked the way his sweat ran down his chest. 

 On a short break in the shade inside the old barn, he told me more about his life back 

home in Oshkosh, and I asked him how he thought this life of mine here in Arkansas compared.  

Lew said, “It’s real nice with all these pretty woods, but Uncle Lee sure is strict on you.” 

 I sighed, “I’m the Prisoner of Piney Hill.”  We both sort of laughed, me because I knew 

before not too long I’d escape and go to wonderful New Orleans, and live in a great dormitory 

with hundreds of other guys—in that city of palm trees and oaks that don’t lose their leaves. 

 Peach-picking made the time pass pleasantly, if ever hotter.  It didn’t hold a candle to the 

heat in New Orleans.  We hit the well-pump for a drink and ran into a big Lockjaw kid named 

Bo who told us about a hayride tonight from the schoolhouse at eight thirty.  Lew got real 

excited and ordered me to figure out some dates for us.  
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Hardly the right person for that job, I wondered frantically what to do.  Well, maybe Iris 

would like to date Lew now that she and Sammy had broken up.  But just about the only local 

girl I knew who wasn’t going steady was Pam, whom I’d seen at Paraclifta on graduation day.    

Lew insisted he’d ask Daddy to let us go, and at lunch he called from Mr. Bledsoe’s 

house.  He said we wanted to go on the hayride and then, to my surprise, added that we wanted 

to go swimming after work.  Daddy apparently said yes and some more.  I was dumbfounded.  

Lew handed me the receiver and said, “Your turn.” 

I asked the operator for the Barkers’ number, and having seen my neat cousin before in 

the café, Iris jumped at the chance.  Calling the Whitlows’ number, I probably stunned Pam 

coming right out and asking her for a date to the hayride.  She quickly replied, “I’d really like to, 

Benny.”  Also stunned, I hung the receiver back up on the wall. 

After lunch of Melba’s ham sandwiches eaten also in the shady old barn, the afternoon 

turned into a real scorcher.  I got to thinking how my working in the café was pretty easy in 

comparison and felt a lot like that beautiful Negro guy hauling stalks of bananas off the ship.  

Picking bravely on, I kept wondering if Danny had called me yet.  That made me too anxious, so 

I started worrying instead about the coming date with Pam, my very first date.  Actually if it 

wasn’t for the numberless peaches to pick, placing each fuzzy, golden fruit carefully in the 

bushel baskets, I’d have gone crazy from stress. 

At five o’clock the bunch of us peach-pickers gathered around the porch for old Mr. 

Bledsoe to pay us each twelve dollars for the eight hours.  That was twice what I earned for 

twelve or thirteen hours at the café, so all the sweating and fuzz itch was well worth it. 

# 

Lew drove the jalopy out the gravel road to McKellar’s Crossing, a ford across the 

shallows in the Cossatot.  A rutted track wandered off across the field beyond.  If you walked a 

ways downstream, you came out of the bushes at the swimming hole.  There were no rocks or 

stobs anywhere in the broad pool about fifteen feet deep in most parts, and a great rope swing 

hung from the branch of a sycamore on the bank.  Lew jumped out of his clothes before I even 

had my shoes off and dived into the water. 

Even as good a swimmer as I was, I had to admit that Lew was better, a lot stronger.  I 

lost some quick races back and forth, and then we just splashed and horsed around for a good 

while with many cannonballs from the rope swing.  I felt so happy having this companionship in 

my prison, even if for only the next week and some.  Then we climbed out on the bank and lay 

down by a towering hickory tree to dry off.  Lew’s prick looked maybe bigger than mine, more 

like Danny’s, and circumcised, of course. 

The late afternoon sun slanted through the treetops across the river, their shadows 

lengthening across the water.  A cicada began its loud, whirring song down the stream.  Not a 

ripple disturbed the bright reflection of a few clouds on the still surface of the swimming hole.  

Lew broke the silence with, “I guess it can get awful lonesome, huh?”   

I grunted, “Not many girlfriends in this neck of the woods.” 

Lew laughed and said, “Why not?  You’re so sexy with all this hair.”  He petted the hair 

on my chest.  “Why don’t you date one of these cute chicks you know?” 

Wondering why he’d even ask that, I said, “You know, Lew… Catholics aren’t supposed 

to get involved with non-Catholics.” 

Lew guffawed.  “Benny, that’s so old-fashioned!  Nobody thinks that anymore.  I mean, 

Joannie’s even a Lutheran.” 

I lay there on the riverbank like an astounded fish out of water.  Had my whole life been 
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because of a mistake?  I protested, “But Father Jordan said we…”  

“That was just him,” Lew consoled.  “You gotta watch out for the Jesuits.”  Boy, I was so 

confused by now—and outraged—that I couldn’t speak.  Lew patted my hairs again and said, 

“Too bad you thought that, Cuz.  Some of those girls at the café got the hots for you, sexy guy.” 

That just made it worse.  I didn’t even know…  Of course, Lew was the sexy one with his 

smooth, tanned chest.  I couldn’t keep from looking at his prick, so much like mine, lolling there 

on his thigh.  I asked, “Have you ever screwed a girl?” 

“Plenty of times,” Lew replied emphatically.  “Joannie’s not even my first.  Back in tenth 

I went sparking with a girl named Sherry and fucked her like crazy.” 

Impressed, I still had to wonder how many times was plenty.  Since my worldly cousin 

would definitely know, I asked, “What’s it feel like?” 

“There’s nothing like it!”    

That wasn’t very helpful at all, and I seriously suspected it wouldn’t actually be all that 

much different from me making love with Danny.  At that thought I got anxious again if my 

buddy had called me yet.  Trying not to think about it, I asked Lew, “How do you get a girl to let 

you stick it in her?” 

Lew laughed out loud and said, “Let you?  Benny, if a girl wants it, she’ll even help you.   

You just better be ready.”  What he meant was clear enough, but I wondered how you’d manage 

to be ready right on time.  Then Lew pulled his watch out of his pants pocket and exclaimed, 

“Uh-oh!  Uncle Lee said for us to be back by six thirty.  We only got five minutes.” 

Being late always drove Daddy wild.  Scarcely into our pants, we piled into the Ford and 

splashed across the river, bouncing along the old track, a shortcut I knew to the old highway.  It 

bounced so bad I banged my head on the roof.  The track came out on the gravel road behind the 

Barkers’ store, and we roared away raising a plume of dust behind us.  I sure hoped Daddy 

wouldn’t throw a fit.  Maybe he wouldn’t slug me, not in front of Lew. 

# 

It was only a couple minutes late when we got home.  As we rolled over the lip of the 

Hill, Lew remarked again on how beautiful our place was, the buildings with red roofs and white 

fences and the tall clustering pines.  We pulled up in front of the house, and I worried because 

the Desoto was gone.  Surely Mom wasn’t still working after all day long. 

We ran straight across the road and found Melvin leaning on the register with only two 

parties, both eating happily.  He sighed dramatically, “Two more to feed.” 

I nervously asked where Daddy was.  Melvin chuckled, “Your dad was all antsy about 

you getting back, so I tell him I’ll mind the store.  He’s just gone over to Lefty’s for a haircut.”   

I asked if there was a phone call for me from Danny, but not that Melvin knew of.  We 

sat in number four, and he took our orders like customers, a barbecue plate for me with ice tea, 

and three cheeseburgers and a chocolate shake for Lew.  Then I went and checked for any note 

maybe by the register, only to be disappointed.  

While we ate, Melvin sat on the stool across the way and said, “I hear you boys going on 

a hayride.”  I told him we were going with Iris and Pam.  Melvin said, “Well, I’m proud to hear 

you got yourself a date.  ‘Bout time.  I been telling your dad you young bucks need to go out and 

have some fun.  Looks like maybe he heard what I’m talking.” 

After supper Lew went to feed the zoo for me, and I took over so Melvin could go home 

to check on his crippled mother.  About a quarter after seven who came in the door but my old 

pal Mickey on his way to summer school in Arkadelphia.  Since business was quiet, I sat beside 

him at the counter while he ate a BLT sandwich. 
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Finishing a bite, he said, “I saw Danny Monday afternoon at the department store.” 

Joy exploded in my head.  “So he did get back!” I exclaimed.  Then came the horror.  

“He said he was going to call me when he—” 

With a serious expression, Mickey cut me off.  “Danny asked me to tell you bye.”  He 

took a suck of his root beer, and I gripped the counter, trying to comprehend.  About to take 

another bite of his sandwich, he said, “Him and Lester Purtell and Dickey Mason just upped and 

decided all of a sudden to enlist in the Navy.  They left yesterday morning to the induction center 

in Texarkana.  He was real sorry not having time to see you, Benny.” 

My mouth opened and closed silently.  That was why the phone rang and rang in their 

empty house.  Those little airplanes…  The way Danny stood there under the tree waving his 

three fingers in goodbye.  Now I’d never get to tell my buddy about New Orleans, about the 

steamboat, about the…  I wouldn’t see him again!  Danny was gone!  Feeling utterly lost, I 

closed my eyes and spun blindly on the counter stool—instead of shrieking. 

Mickey must have thought I was taking it okay because he changed the subject.  “Benny, 

old pal, you’re going to be my model now in college.  I want to be a know-it-all too.”  In spite of 

my anguish, I was almost amused by the left-handed compliment.  That was when a trucker came 

in needing some supper.  When I got back to Mickey, he was done with his sandwich.  We gave 

each other big hugs and best wishes for colleges, and he took off for Arkadelphia. 

Feeling in no way okay, I bumped into the cash register and staggered back to the 

monster dishwasher, where I wept on its battered metal.  I kept seeing my Danny in a sailor suit 

on the deck of a ship way out on the ocean.  Margie came out of the kitchen and asked what the 

matter was.  It took me a bit to calm down enough to mumble that my friend was gone into the 

Navy.  She patted my shoulder sympathetically, and that helped some. 

When Lew got back from the feeding, he tried to help by playing some songs on the juke 

box and chattering about our upcoming dates.  All that was the furthest thing from my mind, but 

for his sake I tried to act excited.  Presently Daddy showed up with his new haircut, a lot shorter.  

It didn’t make him look so bald in the front.   

Coming in the door and seeing us on the stools, he gave a fishing buddy smile which I 

halfway thought might include me if only for being right next to Lew.  Then he looked right at 

me with that smile and said, “Glad to see you survived a day of real work, Ben.” 

I had no idea how to respond to his possible compliment, and there was no way I could 

smile back, not now that Danny was gone.  Lew and I thanked him for letting us go on the 

hayride and took off across the road to get ready. 

# 

 Getting dressed for the date, I was still feeling depressed about Danny and could hardly 

talk with Lew, who kept asking me about Iris, as if he didn’t remember meeting the beautiful girl 

in the café.  I just repeated something about cute and sweet.  When we took off in the old Ford 

down the Hill, in a lame attempt to keep my spirits up, I told him we must look like Archie and 

Jughead.  Lew laughed, “I get Veronica.” 

 It was mostly dark by the time we got to the Barkers’ store and picked up Iris.  I was 

impressed how Lew got to know her right away with jokes and chatter, but I didn’t feel very 

much like laughing with them.  At Pam’s place on the edge of Lockjaw, she came out looking 

shy with her curly brown hair fixed up real nice and a cute plaid skirt.  I got the feeling she didn’t 

care for Iris at all from that tone in her voice saying hi. 

 On the short ride to the schoolhouse, I sat quietly with Pam in the back seat, still too 

miserable to think about her.  I walked like a machine with them over to the far end of the ball 
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field where the hayride was forming up, the waxing moon lighting our way.  Lew suggested we 

climb up on the back of the wagon away from the main bunch of kids sitting at the front. 

 Nestling down on the haystack with Pam, I was overwhelmed by the irony.  Here we 

were in this magical, silvery light of the moon, exactly the romantic scene I fantasized so often 

and childishly about Annette.  But here I was with Pam without the slightest interest in being 

romantic.  Truth be told, I still wanted to cry my eyes out.   

 Lew and Iris lay back on the hay talking close.  I tried to talk about something with Pam, 

about how sad it was to graduate and see our friends go away.  That led to me telling her how my 

very best pal Danny had gone and joined the Navy. 

 Pam didn’t seem to appreciate the importance of that monstrous fact.  She said, “It’s 

really great you going off so far away to college.  And such a big university.”  I managed a spark 

of enthusiasm about that and proceeded to tell her about the New Orleans trip.  Since I couldn’t 

tell Danny, I tried to tell Pam everything—even about seeing the morphodite.  She was shocked. 

 Nearby Lew and Iris were making out.  I figured they were ‘frenching’ like Danny and I 

did when…  Looking at them, I felt a sob swell up in my chest.  You could hear the camp songs 

the others were singing up front.  Pam lay silently beside me, expectantly.   

I couldn’t stand it anymore and suggested, “Maybe we ought to go up front and sing with 

the others.”  Pam straightened her skirt, glanced at Lew and Iris hugging, and said okay.  As we 

got up and made our way through the hay past them, I saw Lew’s hand squeezing Iris’s breast.    

More than a dozen kids were up there singing spirituals and fun stuff like “Do Your Ears 

Hang Low?”  We joined in, and the singing helped distract me from my woe for a while—until 

they started in on that beautiful “Whispering Hope.”  When we got to the part about “And he 

walks with me, and he talks with me, and he tells me I am his own,” I started crying, but no one 

said anything, probably thinking I was religiously inspired. 

When the clumping horses finally brought us back to the schoolhouse, Lew and Iris 

climbed down off the wagon looking rumpled with hay in their hair, but neither of them seemed 

the least bit embarrassed.  Our walk to the car and ride back to Pam’s house was real quiet.  Up 

on her porch, she squeezed my hand and said goodnight and thanks for a fun time.  I lied and 

said I’d had fun too.  While Lew walked Iris up to her door and kissed her for a good long time, I 

sat in the jalopy and cried some more. 

# 

 On the way home Lew entertained me, talking in some detail about how much he enjoyed 

his date with Iris.  When he said he particularly liked her tits, I giggled, embarrassed.  Unable to 

relate, I offered nothing about Pam.  He remarked generously, “You guys sing good though.”  

Then he groaned and added, “Boy, do I need to get laid.”  In my misery I got an image of a huge 

hen laying Lew like an egg, and I took to laughing wildly and clucking like a chicken.  He didn’t 

know what to make of me.  

 Back on Piney Hill we poked our heads into the café to tell Daddy we were home.  

Across the highway the house was dark with Mom and Janie already asleep.  We fell onto our 

bed and couch, and Lew yawned enormously.  After our goodnights, it grew very quiet, the 

moonlight pouring in through the window like silent music in the warm night. 

 I lay naked on my bed wide awake, tormented by the thought that Danny was gone.  My 

memory drew me back to our night of making love, and the tears came again.  That thought of 

Danny’s wonderful body against mine got me excited, and then I couldn’t think of anything else. 

Desperate, I decided to get up and go out the side door into the night and find somewhere to wail 

and moan to my heart’s content without bothering anybody. 
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 I pulled on my shoes and tiptoed past Lew, who stirred slightly on his couch.  I about 

jumped out of my skin when he asked, “Where you going?” 

 “Outside,” I said.  “I can’t sleep.” 

 “Yeh,” Lew sighed and sat up.  “I’m too horny too.”  Seeing I was naked, Lew kicked off 

his underpants, and I told him to put his shoes on too.  Walking out into the bright side yard with 

me, Lew squealed with glee at being naked.  Then we ran out into the silvery pasture and 

cavorted like fauns in the moonlight with Lobo leaping at our sides.  It was a perfect way to take 

my mind off my misery, even if it did remind me sadly of that naked walk with Danny. 

After this lunatic exercise, we finally got tired and jumped down into the Indian well, 

flopping on the bed of soft old leaves.  We’d barely settled in when Lew said he wanted to come 

and suggested we race to see who could do it first.   

When I protested about mortal sin, he said again that Father Jordan was just a weirdo 

Jesuit.  His priest was a Franciscan and didn’t want to hear about him beating off, just about 

when he fucked Joannie.  His priest just told him not to do it too much, which he figured meant 

no more than once a day.  

I was flabbergasted things could be so different and yet the same Holy Mother Church.  

But come to think of it, I’d never seen anything in writing about sex being a sin.  There was that 

set of seven cardinal sins in the catechism, but no catalog of the mortal ones.  Had I just been 

boring Father Jordan all these years with my impure touches?  But he was the one told me they 

were sinful in the first place.     

No longer feeling certain what to think, my supposed virtue quickly failed the test, and 

our race ended in a tie, more or less.  Too close to call.  We fell asleep there in the leaves and 

woke up some hours later with the moon almost down.  Arguing that it was tomorrow already, 

Lew wanted to race again.  So we did.  I won. 

### 
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CHAPTER 12:  SOME TAIL 

# 

 Well, here it was a week later, a week of wonderful companionship with my great cousin 

Lew.  Okay, our companionship was just in the evenings after we were both done working, but it 

was such a relief after the days spent brooding over Danny being gone.  In the long light 

evenings we’d walk in the woods or mess around in the old gravel pit, and then after dark we’d 

hang out at the café with the local kids.  Iris stopped by pretty often, and while Lew sat with her 

in a booth making time, I’d play pinballs to waste mine.  A couple times he managed to sneak off 

for a while with her and go parking, or as he called it, sparking. 

 In the evenings during our bumming around, we’d usually find us somewhere private in 

the woods to, as Lew called it, jazz off.  He didn’t want to miss out on his daily allowance.  It 

was such fun horsing around with him that I frequently laughed out loud.  I told him how Danny 

called it “playing on the skin flute,” and Lew showed me some fingering moves that felt like 

spectacular music.  But they always made it get over too quick.  

We never touched each other or hugged when we had our races or jam sessions, another 

of Lew’s funny terms.  Those things were something I’d only do with my very best buddy. As 

handsome as he was, I couldn’t even imagine kissing Cousin Lew like I did with Danny.  He felt 

more like a brother, being a blood relation and all.  Jazzing off with him was nothing like making 

love with Danny, but whenever I did it, I’d usually be thinking about Danny and me kissing.  It 

made the memory seem so vivid.  

 Last weekend, Lew traded Sunday for Saturday off from picking peaches, and Daddy 

took us that morning down to Mr. Jack’s barn and corral to see them cut some new steers.  He 

said it was something boys really needed to see.  Lew and I bravely watched the guys whack off 

the horn of the first young bull with huge choppers.  We froze in horror.  Then the second horn.  

The blood spurted several feet from its head in both directions while it wailed in pain and 

terror.  Then they dragged the poor animal to the ground and sliced off his great big balls just 

like that.  I stopped breathing, but Lew gagged.  The guys threw the testicles to a bunch of dogs 

that chewed on them ravenously.  We both puked up our breakfast, and Daddy laughed at us.  

They still had another half-dozen to cut, but Lew and I went back to the car and tried to think of 

something else.  There was still that bellowing. 

# 

That afternoon I took Lew down to the Wulsey, the creek running round south of Piney 

Hill, to another one of my secret places.  There was a low cliff right above the swimming hole, 

and in its face near the water level was a layer of soft bluish clay full of tiny seashells, like 

delicate scallops, powdery white and crumbly.  I told Lew it was the biggest mystery I knew of, 

besides the stone logs sticking out of a hillside over near Humpersneck. 

Lew said the logs were “petrified” wood and called the shells “fossils,” more new words.  

It made me feel pretty dumb for being so smart.  He explained how millions of years ago this 

land was ocean and then it turned into dry land, which of course raised a heap of questions.  For 

instance, what was this about millions of years ago?  They’d never said a thing about that in 

History class.  I’d never even thought to ask Father Jordan about how old the world was, and 

only ever heard that the preachers said the world was about four thousand years old.   

Lew guffawed at that as goofball fundamentalism and said everyone nowadays knew 

about geological ages and dinosaurs and stuff.  I’d heard that word before but had thought they 

were just monsters in some fairy tale.  Then he proceeded to tell me about another scientific 

thing everybody knew about called “e-volution” with animals changing into new ones. 
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Even though I got an A+ from Mr. Thompson in Biology, he’d never said word one about 

animals ‘e-volving,’ or about us humans being descended from creatures like monkeys.  They 

didn’t teach new scientific stuff like that in any of our Arkansas schools.  I was stunned that here 

I was a graduated senior from high school, and didn’t know any of this.  I believed Lew when he 

said his school was up-to-date.  If you got to learn this kind of stuff in college, I was ready, 

Freddy!  I couldn’t get over how my great cousin kept opening up whole new worlds for me. 

# 

So as I was saying, here it was a week later, a Friday morning at work in the café for me 

and Lew’s last day at the peach orchard.  The morning was the usual drag at work with Jim from 

the filling station hanging around with his coffee and continuous Camel.  In passing I said, 

“Tomorrow Daddy’s going hunting swamp rabbits and needs to borrow your hounds.” 

Jim got riled.  “Then why in hell don’t he go find hisself some rabbit dogs?” 

I was casual when I remarked, “That’s why he thought of yours.”  He fumed. 

Around about ten-thirty, four Frog Level boys came in.  The thin one with the mustache 

said they were on their way down to Texarkana for a good time, a concept I couldn’t quite 

imagine.  I hoped I could find out what Sammy was up to since he hadn’t been up to the Hill 

much since breaking up with Iris.  But they were all jabbering about things to each other, and I 

had to butt out and just take their orders, all full stacks with sausage and coffee. 

While I was setting out their silverware and glasses, Sammy walked in the door all bright 

and cheery with those sparkling blue eyes and cute dimples.  He clapped me on the back with 

“Hi, Champ!” and scooted into number three beside the kid with freckles and wavy hair. “I’ll 

have same as them.”  I just stared and mumbled a belated hi.   

 When I leaned around the corner to the kitchen and told Melba to add another full stack 

(when three near about fills up the grill), she threw up her hands and said, “Better not be one of 

them for you.”  I knew she’d be out to check. 

 Drawing all the cups of coffee, I heard the front door open behind me and felt hands on 

my sides.  A familiar voice said, “Pour me one too, hot stuff.”  I turned to find it was Reese, the 

Western Hatcheries guy, looking mischievous as always.  He just got handsomer and sexier all 

the time—and always left me a quarter tip.  “I’ll just sit here,” Reese said, pointing at my stool, 

and leaned around into the kitchen to order a full stack and sausage.  I had to laugh. 

 When I was at the boys’ booth serving their coffees, I caught Sammy’s eye and got a 

smile.  “Seen Iris lately?” he asked.  

 Thinking maybe I ought not mention the hayride, I lied, “She hasn’t been in for a week or 

so.”  I couldn’t tell if he looked sad about her or not the way his beautiful lips didn’t quite smile 

or frown, but curved in a delicious way.  Like a whonk on the head, I was struck stupid by the 

desire to kiss his mouth, and I got so weak in the knees I fumbled with the last cup.      

Recovering, I went back behind the counter to fill syrup pitchers, still hungering to kiss 

Sammy.  I stood there idly, watching him laugh with his friends and imagining actually making 

love with him, like with Danny, as though we too were best buddies.  With a sigh and a hard on, 

I dutifully returned to the syrup.  Over the pitchers, I glanced up at Reese and saw him smiling at 

something in the paper.  His proud mouth looked just as delicious.   

Sure enough, predictable as ever, Melba soon came sneaking out of the kitchen and 

leaned up by the cash register.  I pretended not to see her taking a head count.  Reese looked up 

from the newspaper and saw her standing there, quite near.  She said, “Just be a bit longer with 

your cakes, sugar.”  Then she waddled back into the kitchen. 

 I left Reese a pitcher of syrup and took the others over to number three.  Most of the boys 
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were off in the pinball room, but Sammy and the heavy kid with a flattop were still sitting there 

with their coffee.  “Hey, Benny,” Sammy said, “How about showing us some champion pinball 

playing?”  Regretfully, I had to decline, indicating the few customers at the counter and the two 

nice old ladies just now walking in the door.   

 Hardly had I carried the ladies their waters and menus when Melba hollered, “Pick up.”  I 

quick hauled the plates of pancakes to the boys who straggled back to their booth.  Fetching the 

coffeepot for their refills, I almost ran into Melba strutting out of the kitchen with Reese’s cakes.  

She put them at his place and leaned her big belly up against the candy case. 

While I was at the register filling in checks, it dawned on me that Melba was actually 

flirting with Reese.  But then, like Lew told me the other day, everybody wants it, even ugly and 

old people.  That was pretty hard to imagine with most folks.  It was a good thing jealous Jessie 

wasn’t seeing this.  I pointedly asked Melba how the pies were doing, and she went back into the 

kitchen.  Reese winked at me, and I suddenly choked with the desire to kiss him too. 

# 

About then some more customers came in, two older men in hats, a nice motherly lady in 

overalls too, and a pretty girl with curly brown hair and short shorts.  She glanced at Sammy, 

then at me.  Her eyes were green!  And she was hard-down beautiful, like Loretta Young—even 

more beautiful than Mary the Sno-Cone boy!  All of us guys simply stared. 

They sat in number two with her on the outside looking our way.  I went over with the 

menus and water.  The girl’s breasts stretched out the pink blouse to the edge of the table, her 

lips so full, and her eyebrows a tad thick for a girl.  They didn’t want the menus, all ordering 

scrambled eggs and bacon and coffee.  

After telling Melba the orders, I drew their coffees.  Reese was sitting nearby on my 

favorite stool shoveling in his cakes and grunted, “That’s some good.” 

“I’ll tell Melba you think so,” I chuckled.  When I got to the booth, the green-eyed girl 

was reading a rolled-up magazine and didn’t even look at me while I gave them their coffees.  

Then I took the pot over for a refill round for Sammy and the boys.   

While I was pouring, Sammy said, “Me and Reuben are going swimming down at the 

Crossing.  Wanna come?”   

What kind of a question was that?  Did I want to breathe?  Wanting so terribly to kiss 

him, I barely managed to answer, “Sure would, Sammy, but I can’t now.”  After all, I couldn’t 

ask Mom to cover—she went to see a sick neighbor lady—and Daddy was off fishing with Ox.   

Sammy lamented, “But we’d have so much fun.”   

Doubting he had any idea how much, I had to go pick up for the two old ladies.  Next 

thing, Reese hauled out his big wallet on a chain to pay his 93 cents bill, and left with a quick 

see-you-later wave.  Then the short boy came up and paid for their whole bunch, and Melba 

hollered pick-up again.  When I came out with the load for number two, Sammy was leaving and 

gave me a dimpled smile.  I didn’t have but a second to watch him go out.  

The girl smiled up at me when I served her.  When she said thanks, her green eyes melted 

my insides.  Going back for the refill pot, I found Melba picking up Reese’s quarter.  She looked 

at me defiantly and marched off to put the pies in the glass case.  Too much for television.     

I refilled number two and got another bright look from the girl that helped me through 

washing a rack of glasses in the awful dishwasher.  Yanking the rack back and forth, I got to 

imagining Sammy all naked.  Then just for comparison, how that green-eyed girl out there in the 

booth would look…  Both were so desirable I wanted to scream.  Fortunately, more customers 

came in so I was busy enough for my bone to go away. 
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When number two was finished and they were all getting up, the beautiful girl came up to 

pay their check and watched me count the change into her slender, delicate hand.  I said, 

“Thanks, and you all come back now.”  It sounded like someone else’s voice. 

“I’m sorry you can’t go swimming with your friends,” she said sweetly.  “My name’s 

Victoria.  What’s yours?” 

Dazed by her fantastic eyes, I barely muttered, “Ben.” 

Her bunch was heading for the door.  I just smiled at her dumbly, wistfully.  The lady 

called from over by the door, “Vicky!  We going.” 

“Well, bye,” Vicky shrugged at me and followed the others out the door.  I felt like a 

popped balloon, especially knowing that like so many others, I’d never ever see her again.  

Clearing the booth, I found they’d left me a whole fifty cents.  Besides Reese’s quarters, it was 

my first tip in a couple months. 

# 

 Later on, while loading Nehis into the Coke box, I tried comparing Victoria and Annette 

for most beautiful.  But I stopped myself before too long because it seemed so futile.  Both were 

unreal somehow, and that made me sad again.  Soon I was wallowing in the misery of Danny 

being gone and what’s more, Lew going home next Monday.  I’d be left here all alone. 

 Good old Margie and I had that unspoken bargain that in the slack afternoons I’d cover 

for her to read the paper or embroider, and later on she’d handle it while I’d catch forty winks.  

Round about three I lay back on the seat of number one napping in the rosebush-filtered sun.  

Suddenly Margie called, “Your dad’s home.” 

 I peeked through the rosebush and saw Daddy and Joe Ray getting out of the Desoto over 

by the mailbox, and Ox was pulling up right behind in his pickup.  I trotted across the highway to 

see what was up.  In the bed of Ox’s truck was the hugest goddam catfish anybody ever saw, 

maybe nine feet long, lying there big as that walrus in the New Orleans Zoo.  Daddy said he got 

it off folks who netted it out of the Little River, and he’d butcher it up to serve in the café.   

Joe Ray declared, “That mouth is easy big enough to swallow a full-growed man.” 

They backed the truck up under a good-sized black oak off to the side of the café, and 

hoisted the fish up by its tail from a branch.  They got to work with big knives, and I stayed to 

watch the guts glob out into the tub.  But I had to get back to work.  In another lull in business I 

checked on the fish butchers who had it all skinned but were hacking with hatchet and saw trying 

to cut off the monster head. 

Ox exclaimed, “I bet this fish is at least a hundred years old.” 

“Was,” I corrected him and cautioned, “Don’t go telling any customers their catfish 

steak’s a hundred years old.” 

# 

 In a couple hours Lew got back from the peach orchard and was so happy to be done with 

the work at last.  He marveled at the giant catfish head with its long whiskers and sat for the last 

while of my work with a nice cold Dr. Pepper and the funny papers.  As soon as Daddy showed 

up, we ran out to feed pets.  After a quick supper together in number three, we bummed around, 

chasing each other across the pasture and fighting a pine-burr war out by the gravel pit. 

 Come evening, Lew and I sat on the terrace in the cool under the pines and played 

canasta, constantly having to shoo the cats and dogs away from our cards.  I asked when we were 

going to take care of the problems in our pants, and Lew chuckled wickedly.  “Not yet—we 

gonna get us some tail tonight!”   

I was too surprised to squeak.  He pulled some Trojans out of his pocket.  “A guy down 
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at the orchard got me some,” he explained, handing me a little packet.  Staring in disbelief, I took 

it.  Lew explained, “Iris says she wants to do it tonight.  You know, before I go away.” 

I certainly understood that but brandished the rubber and squeaked, “With me too?” 

“No, no!” Lew laughed.  “She’s got a date for you too, Cuz.” 

“Who?” I squeaked again, but Lew wouldn’t say.  When I reminded him that I didn’t 

know how to do it with a girl, he said you just had to warm them up first with some kissing and 

playing with their titties.  Then you reach down there and feel them up some before you slip it in 

real slow.  I got a bone on thinking about a girl, any girl, spreading her legs for… 

The evening wore on with us playing pinballs.  It took forever, and all I could think of 

was me actually having a date.  By nine o’clock I was really nervous when Iris showed up, 

followed by Liz Butler.  What a relief that she was going to be my date, my old friend and dance 

partner, real cute in a tight white blouse with her light brown hair up in a ponytail.  As I sat down 

beside Liz in number four, I became acutely aware of the Trojan in my shirt pocket. 

Iris was very intent on Lew as we all chatted about nothing in particular, and I got to 

feeling the same sort of affectionate attention from Liz.  She was all smiles and kept touching my 

arm.  Pretty soon Lew suggested we go for a little ride in Iris’ car.  Liz took my hand and sighed, 

“I always wanted to go riding with you, Benny.” 

Lew saw my concerned expression and whispered, “You and I can make like going home 

and meet up with them outside.”  We got up with casual farewells to the girls, said goodnight to 

Daddy at the register, and walked out the door.  Once outside, Lew and I waited by Iris’ car.  

Suddenly I got excited, in both ways, to be going out riding with a girl like other guys do.  Thank 

goodness Liz was nice-looking and we were such good friends.  After a bit the girls strolled out 

of the café, and we got into the car.  

# 

Liz and I got into the back seat, of course, and she moved up close to me right away.  I 

put my arm around her shoulders that felt smaller than I’d have thought.  As the car rolled off 

down the Hill into the darkness, she grabbed my thigh, and I froze up the middle of saying 

something, fascinated by her fingers gently squeezing my leg.  As we rode along through the 

dark, I know they were all talking about something, but I couldn’t follow anything but Liz’s 

fingers creeping up my thigh and getting me excited again.     

Not too far and we turned off on a gravel road I didn’t know and bumped along between 

banks of trees.  Liz snuggled close but kept her hands to herself.  Soon we came to a tiny church 

house glowing white in the bright light on a post out front.  Right beside it was a graveyard with 

a tall pinewoods behind, and Iris drove around back of the church to park in the dark.   

 As soon as she stopped the engine, Iris pounced on Lew in the front seat, and they started 

kissing, even slurping.  I wondered if they were going to do it right there.  Here in the back seat, 

Liz gave me a big smile, and so I leaned over to kiss her.  Her mouth was already wide open, so I 

opened mine too and touched her tongue, soft and wet, tasting of peppermint lifesaver.  In a 

reflex action, my boner came back again. 

 Then Liz suddenly sucked so hard on my tongue she nearly yanked it out of my head.  I 

grunted in pain.  Up front, Lew laughed and asked, “Want us to give you two some privacy?”  

Without waiting for an answer, he and Iris scrambled out of the car and scampered off into the 

darkness under the pines.  I figured they’d find a nice patch of pine straw to do it on. 

 Liz grabbed me and rolled back on the seat, pulling me on top of her.  I was afraid to rest 

too heavy on her big breasts, not knowing but what it might hurt to mash them.  We were kissing 

again, much less painfully, but it didn’t feel at all like kissing Danny.  She wiggled against my 
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hard-on, and so I figured she was warmed up and took hold of her tit.  There was a strange 

springiness, and it was weirdly conical from the brassiere.   

Feeling up under it, I found her tit soft and warm.  But kissing her soon got boring.  

Nothing much to do with your tongue stuck in somebody else’s mouth.  Again, not like the way 

Danny and I seemed to devour each other.  Liz stroked my thigh, and so I pulled up her skirt 

(with her help) and following Lew’s instructions, stuck my hand up inside her panties.   

What I felt up there was a strange furry mound, and Liz again sucked hard on my tongue.  

With my middle finger, I felt along that slit in her crotch, and she grabbed hold of my boner 

through my pants.  While we kept on kissing, she squeezed me, and I felt around to find her hole.  

My finger slid smoothly into her, making Liz moan and me shoot off in my pants, throbbing in 

her tight hand.  When I went to pull my finger out of her, she held my hand right there.   

Finally we stopped kissing so I could breathe again, and I slid my finger in and out of her, 

curious to watch her wiggle in delight.  I had to stifle a laugh at the silliness of it.  On one pull-

out I rubbed some strange nubbin, and Liz gave a loud moan.  So I tickled the nub again.  The 

more I twiddled it, the more she moaned and then arched her body and quivered all over.  I 

figured that probably meant she got off too. 

As we lay there in a twisted pile, I asked if she liked it, and she grunted, “Uh-huh.” 

I considered the same question for myself but couldn’t answer even that enthusiastically.  

It all seemed so mechanical, and now it was over, what was there to say?  I helped Liz get her 

skirt down around her legs.  I really wanted to get out of the car, but she climbed onto my lap 

and started kissing on my ears and neck.  It felt pretty good, and at least I didn’t have to talk.   

And it wasn’t too long till Lew and Iris came back out of the woods.  When she turned on 

the light in the car to get the sticks and pine straw out of her hair, Lew gave me a triumphant 

wink.  I attempted the same, even though I felt no triumph, only a vague disappointment, as 

though missing something I didn’t know wasn’t there. 

# 

 Iris dropped Lew and me off down the road a ways under the lip of the Hill and then 

made a U-turn to head back toward Lockjaw.  In the starlight he and I took the dark path behind 

the service station.  As we crossed toward the backyard, one of Jim’s stupid fox-hounds gave a 

lazy bark, but not loud enough to wake Mom or Janie. 

 The past weekend, to escape the heat in the house, we’d hauled Mom and Daddy’s big 

mattress out onto the top of the storm-cellar up out of the way of the dogs.  Janie’s cot was back 

behind the weeping willow’s hanging branches.  Usually I’d sleep on a cot under the big hickory, 

but this year Lew got a bright idea.  Inspired by the Indian well, we built a square of boards and 

filled it with about two feet of pine straw we’d raked up in the front yard.  With a blanket spread 

out over, it was as fine a mattress as you could want, a bit firm, but comfortable enough.    

 I put on some swimming trunks for pajamas, and Lew always slept in his underpants 

anyway.  Lobo climbed into our bed to join the cuddle.  Though Lew conked out right away, I 

lay there in the dark night, sleepless.  With my face nuzzled into his curls, I kept dreading how in 

just a couple days Lew would leave me too.  The next two months till my escape to New Orleans 

were going to be so terribly lonely without Danny, without Lew.  And an unfamiliar voice in my 

head added, “Without Annette…” 

### 
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CHAPTER 13:  PUSH COMES TO SHOVE 

#  

 When I ordered my hotcakes from Melba this morning, she said, “Right away, sir.”  For 

some reason in these past several weeks of working together every day, she’d gotten a lot more 

respectful than before, but this was the first time she’d called me ‘sir’—after years of being 

snooty.  Maybe it was because I was so grown up now.  Or was she being sarcastic? 

 Down at the end of the counter, Daddy was waiting on a truck driver who said it was 

good to see him back.  Daddy told him how he didn’t like that Holiday Inn in Dallas at all.  You 

see, because business had been so bad at Piney Hill, shortly after Lew left, he went off to try out 

a job as a restaurant manager and earn some money.   

Looking back on the summer, I could testify that it’d been right slow.  There weren’t 

nearly as many trucks on 71 anymore, something about them raising taxes, and the tourist trade 

dropped off like a rock.  Folks said if they’d ever finish that Millwood dam down on the river, 

we’d have us a good resort business with the bottoms flooded and all the fishermen.  But it 

wouldn’t drown my creek valleys up here in the hills, just lots of good farmland in the bottoms. 

Right before taking off to Dallas, Daddy put some ads in the newspapers to sell Piney 

Hill, which bothered me a lot.  In spite of the loneliness, I really loved the place.  Now Daddy 

was back and obviously depressed.  There’d been absolutely nothing come of the ads. 

Today was my first day now in well over a month not having to go to work.  With Daddy 

gone, Mom and I’d been doing it all.  I got six days with Melba and Margie and then on Sundays 

with Vonelle, Clark’s wife.  Mom covered nights with Melvin or old Ezra, or sometimes 

Vonelle.  All those days I watched summer pass by outside like the occasional cars zipping along 

the sunny highway.  I resented getting such a raw deal but then recalled that beautiful Negro boy 

on the dock and those huge stalks of bananas.  That helped me keep things in perspective. 

Working Sundays, like Daddy did before, I hadn’t been able to go to Church, which I 

counted a blessing, but Father Jordan always stopped by on his way between towns.  Across the 

road in the piney shade on the terrace, he’d hear my confession and give me Communion saved 

from the Mass just before.  No longer concerned about touching myself supposedly impurely, I 

usually only confessed getting angry at stupid people.  Father Jordan complimented me on my 

strong virtue, perhaps because I’d never even mentioned that sex stuff with Liz.  But taking 

Communion out under a pine tree was pretty special, not having to sit through Mass and all.   

After all these weeks, 37 tiring, boring days, I couldn’t tell one from another.  I’d just get 

up off my pine straw bed at four-thirty in the morning and walk around like a machine all day.  

Getting off at five-thirty, I never got to see Bandstand anymore.  Fortunately, Janie took over 

feeding the zoo, except for me hauling slops down to the hogs.  Left with an evening hour and no 

energy, I’d often stagger like a zombie down to the pond and bother the goldfish.  Or make a 

quick visit to my grotto, sere now in the late summer, its spring only a trickle.  

I’d felt almost like being asleep, neither happy nor unhappy, like in limbo.  Early on I’d 

thought about going out riding with Liz again, but she started going with a guy named Lonnie 

from DeQueen with a sharp red car.  I didn’t really care.  It was just sex, or almost anyway.   

I wouldn’t let myself even think about missing Danny or Lew because to do so was to 

ache.  But in the rare times I jazzed off, I would think about making love with Danny, then with 

Sammy, and soon even with sexy Reese.  Seeing him so often became the high point of my 

tedious day.  Not that I really loved Reese like Danny or Sammy, yet it was great thinking about 

doing it with him too.  Wanting so much to kiss that handsome guy also made me ache inside.  

# 
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 I carried my empty cup to the big urn and went back to number three with my fresh 

coffee.  Slouching in the booth and looking back over the weeks of work—indeed over these six 

Piney Hill years—it felt like passing through a purifying fire, like a piece of iron being forged 

into steel.  I stretched out my arms and legs and felt stronger, as though waking up from a long 

sleep.  Maybe it was the caffeine, but mostly the excitement about a free day at last. 

 Looking out through the venetian blinds, the dust and drooping brown needles on the 

trees showed how hot these August dog-days were out there.  The other afternoon I’d seen some 

heat lightning off to the west, but no rain now for some weeks.  Heat ripples rose off the 

pavement of the highway, and white paint was peeling off the fence, mostly around the gates.  

That certainly wasn’t much help for Daddy’s chances of selling the place. 

 As I flipped through my new Saturday Review, Daddy sat down across from me with his 

coffee.  While he was gone, I hadn’t missed him at all.  When he’d called to say he was coming 

home, my heart sank.  Mom was so happy to see him get off the bus yesterday, and Janie ran up 

to hug him.  I’d just stood by and said welcome home.  He’d patted my shoulder and said, “Glad 

to be back.”  Right now, stirring his coffee slowly, he didn’t look so glad. 

 “What’s that you’re reading?” Daddy asked suddenly.  I showed him the math puzzle 

problem about trains and cars, which I knew would take algebra with two unknowns.  While he 

read the problem, I noticed a tiny tear in the vinyl booth by his gray head, more things run down.  

 Daddy looked up from the magazine at me and said, “Benny, I came home for you too.  

Joe Ray wrote me you were looking unhappy.” 

 “Just worn to a frazzle,” I said, wondering why Joe Ray would think that.  I was always 

polite and smiling whenever he’d come into the café. 

 Daddy said, “Well, you can rest up some now I’m back.”  We both sipped our coffee.  

“But things ain’t good, Ben.  I just don’t know what to do.” 

 He sounded pitiful, just like my Danny did when he said the same thing about work.  

Trying to be helpful, I said, “I bet somebody will come and buy the Hill real quick.” 

 Just then another party came in the door, and he got up to take care of them.  I felt real 

sorry that things were going so bad for him, but I’d be gone real quick too, and he’d surely 

manage something.  Speaking of being gone, I wanted to get moving right now, out into my 

woods.  Not to see a single, solitary customer.  And naturally to get out of my clothes. 

# 

 As I crossed the highway, the old place again seemed so run down now baking in the 

morning heat.  In the backyard Mom was hanging out the wash, looking in great spirits at having 

Daddy back home.  She picked up a shirt, pinned it to the line, and asked, “What you going to do 

with yourself today, honey?” 

 “Just ramble,” I said and helped hang up one of Janie’s blouses.  It seemed a good time to 

ask, “What will you all do when somebody buys the Hill?” 

 “Gee,” Mom said, shaking out a pair of wet pants, “Daddy hasn’t said what he’s thinking 

yet.”  She brushed a wisp of her blond hair out of her face, and I could tell she was about to bust 

out crying.  “I sure do hope it’ll be in a city somewhere.”   

I knew Mom was a city girl and never did take much to living way out here in the middle 

of nowhere.  Vaguely remembering where we’d lived before coming to Piney Hill, I tried to 

encourage her, suggesting, “Maybe you can go back to that town in Texas.” 

Mom made a face and shook her head.  “Oh, no!” she laughed.  “That place stank to high 

heaven!”  Now I recalled that dreadful stench from the oil refineries.  No, thank you! 

 With nothing more to suggest, I left Mom at the clothesline and fetching my hickory stick 
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off the porch, set off across the pasture.  Out of the pine grove, Janie came galloping by on Lady, 

showing off how well she rides bareback.  Then she made her horse rear and waved at me like 

Dale Evans or Annie Oakley, cowboy hat in the air.  I stooped through the barbed wire fence and 

headed off along dirt road.  Duchess plodded along beside me, and Lobo ran around signing 

fence posts and trees with his wet penmanship. 

 Kicking up the dust in the wheel-track, I thought about all the places I needed to go again 

before leaving, like over by the pipeline where the wild plums were probably ripe right now, and 

to the white oak grove, and…  Only a couple more weeks left!  A wave of farewell to it all swept 

over me.  Goodbye to all these special places.  Yes, even this big gravel pit—with its crumbly 

cliffs and dried-up puddles in the bottom, mud sunbaked into curly slabs—was a special place. 

# 

 My rutty track skirted the pit, passing under a giant hickory, and on impulse I swung up 

on a low branch.  Quick as an awkward squirrel, I scrambled up the huge tree to a nice crotch of 

branches at the crown, maybe 50 feet up.  It was my catbird seat among the fluttering leaves, thin 

enough to see out over the creek valley to the next hilltop and the old highway winding around 

through fields golden tan in the sun.  I could even make out a piece of Mr. Griffin’s barn. 

 With the green nuts on twigs all around and the dogs waiting tiny down on the ground, it 

felt like I’d stepped out of the world.  Suddenly my body twitched like when you’re dozing and 

snap awake, and I seemed to be looking at everything from afar.  Suddenly I could see the reality 

of Piney Hill, the house and café’s red roofs bright in the morning sun.   

There was Daddy pouring coffee at the counter with his almost polite smile.  What a huge 

disappointment Piney Hill turned out to be for him.  But there was nothing I could do to help.  It 

was his life, and soon I’d be leaving it.  Still, I had to wonder where his life would go.  Where 

would he take poor Mom after her misery here in Arkansas?   

And there was Mom sitting at her sewing machine on the back porch right now looking 

plain worried sick.  All these years with Daddy she’d had even less of a life of her own than I, 

and it wasn’t over for her like it was for me.  Then there was Janie, my pest of a kid sister, still 

out riding Lady.  She must have had it pretty hard herself, all alone out here.  No wonder all she 

ever thought about was horses.  What if she was secretly in love with a handsome cowboy on 

one of her western shows?  Like maybe that adorable Michael Landon, Little Joe on Bonanza. 

In the distance a plume of dust rose and blew away like smoke from some car going 

somewhere, and I caught the faint roar of a big truck laboring up the Hill.  It was a moment when 

time didn’t seem to mean anything.  All these years on the Hill now felt like swirling dreams, 

like smoke curling in the wind.  No, more like a whirlwind of people and feelings.  I never knew 

which way was up, lost in that chaos of rushing moments already blurring in my memory.  Even 

those treasures with Danny were turning into a mythical past.   

Out of the blur it suddenly came clear how Annette was like a stroke of lightning in my 

lonely life, filling three whole years with her light.  But now it was over, no more wild aches or 

joy in her mere existence.  Saying out loud, “My darling Annette,” sounded like an old record. 

 Suddenly a bird flew into my tree, lit on a nearby branch, gave me a curious look, and 

flitted off with a tiny frightened chirp.  With my newly opened eyes, I thought again about the 

stuff I’d learned from Lew and how everything was so different than I’d been taught.  I got mad 

thinking how between my high school and the Church, I was kept in a state of darkest ignorance.  

Made you wonder what else Father Jordan hadn’t told me about.   

 How silly that I was supposed to believe in a place called hell and another up the sky 

called heaven.  And a God sitting up there getting mortally offended anytime anyone did 
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something the Church forbade.  All this confused church and religion stuff was so terribly, truly, 

artificial and didn’t make even common sense.   

If you asked me, there was no defining the God, nor point in trying.  I reckoned whatever 

the God was, It existed as everything, as every atom around me, as these hickory leaves and 

those rocks and the clouds—and as me too.  The ubiquitous God.  All you could do was try to 

describe the God in some way, like the eternal God, the infinite God, the inconceivable God…  I 

repeated those deep thoughts several times like a mystical litany.  

 This rocky gravel pit and these woods all around I now understood as the God, as the real 

reality, existing beyond and outside of any made-up catechism or church concocted by Man.  

This earth and sky didn’t give a hang about sins, unfortunately not even about real bad ones like 

killing.  The God in everything actually didn’t give a hang about anything.  Instead, this whole 

bright world and universe was the God, a vast cathedral, an infinitely huge temple, where folks 

can give It thanks for us being the God too.   

All that theology made my head spin—divinely—and I clutched the tree branches to 

steady myself on the high perch.  Scattered clouds in the south showed the curvature of the earth, 

and it gave me a sudden feeling of knowing exactly where I was.  I was a tiny speck at a spot off 

to the west of Highway 71, six miles south of Lockesburg, in the backwoods of Sevier County in 

southwestern Arkansas, in the south of the United States of America, in the northern hemisphere 

of the planet Earth, in the solar system.   

For some strange reason I was also sitting up in the top of a hickory tree.  Down below 

my perch up here in the branches, Lobo started jumping around and yapping excitedly at me like 

a squirrel he’d treed.  So I climbed down, retrieved my stick, and forged on along the logging 

track.  When I turned to say goodbye to the tree, it was already full of birds chirping wildly. 

# 

 I tromped along feeling a great pleasant emptiness inside that the woods soon filled with 

warm colors and summer fragrances.  A patch of huckleberries in the dry grasses gave me a few 

sweet berries to munch.  The track ran on down into the valley and across the Wulsey near my 

fossil bank.  Though it was high summer the creek was still running decent.  I stripped, threw 

both dogs into the pool, and jumped in after.   

The water was wonderfully cool as I floated in dappled sunlight, nothing else in the world 

but me and the dogs in this secret valley.  Peaceful, timeless, this would be a memory forever, a 

lovely fossil shell in my life.  In streaks of sunlight the bluish dust of time filtered through the 

leaves, like powder falling from the blue sky, burying this precious moment in the past. 

Leaving my clothes in a pile by the creek, I took up my stick again and headed up the 

other hill.  Drying off in the breeze, the leaves and dirt soft under my bare feet, I felt so close to 

the earth and its creatures, like Adam.  A rabbit stopped by a bush up the way, hoping I didn’t 

see it, and then scurried away as the dogs crashed through the brush nearby.  When I topped the 

hill at the old Brooks place, I was stunned. 

The whole place was completely burnt over, blackened and charred.  The smaller pines at 

the edge of the broad meadow had scorched and brown needles on their lower limbs, and all the 

lush grasses in the field were nothing but piles of ash.  I walked across the powdery stuff to the 

home place with its crumbling piece of brick chimney.  The millions of daffodils would be fine 

for next spring, of course, but the huge walnut tree that died this past spring wasn’t there now.  

The one that was still alive looked so awfully lonely with the black all around. 

Lying on the ground, nearly burned away, the dead tree’s great branches were gone, mere 

burnt stubs, and various spots still smoldered.  The enormous trunk had burned down to a 
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charred log no more than a foot through.  It must have been the heat lightning I saw the other day 

that hit it.  I could vividly imagine how it blazed like a giant torch. 

Down near the bottom of the trunk lay an old rusted iron plowshare, burnt free after 

probably a century.  Who wouldn’t think it was symbolic?  So the me of before was burned 

away, and that diamond in my heart, my love for Annette, was here in my hand, just a rusty hunk 

of iron.  I put the ancient plowshare back where it had lain for so long and felt miraculously 

cured.  To celebrate, I painted black stripes all over me with pieces of the charcoal. 

Both dogs ran up sooty and panting, and Lobo and I raced out into the scorched field, 

happily romping about.  As though through the eyes of Duchess from over by the chimney, I 

could see us bounding and scampering around, a zebra-striped faun and soot-splotched wolf, 

dream creatures in an unreal landscape.  When Lobo got bored, I danced by myself till I got tired 

and lay down in the shade of the live walnut.  Soon I started daydreaming about making love 

with Danny, and so my prick wound up getting all black too. 

# 

 It took some work washing the dogs off in the creek and scrubbing most of the black off 

me.  Then I made my way back home by about noon.  Over a cheeseburger and chocolate shake, 

I looked out at the house again and figured I could best help Daddy out by fixing up the fence.  

That would certainly make the place look a lot nicer for a buyer.  I ran over to get a hammer and 

started pounding nails back into the posts. 

 Mom said she’d go to Lockesburg for some white paint.  Between hammer blows, I asked 

her to get some more three-inch nails too.  “Imagine,” Janie chortled, looking at her calloused 

hands, “three-inch nails!”  Her fingernails were bitten down to the quick.  This rare humor from 

my sister really made me laugh. 

 Once I got started painting, I realized that it was going to be no small task, probably three 

hundred feet of crisscrossed board fence.  I dived into it with a mind again clear and huge as the 

whole world.  Sloshing paint, I reveled in that enormous feeling of the God in everything, 

everywhere.  However, after half-hour’s religious progress, I had to calculate that the whole job 

could well take another three hours.  What a shame that there were no little boys around for me, 

like Tom Sawyer, to con into doing the “whitewash.” 

 I painted bravely on for a bit and then heard a barking squeak coming from behind a 

nearby pine trunk.  Odd, I thought, what’s a squirrel…  Suddenly Janie’s curly head peeked 

around the tree, and she asked, “Can I paint too, big brother?” 

 I wasn’t idiot enough to say no, and Janie proved fairly good at slapping the paint on.  

We didn’t talk much at first, but pretty often I’d hear her making noises again, quiet little chickie 

peeps, miaous, and such.  Not that it bothered me, but then I asked, “Hey, squirt, why you 

making all those animal noises?” 

 She looked surprised that I’d ask.  “Because they say how I feel, you dumb head.”  

 “Oh,” I said dubiously.  “And what does moo mean?” 

 “If I was to moo at you,” Janie giggled, “it means you’re a total mush-brain.”  With that, 

she warbled like a canary and turned back to her painting. 

 Now I was surprised.  “You mean you can do birds?” 

 Janie looked at me scornfully and proceeded to run through chirps and whistles and 

squeaks like a whole flock of songbirds.  She was definitely good enough to be on Ed Sullivan.  

After a lovely meadowlark trill, she fell silent and went back to painting. 

 Though it still took nearly two hours, our painting job seemed to pass quickly because 

Janie taught me to do a lot of animal noises.  Naturally I was at my best as a chicken and a 
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jackass.  She could do a perfect horse’s neigh and the uncanny night song of a whippoorwill.  

When finished, we both stood there grunting like satisfied hogs. Then I said, “Thanks a lot for all 

the help, Dr. Doolittle.  So, is it true you talk to the animals?” 

 Janie nodded, embarrassed, and said, “But I don’t think they understand me.”  

 “Do you understand them?” 

 She grinned mischievously.  “Mostly.  They’re funny.” 

 “So are you,” I laughed, “in the head.” She made me wonder if being bats maybe ran in 

our family.  Janie frowned at the accusation and mooed at me. 

# 

Now the fence was all new white, the yard suddenly looked a sloppy mess.  What with all 

the working in the café, I’d had no time to take care of it proper, or the grass out front of the 

motel.  I trudged along pushing the rickety old lawnmower, sweating and mulling things over.  

Edging the grass at the base of a pine, I was struck by a curious thought.  Some people are 

ambidextrous.  I could even write okay with my left hand.  Could people be ambi-sextrous too?  

Maybe Mary the Sno-Cone boy was like that, one way during the day and another at night.  It’d 

make good sense for a morphodite, I figured. 

 While mowing under the scattered pines over in front of number five cabin, I kept feeling 

that glorious ubiquity of the God, especially in the heat of the sun on my bare shoulders and 

sweat running down my neck and chest.  Round and around I pushed the clanking mower in 

ever-decreasing circles.  To occupy my mind, I recited “The Raven” again and my graduation 

speech, solved the equations for this morning’s math problem, and thought up some lyrics for a 

song saying farewell to the forests and hills of my childhood.  

 Right as I finished, Mom came out of the café with a big glass of ice tea for me that really 

hit the spot.  She looked around, checking out the fences and the neat yards, and thought they 

looked swell.  So did I, and I told her that was all the work I planned on doing today.  Maybe 

tomorrow I’d try and paint up the porches on the café. 

# 

 To relax, I took a walk with Lobo down to the pond.  Sitting on the high bank, we 

watched the evening come on over the water.  It was too late to swim.  There were only a couple 

flowers of goldfish to dive when I tossed a pebble and called the Magic Fish to make my first 

wish:  to find someone else to love.  I never did ask Danny if his wish had come true.   

Back at the house by dusk, I took a shower in the bathroom off the back porch and got the 

rest of the black off.  It was thrilling to recall those great tiled showers stalls in the Robert Sharp 

dormitory.  They most likely had a lot better water pressure than here on Piney Hill. 

I ambled over to the café for some supper, and Margie fixed me a chickenfry.  Then over 

at the house again, I turned my radio on to WNOE and wrote to Betsy.  I told her right off about 

how after three years I’d at last fallen out of love with Annette.  While I was describing the old 

plowshare, the door from the living room into my room opened, and Daddy came in.  Surprised, 

I turned from my desk and said hi.  I couldn’t remember him ever coming in my room before. 

“Hi,” Daddy said back.  “You know, I been thinking on that problem in the magazine.” 

Pleased that he’d found it interesting, I said, “Oh yeh, I worked that out this afternoon 

mowing the lawn.”  The words were barely out of my mouth when Daddy’s face screwed up in 

the familiar rage.  Instinctively I ducked, but he still managed to smack me hard upside the head, 

knocking me and the chair over backwards onto the floor. 

He stood over me shouting down, “Just see if I try and help you again, you smart-ass son 

of a bitch!”  With a kick in my thigh, he stomped out, slamming the door so hard the curtain rod 
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fell off, the white lace crumpling up on the floor.  Stunned, I lay there not even feeling the hit or 

kick, nor the least bit like crying.  What had happened to wake up that monster in Daddy again? 

I stood up slowly, furious about the injustice and determined not to put up with it 

anymore.  It quickly grew into a cold, hard anger.  Whatever spark of love I might have felt for 

Daddy this morning had just been knocked right out of me.  Clearly push had just come to shove.  

Standing there with the chair on its back and the letter on the desk, I decided what to do. 

 From under the bed I took out my suitcase and started pulling stuff out of dresser 

drawers.  First things I packed were my Frankie Avalon sweater with its floppy collar, and 

Danny’s striped shirt that I’d never given back.  While I was choosing some other shirts, Mom 

looked into the room and saw me packing.  “What are you doing?” she asked quietly, pushing 

the crumpled curtain back with the door, but of course she knew. 

“I’m going,” I said simply.  “I’m 18 and I’m going.”  Gathering up shirts and pants, my 

arms were full.  Mom stood by the chair lying there and cried.  Janie looked in the doorway, all 

scared.  For an instant I kind of faltered but went on anyway, “I’ll catch the Greyhound 

tomorrow and go on to New Orleans now.”  Like Fats Domino, I was ready to walk there. 

Mom sniffed hard and asked, “Why do you have to go right now, Benny?” 

Her tears made it hard for me not to cry.  “He hates me, and I’m going.” 

“No,” Mom sobbed, “Daddy loves you.  He just doesn’t know how…”  As far as I was 

concerned, I had no feelings left whatsoever.  Mom stood there by the overturned chair crying 

while I packed the shirts.  Janie disappeared.  “Please, honey,” she said softly and stroked my 

shoulder, “try and understand how worried Daddy is.  He didn’t mean to hurt you.” 

“What else does a fist mean?” I asked and wadded some pants into the suitcase.  “I’m not 

staying here and getting beat up on anymore.”  For a moment Mom stood there crying silently 

and then left.  I heard the front screen door close.  

# 

In the King Edward cigar box on my dresser I found $380 after having paid my fees and 

buying some clothes from the catalog.  It would just have to be enough, I reckoned.  Take the 

Greyhound straight to New Orleans, and until I could get into the dorm, I’d camp out down in 

those willow woods along the river.  A guy could do okay there for a couple weeks with all those 

big boats on the river and a grocery store probably not too far away. 

That meant fetching my sleeping bag from the back room.  Then I started packing my 

journal and old novels into a cardboard box.  Maybe I should just have Mom send them to me, 

but I didn’t want anyone seeing all that stuff about Annette.  Then there was all my huge record 

collection, the books on the shelves…  I started to get really confused because I couldn’t take all 

that much with me now. 

In a daze I picked up random things on my desk and then scribbled on the letter to Betsy, 

“Change of plans.  Will write from New Orleans.”  While I was addressing the envelope, Daddy 

appeared in the doorway again.  I stepped away behind the overturned chair. 

“I’m sorry,” he said with a choke, his eyes pained.  “I don’t want you to go.” 

“I’m going,” I insisted and wary of more blows, put some pens into the suitcase. 

Daddy very slowly bent and picked up the chair.  “But for your Mom, just stay till you 

have to go, like we planned, please.”  His face turned very pale, and he looked away toward the 

door.  “She’s all torn up about this.”  When he turned back to me, Daddy’s eyes were wet.  His 

next words came in a rush, “I really am sorry.  I just wanted to do something with you, for you, I 

mean, because I…”  I stared, and when he took a step toward me, I backed away.  Covering his 

eyes, he mumbled, “Don’t go yet.  Please.  I… I do love you, Benny.” 
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If he wanted me to say I loved him too, I couldn’t lie.  Inside, I didn’t love anybody 

anymore.  My heart was empty without Annette or Danny or anyone.  As Daddy wiped his face, 

our eyes met, and I saw despair there, more than just the grief of this moment.  “When you sell 

this place,” I said, hoping sincerely, “things will get better.”  And even better without me. 

Daddy’s pale eyes looked real sincere when he said, “Look, Benny, I really do appreciate 

all the work you done, the fence and all.”  Again he moved toward me, but I was near the bed 

and couldn’t back away, so he managed to get his arms around me, squeezing hard. 

I stood there thinking we were really the same size now, and there was that distinctive 

smell he had.  I hadn’t felt his arms around me since I was a tiny kid, and that lost look in his 

eyes.  And he was actually asking me instead of ordering.  So what were a couple more weeks?  

It would be a lot easier just to stay on, and it didn’t really matter now I knew how I truly felt.  

“Okay,” I conceded.  Besides, the money from two more weeks’ work would come in real handy 

when I’d at last be on my own in New Orleans. 

Daddy squeezed me again and much to my relief, let go.  Surely my smile was as weak as 

his.  “I’ll go tell your Mom,” he said.  “She’ll be happy.”  With that, he turned and left. 

# 

 After a minute or two, I finally moved from where I was standing by the bed, turned out 

the lamp, and drifted out the side door around into the backyard.  Though it was still fairly early, 

after my busy day off, I was more than ready to hit the sack.  Lobo came and cuddled up with me 

on the pile of pine straw. 

 I dreamt—Danny’s with me again, inside an old barn.  We’re sitting on hay close 

together, paging through an album full of pictures of people I don’t know, and the pages start 

turning into strange playing cards.  We play a funny poker with the faces, and Danny wins.  

Suddenly, there’s furniture piled up all over the place, and my buddy and I spread dustcovers on 

the chairs and lamps and such.  Understanding that Danny is going to leave me now, I cry out 

and take hold of his arm.  With his beautiful smile, he says, “I know what you want.”  He hands 

me a precious little green pond-turtle with red spots like rubies.  The next instant, he’s gone. 

### 
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CHAPTER 14:  HOTTER THAN THE DICKENS 

# 

 Finally it was Saturday, my very very last day to work in Piney Hill Café.  Tomorrow, 

Sunday, I was going to take a last ramble in the woods, and Monday I’d be off again in Marty’s 

truck to New Orleans.  He’d changed his schedule again for me, but I expected it was really to go 

see his quadroon lady friend again.  Taking care of the early morning chores, I was jubilant.  

Looney the milkman said goodbye and hugged me for good luck.  I kept hoping Reese would 

show up soon, but he usually only got here just before noon.  Maybe he’d hug me goodbye too.  

Of course, none of the other customers knew that after today I’d be gone. 

 While I was waiting on a fat man and his wife in number four, I glanced out the window 

and saw Daddy walking with the realtor man and the short guy who’s thinking of buying the 

Hill.  They were pointing around at things.  Fortunately the place was looking real spiffy.  Over 

the past couple weeks Daddy and I’d repainted the white trim on all the buildings and the red 

shutters on the café windows, as well as other fixing up. 

 A couple folks had looked around, but they’d all disappeared.  Maybe this time it would 

work.  Daddy’d been real nervous, pacing around the front yard or along the parking strip out 

front, just like I did before, feeling like a caged animal.   

That scene a couple weeks ago sure changed things between us.  He didn’t nag or push 

me around anymore but just like before, never said much.  Sometimes he’d put his hand on my 

shoulder though, a caress of sorts, I guess.  I was still of the same mind as on that awful evening, 

emotionally empty and determined to escape, but I’d sometimes had moments of almost 

affection, if not love, for Daddy in his distress, an involuntary sympathy. 

When I walked by Melvin at the counter with his second cup of morning coffee, he said, 

“Mr. Stein, hey?  Betcha he’s a Jew.  We’ll have us quite a time if he buys the Hill.”  I had no 

time to find out why him being a Jew should mean them having “quite a time,” because Melba 

hollered pick-up on the breakfasts for the truckers in number two. 

Daddy and the two men came in and sat in number three.  I fetched a cup of black coffee 

for the realtor, Mr. Thompson, and an ice tea for Mr. Stein, who flipped up his sunglasses and 

smiled at me with big brown eyes.  I thought maybe it was a good sign he looked so happy.  I 

wondered what about him looked Jewish, maybe his lips a tad thick?   Mom had told me he was 

from Houston, some kind of factory worker wanting to go into business for himself, just like 

Daddy’d been before buying Piney Hill.  I secretly wished him lots of luck. 

I was washing a tray of cups and glasses, saying goodbye to the loathsome dishwasher, 

when Daddy came back and with a strange, broad smile said, “Mr. Stein thinks it all looks so 

neat and kept up.  He’s going to buy the place!” 

“Fantastic!” I exclaimed and truly happy for him, gave him a congratulatory clap on the 

shoulder.  Daddy looked at me with a fishing buddy smile and left me standing there amazed. 

Several more parties came in, and while working on automatic, I realized that I actually 

did feel awful sad about leaving the Hill now.  Before, it had just been me leaving, but now the 

folks would be going away too.  There’d be no Piney Hill for me to come back to on visits.  My 

familiar café with all its furniture and dishes and silverware would be swept up and away in this 

whirlwind that was whisking me off to New Orleans, like Dorothy to the Land of Oz. 

# 

 In a while without customers, when I was hanging out by the register with Melvin, old 

Jim from the filling station, and Melba, Daddy and Mom came in.  She was smiling to beat the 

band.  Daddy said he’d talked Mr. Stein into hiring Melvin full time and assured Melba she 
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didn’t have to worry none about staying on as morning cook.  He said Mr. Stein wouldn’t be 

making any changes at the service station either, at least right now. 

 The real surprise was that Mr. Stein was in a big hurry to move in on Monday, so we 

needed to move out right away.  To my amazement, Daddy’d already made arrangements to put 

up our furniture in Mr. Bledsoe’s barn.  Melvin said he had him a strong boy with a truck that did 

chores for his mama.  He went over to Humpersneck to fetch him. 

 All of a sudden I got real concerned remembering our zoo and asked Daddy what about 

the animals.  To my relief, he’d already made good plans there too:  Clark would take his 

birddog and hounds, and we’d put Duchess and Lobo with Mr. Jack down at Paraclifta where 

they’d live at his pretty house.  And he’d also stable Lady till the family could get settled in a 

new place.  Clark would also take Fauntleroy Fox down to the real zoo in Texarkana, and Martha 

Hooper would adopt the cats.  The hogs would go to Mr. Stein with the place. 

 “And when Mom gets our stuff packed up,” Daddy announced, “we’ll just all of us head 

off to New Orleans.”  In horror, I staggered back against a stool.  “So when Melvin’s boy gets 

here,” he went on to me, “y’all can move the furniture up to Bledsoe’s barn.”  He handed me a 

ten-dollar bill and instructed, “When you’re done, give this to the nigger—and anything we’re 

throwing out.  I got to go with Mr. Stein down to the bank in Texarkana to finish up this deal.”  

And with that, he left us standing there. 

 A truck driver down the counter was looking up like wanting something, so I took the 

coffeepot.  Back again with Mom, I leaned up on the register and said, not without irony, “Well, 

looks like you’re going to a city after all.”  

 “Thank God!” Mom said with a big smile and dried her cheeks with a napkin.  “I’m so 

glad.  We’ll get us a place, and you can live with us.” 

 Horrified again, I said flatly, “No, I’ll live at the dorm like we planned.”  Not waiting for 

an argument, I took Melvin’s cup back to the dishwasher.  There was no way I was going to miss 

out on living in that Robert Sharp dormitory as a Tulane greenie-wienie.  I figured it didn’t 

actually matter if the family came to New Orleans too, because I was still going to be gone off to 

college.  When I came back out front, Mom was leaving to pack.  No trouble about my stuff.  It 

was packed already for Monday.  Then I had a horrible thought:  Leaving tomorrow, I couldn’t 

take my last ramble in the woods.  I’d never see my grotto again! 

# 

 In about 15 minutes Melvin pulled up by the mailbox in his red Plymouth, a big rattle-

trap green truck following behind.  As I crossed the road, a Negro boy got out of the truck, about 

my age in old overalls and clodhopper shoes.  But you couldn’t tell much about him the way he 

looked at the ground.  “This here’s Zaya,” Melvin said with a pat on the fellow’s back.  “He’s a 

good boy and works hard.  Zaya, this here’s Mr. Ben.  He tell you what to do.” 

 The black boy looked up at me for a moment and muttered politely, “Mr. Ben.” 

 Melvin went to take over for me in the café, and I had Zaya hang on while I checked on 

things in the house.  Mom was real busy with the living room full of boxes, and Janie was out in 

the backyard folding up the bedclothes.  I quick changed into my old Bermuda shorts because I 

knew it was going to be some hot work.  As I was about to go out, Janie handed me her folded up 

cot from under the weeping willow with, “You gotta get the bed yourself, big brother.”  So the 

folks’ mattress off the storm cellar was our first item to lug to the truck.    

 Then we loaded up the living room, all the chairs, sofa, TV, rugs, bookcase and some 

heavy boxes Mom had ready.  Zaya’s truck had a bunch of boards for sides around the flat bed, 

and we roped things down too.  He was sure enough strong with amazing muscles under his 
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overall straps, reminding me of that banana guy on the dock.  The smell of his sweat was like a 

horse or maybe a deer, very animal.  Zaya acted surprised to see me working right alongside him, 

which I suppose probably didn’t happen much with white folks.  Mostly he’d just wait for me to 

tell him what to do next and say, “Yessir” a lot. 

 On the first trip to Mr. Bledsoe’s barn, Zaya explained that his name was really Isaiah 

like the Bible prophet.  “When I was little,” he chuckled, “Folks think I was saying, ‘I Zaya.’”  

Suddenly he said, “I hear tell, Mr. Ben, your family is papists.”  I confirmed that, not wanting to 

argue fine points.  “Well,” he said, “our preacher say y’all believe whatever the Pope say.” 

 “Not just anything,” I objected, by now definitely not a believer in papal infallibility.  I 

was secretly amused at the thought of this cluster of three houses we were just now passing being 

called DePope.  I explained, “He’s sort of like the President of the Church, you know, like the 

President of the United States.” 

 Clearly Zaya didn’t understand.  “Well, we Baptists and follow the scripture of Jesus.” 

 “I know,” I said, but I really didn’t.  Catholics supposedly followed the teachings of Jesus 

too, but Father Jordan told me it wasn’t good for folks to read the Bible because there were lots 

of things in it needing explained by Holy Mother Church.  At the time I didn’t wonder about that, 

but now I certainly did.  With my new belief in the God in everything, the Bible didn’t mean 

much to me anymore, if it ever did.  I looked at this strange Zaya with his gleaming black skin 

and could clearly feel the inconceivable God in him too. 

 Old man Bledsoe met us at his weathered old barn, kindly showing us where to stack 

stuff in the open area toward the back and Zaya how to back his truck right into the barn.  Then 

he and his wife took off to go visit their daughter in Texarkana.  Unloading the truck went a heck 

of a lot quicker than the loading, but all the same, by the time everything was stacked back there, 

Zaya and I were both pretty hot and sweaty. 

 We sat a spell in the shade beside the barn to rest and talk.  Seemed Zaya’s Mamma did 

housecleaning, and his Pappa was a janitor for the hardware and grocery stores in Lockjaw.  His 

sister Harriet worked in the chicken plant in DeQueen.  While he talked, I admired his handsome 

features and thought how his full dark lips sure would be great to kiss.  Suddenly I recognized 

that boy I gave those chocolate pies to way back when.   

When I remarked on knowing him from then, he said he knew that was me too and 

thanked me again.  Then he went on about how next May when he’d be 18, he hoped to go to 

work in the chicken plant too, if he could get on.  And he had him a pretty girlfriend.  “She’s 

from up by Dierks,” he explained, “name of Millie—a real sugar-pie!”  He added proudly, “And 

I ‘spect next year we gonna get married.” 

# 

 Rattling along in Zaya’s empty truck on the way back to the Hill, I thought how this was 

nothing compared to Marty’s empty banana truck.  It was nigh noon when we got back to the 

Hill, just in time to see the Western Hatcheries truck was pulling out to leave.  Sexy Reese gave 

me a wave from the driver’s window, and all I could do was return it.  Then he was gone.   

For a long moment I stood there by the mailbox lamenting that I’d never see Reese again.  

No chance for a hug, much less for the kiss I’d so often imagined.  Zaya wondered if I was okay, 

and I told him I was just saying bye to my good friend. 

I ran over to the café to get Melba to make us four cheeseburgers to go.  While we loaded 

up Janie’s bed and dresser, she eyed Zaya with a fearful expression.  Of course, at 14 she was 

probably real scared by the suddenness of it all, and besides, I don’t think she’d ever seen very 

many black people.  We also fitted the folks’ bedroom stuff on the truck and topped off this 
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second load with boxes of clothes and lawn furniture.  I raced back over to the café to get our 

lunches and grabbed up a couple cold RC Colas and Milky Way candy bars. 

 On our way back to the barn, I told Zaya how I’d be leaving tomorrow for New Orleans 

to go to the university.   

He asked, “What’s a youn-vers-tee?” 

 A little taken aback, I said gently, “It’s a big college.” 

 “Oh, yah,” he said with a huge smile, “I hear some about that collidge.”  Shortly, when 

we got to DePope again, he spoke up.  “Me, I only done the sixth grade, Mr. Ben.”  He explained 

how he helped his Pappa with the crops and livestock and did odd jobs for white folks around, 

like Melvin’s Mama, old Miz Purtell.  “Last year I bought me this here truck!” he crowed and 

patted the battered dashboard. 

 I felt really proud for him, though chagrined that I didn’t even know how to drive.  What 

Zaya kept doing with the pedals and gearshift was way beyond me.  Across the vast chasm 

between our two lives, my heart reached out to this splendid black boy, but I didn’t know what to 

say, how to express this incredible connection I felt with him. 

# 

 We made short, hot work of unloading into the barn and took a break for lunch.  It was 

cool out in the orchard sitting under a peach tree, one I may even have picked the fruit off of.  

We devoured our cheeseburgers without much time for talking and then lay back on the grass 

with our RC Colas.  I thought to mention those big stone logs I knew of over near Humpersneck. 

 With a big smile of beautiful white teeth, Zaya said, “Yah, I know that place.  I roam all 

over the woods too, Mr. Ben.”  His brown eyes looked about to laugh. 

 Then I told him how those logs came from another world long before this one, and his 

eyes got even bigger, like me when Lew told me that wonder.  On the same theme, I added, 

“And I know where there’s some blue clay full of tiny seashells millions of years old.” 

 Zaya looked skeptical and didn’t say anything.  Instead, he lay there looking up into the 

peach branches absently.  Admiring his fascinating lips, I wondered where to go from there.  

Then he upped and said, “You don’t know, Mr. Ben, but I seen you out in the woods sometimes, 

out hunting and stuff.” 

 “When was that?” I asked nervously.  The thought of someone seeing me unbeknownst 

gave me a strange sensation.  I might very well have been stark naked. 

 “Oh, last time was just a couple weeks ago,” he laughed and nudged my arm.  “You was 

over by the pipeline eating them wild plums.” 

 At least I’d had my clothes on then.  I nudged him back and asked, “Well, why on earth 

didn’t you just come out and say hi?” 

 Zaya shook his head and said, “’Cause it ain’t proper, you a white boy and all.  You see 

me and probably go and get all scared.”   

 I laughed.  “Oh, no, Zaya. I’d have loved to find a friend out in the woods.” 

 He flashed another smile, clearly pleased at me calling him a friend.  Zaya said he also 

knew my white oak grove, which his Pappa told him was a holy place “ever since Injun times.”  

Then shy again, he said, “And, Mr. Ben, I know your garden down on that spring branch.” 

 I gasped, “You’re the elf!”  He had no idea what I was on about.  “You’re the one who 

fixed my dam,” I explained.  His grin confirmed.  “Isn’t that waterfall beautiful?” 

 “Yah, it about the purtiest place in the world,” he sighed.  “And I planted them two 

bittersweets from my Mamma’s garden for you.”  I was speechless.  Those bushes meant Zaya 

had known about my grotto for almost three years.  A flood of affection for this black elf-boy 
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washed over me like a warm wind.  “But I gotta fess up,” he said shyly, “to snitching some of 

your purty purple flags for my Mamma.  I hope you ain’t mad at me, Mr. Ben.” 

 My iris…  As far as I was concerned, Zaya could snitch anything he wanted to from me 

at any time.  I put my hand on his, so white on black, my heart suddenly aching, and said, “Well, 

that place is yours now Zaya.  I won’t ever see it again.”  I watched, amazed, as our fingers, as 

though with a mind of their own, started tangling together.  With a curious expression, Zaya 

watched it happen too, but we soon let go and smiled at each other.  Again, his lips tempted me.  

I wondered how I could feel so tender toward this Negro boy after such a short while together. 

 Reluctantly I suggested we go back to work and started to get up.  Zaya took my arm to 

stop me and said, “And I seen you and your friend in the garden last spring.”  My heart stopped.  

Oh my goodness!  He saw Danny and me!  Zaya laughed, “Your dog almost catched me, Mr. 

Ben!  He kept on barking and barking.”  Still, maybe he didn’t see us making love. 

 We got back into the truck and headed down the highway, both of us real quiet after our 

talk.  Then Zaya turned from his driving with another big smile and said, “I know it sound silly, 

but you been my secret best friend for a couple years now.”  I choked up because it sounded so 

much like me and my secret sweetheart.  “It get right lonesome over in Humpersneck,” he went 

on, “with just the old folks, you know.  I sure do wish we was friends before, Mr. Ben.” 

# 

 It had gotten so hot, I stripped off my shirt, and we set to work on the kitchen and dining 

room stuff, table, chairs, china cabinet, and all kinds of boxes.  On one of the boxes, I found 

Mom had folded up the army blanket from my bed out in the backyard, she said, because we’d 

be sleeping at the Hoopers’ tonight.  But I decided to stay this last night in my own bed.  Zaya 

ran out and tossed the blanket back onto the pine straw for me.  Then Mom gave me a stack of 

sheets to spread over the stuff in the barn and keep the dust off.  With another soda pop each, my 

new friend Zaya and I took off on this third load. 

 After unloading the chairs into the barn, Zaya had to take a leak, and so did I.  We went 

outside where he unsnapped his straps, drooping the front, and peed circles on the weathered 

wood of the barn.  I worked myself out of my Bermuda shorts and did the same.  His prick 

wasn’t quite as big as I’d imagined from jokes, uncut of course, and strangest of all, really black, 

coal-black, not the rich chocolate color of his flat stomach and muscled chest. 

 When he started snapping up his overalls, without really meaning to, I reached out and 

touched the dark skin of his shoulder.  It was so smooth, smoother and softer than Lady’s nose.  

“Your skin’s so smooth, Zaya,” I exclaimed and in confusion added, “I’m so furry.” 

 “I ain’t got no hairs ‘cept where you supposed to,” he laughed and closed the second 

snap.  Then he brushed the hair on my chest and added, “But your hair real soft too.” 

 We resumed the unloading, wrestling with the tables and china cabinet in the mounting 

afternoon heat, sweating like hogs.  When it was all off the truck, we flapped out sheets and 

spread them over what was there making a range of white, lumpy mountains.  I got the odd 

feeling of having been here like this before, standing in this quiet, dim place smelling of hay, 

with white sheets over things, and with someone I loved at my side. 

 I turned toward Zaya, and he leaned closer, giving me a silly grin.  Without thinking, I 

kissed his dark lips and tasted his strange mouth, his musky fragrance making me dizzy.  At 

some point we stopped and looked at each other in astonishment.  Zaya recovered first and 

muttered, “I ain’t never kissed no boy before, Mr. Ben.”   
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 I reckoned he must have seen Danny and me kissing, but I didn’t feel embarrassed.  It 

was a loving thing of best friends.  If I was Zaya’s best friend, then he was now also mine.  I put 

my white hand on his black arm and said, “I’m real glad we can be friends for at least one day.” 

# 

 After a break for ice tea, our fourth load consisted of the stuff in my room, bed, couch, 

desk, dresser, and boxes of my books and records, as well as lots of things stored in the garage.  

On the way out to the truck with the records, I mentioned all the great songs I had and discovered 

that Zaya didn’t know anything at all about popular music or American Bandstand.  Amazed 

again at our difference, I offered to give him my radio. 

 “We don’t got no ‘lectricity,” Zaya explained.  So he’d never seen television, and the 

only radio he knew of was in a car.  It was staggering to think of living without such things.  

“But we all sing songs on Sundays at the church house,” he added. 

 By the time everything was unloaded and sheeted with the rest, Zaya and I were hotter 

than the dickens.  I suggested we go over to Mr. Bledsoe’s stock pond that Cousin Lew had told 

me about, just beyond the pine woods.  Actually it was a pulpwood plantation with trees maybe 

20 feet tall about ready to cut with great mats of pine straw all over underneath.  The even rows 

of young pines made long shady corridors to the spots of sunny brightness at the far field. 

 The stock pond, a long rectangular scooped-out basin, edged right up to the pines.  It was 

a bit low this late in summer, and the exposed flat at one end was dotted with those funny mud 

chimneys of crawdads.  Quickly losing our shorts and overalls, we leapt into the deep end, 

sending waves washing around the crawdad towers, melting them down into muddy lumps.  

We dived like ducks and swam around under water, waving at each other through the 

water weeds.  After splashing and horsing around a bit, we floated on our backs looking up at the 

sky.  I felt absolutely blissful like I used to feel with Danny, and Zaya kept looking at me with 

such wonderful friendliness.   

 Out on the bank, we hopped around like jaybirds to shake off the water.  With a chance 

now to look at each other’s naked bodies, I admired his lean dark hips, and like I figured he 

would, Zaya asked, “Where’s all the skin on your dick?”   

I explained how they cut it off when I was a little baby.  The best reason I could give him 

was so it wouldn’t get in the way.  “It don’t get in my way none,” Zaya chuckled and pulled back 

his foreskin so a little one-eyed animal peered out at me.  When I stared, he shyly let it drop.   

I recovered and half-heartedly said, “Maybe we’d best get a move on.” 

 “Maybe so,” Zaya agreed with a sidelong curious look at my prick again.   

Carrying our clothes, we walked into the dark shade of the pine-row, and Zaya’s fingers 

caught mine.  He stopped and said, “I don’t wanna go yet.”   

 “Neither me,” I said.  We dropped our clothes on the ground, and this kiss brought our 

bodies tight up against each other.  We made love right there on the pine straw, wiggling out a 

nest like a deer would.   

Afterwards I lay on top of Zaya, still kissing him hungrily, breathing his wild animal 

smell, unwilling for it to be over so soon.  When we eventually rolled apart, Zaya put his hand on 

my furry chest and said, “Don’t worry none, Mr. Ben.  I won’t never forget you.”   

We kissed again and again and then struggled into our shorts and overalls.  Stumbling 

along the dark, piney corridor back toward the sunlit barn felt like a dream.  Several times in the 

truck I tried to say something, but all I could get out was his name.  Zaya understood.  Once he 

started, “Mr. Ben, I ain’t never…”  But he knew I knew exactly what he’d never done. 

# 
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 Back at the Hill, I left Zaya in the yard for a moment and ran across the road to check on 

things at the café.  Melvin, hard at it with a bunch of customers, said Daddy’d gotten back from 

Texarkana a bit ago and had taken Mom and Janie on down to Horatio’s house.  Then I took 

Zaya into the house to get the money and added a ten-dollar bill of my own.  He stared at the two 

tens and said, “This so much!”  I told him to use one of them just for him and Millie.   

Looking around in the empty house, we found some towels and clothes and dishes for his 

Mamma and a big box of groceries like flour and sugar Mom had left out for them.  For Zaya I 

opened my suitcase and pulled out two heavy flannel shirts I’d never need in New Orleans—and 

my favorite red Frankie Avalon sweater for the same reason.  He took them shyly saying, “I’d be 

proud to wear something of yourn, Mr. Ben, real proud.” 

To put off his leaving, I asked Zaya if he had time to help me turn the pets loose.  “I got 

me plenty time with twenty dollars,” he beamed. 

Out in the yard we discovered that Clark had already taken Lady and Foxy, but Duchess 

and Lobo we’d take with us by Mr. Jack’s in the morning.  Like with Reese, I spent a moment 

thinking a sad goodbye.  In the chickenhouse I showed Zaya what was left of my menagerie, 

three snakes, some white mice (for their food), two terrapins, and three hairy tarantulas. 

 First I took the black spider, Cinder, out of the cage, letting it crawl up my arm, and then 

coaxed the tan and reddish ones onto my hands.  Zaya stood way back making scared noises.  I 

carried them over to the persimmon patch and with a last fond pet, let them creep off into the 

grass.  Zaya called from a great distance, “Now I know where I don’t never go walking!” 

 Down by the edge of the woods we set the mice loose for a head start and came back for 

the snakes.  Zaya wanted to hold my king snake, the one I’d caught once with Danny, and the 

green and yellow diamond pattern of its coils glowed around his black forearm.  When I asked if 

he wanted to take Tut, he said, “Mamma don’t allow for no snakes, but I like them turtles.”  With 

the other snakes, the black Onyx and the bull Minos, writhing all over me, we crossed the pasture 

again and bade farewell as they slithered off among the leaves.  

# 

 On the way back up to the house, Zaya remarked that he ought to get on home and wash 

up.  I got a bright idea for him to use our shower.  When I showed him the shower stall off the 

back porch, he laughed, “I ain’t never took no shower.”  Mom had packed up the plastic curtain 

with flamingos and palm trees, but with our awful water pressure, it was hard to splash much. 

Before you could shake a stick, Zaya was naked again.  I watched the water gleam in 

silver streams along his dark skin.  His head under the spray, the drops rolled right off the tight 

curls, and he laughed at the feeling.  With a bar of Ivory, I slowly rubbed him all over.   

The soapy bubbles were like snow on his black legs like the smooth trunks of saplings.  

There were big dimples on his round butt that looked like the chocolate in Melba’s pies with 

sudsy merengue.  When I rubbed his ticklish sides, he giggled and wiggled.  Being right there on 

the porch, I didn’t dare do more than one careful soapy rub up front, but Zaya still got hard right 

away and real embarrassed.  He spent a good while rinsing off, and I just watched, enchanted. 

From the pile of stuff for his Mamma I got out an old yellow towel, and as he dried off, it 

shone against his skin.  Again time faded away, the sun streaking in the window on him.  I was 

fascinated by that channel running over his hips and the ripples on his stomach.  When his 

overalls were back on, I remembered to breathe again.  

# 

 As another brilliant delaying tactic, I went over the café and got us some chickenfries for 

supper with pie and cream for dessert.  We sat up on the storm cellar with the late afternoon light 
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turning gold through the hickory branches.  Zaya ate with great delight, the cream gravy white on 

his beautiful black lips, and I devoured him with my eyes. 

 While we dined, I told him about New Orleans with its huge live oaks, the pretty houses 

and balconies, and that vast Mississippi River.  Zaya listened in wonder.  He’d never been 

anywhere but Texarkana, and there only a couple times.  “But I hear tell of that Missipp River.” 

 With mixed feelings, I said, “Tell me about Millie.  You go on dates with her?” 

 “Oh, no, Mr. Ben.  We mostly never see each others but at the church house and socials.”  

As though he’d been waiting to talk about her, Zaya went on right away.  “She’d just fifteen 

now, but next year when she sixteen, maybe we can do some dates before we get married.”  He 

took my hand with a nervous smile.  “’Bout that, Mr. Ben—where do you go on a date?” 

 “Well,” I hawed a bit, “you know, somewhere y’all can kiss and make out and all.” 

 “I only kissed Millie a couple times,” Zaya confided.  “But not like us did,” he added 

with a sly grin that made me want another.  But he looked away and remarked again about how it 

was high time for him to get on home. 

 Grasping at straws, I proposed we catch them some chickens too.  It was easy pickings 

from the bantams clucking around the yard, a handful of feed and…  We filled a tow sack with a 

half-dozen hens, and the little rooster with green and gold tail feathers.  Zaya’s Mamma would 

be real happy to have them in her coop. 

 While he tied up the squawking bag, I felt overwhelmed by how terrifically much I loved 

this black boy.  My wish to the Magic Fish came true!  But it was so unfair that now we had to 

say goodbye.  We were standing by my weeping willow, its curtains of branches hanging to the 

ground.  Zaya set the noisy tow sack down and said, “Don’t let’s say bye yet, Mr. Ben.”  We 

stepped through the draping willow screen, and in that secret place, kissed a long goodbye. 

 After loading all the gifts and chickens and terrapins on his truck, it came the awful time 

to shake Zaya’s hand, but all I could say was his name.  He squeezed mine hard and said, “I hope 

you have good luck in that collidge, Mr. Ben.”  We looked at each other sadly, and he added, 

“And I’ll take good care of your spring garden.  Don’t you fret none.”  Then he climbed into the 

cab and waved, and the ancient truck rattled off down the Hill. 

### 
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CHAPTER 15:  STOMPED-ON TOAD-FROG 

# 

 In a daze, I wandered back into the house and sat on the hard floor in my empty room, the 

place where I’d danced so often with the Lockjaw kids to all that good rock and roll.  I listened 

to the echoing silence and started crying.  When I ran out of tears, I stumbled off to the back 

bathroom to shower.  It was a sweet comfort that Zaya’s forgotten yellow towel, dry already, was 

full of his deer-like fragrance.  Putting on some clean clothes out of my suitcase, I suddenly felt 

scared that right now it was happening, the leaving.  Time was speeding up, these last minutes 

racing away like the wind, whirling into the future.  I got so dizzy I sat down on the floor again.    

 Finally able to cope, I went across the highway to the café for my last Saturday night on 

the Hill.  Clark’s wife Vonelle was waitressing, and Melvin wasn’t all that busy with cashiering.  

I plopped on my stool with some chocolate ice cream.  Leaning on the register, Melvin watched 

me slurp.  “I sure hope that college can keep you in eats.” 

 “I’m going to miss you, Melvin,” I said sincerely. 

 “I ‘spect not,” he shrugged, tapping the pencil on the register.  “No, you going off 

somewhere so far away, you won’t be thinking none about us folks.”  A customer came up to 

pay.  After his “Thank you, and y’all come back,” Melvin smiled and told me, “You know, I’d of 

gone off to the city too, back when I was your age, Lord, I sure enough would of.  But with my 

Mama all crippled up…”   

 To help out, I dried some plates for Melvin while he yanked a tray of glasses back and 

forth in the horrible machine.  He said, “But I’ll sure be missing you folks.  Your old man’s 

about the only real friend I got round here, even if I ain’t much for fishing like Joe Ray.”  Then 

he had to go see to a customer’s check. 

 When Daddy pulled up across the road and went into the house, I trotted on over.  He 

explained that he was fixing to take the suitcases down to Horatio’s and looked so relieved and 

happy, almost smiling.  His blue eyes showed excitement and grief.  He patted me on the 

shoulder and said, “Thanks for moving the furniture out, son.”  Even his voice was different. 

 To keep him company, I took the short ride down the Hill.  On the way Daddy explained 

that Melvin would keep the café open tomorrow, and Mr. Stein and his family would get here in 

the afternoon to take over.  He said the Steins had a 13 year-old son, also named Ben.  I laughed 

inside, sadly, at the irony:  another circumcised kid to suffer through his adolescence on Piney 

Hill.  And this time Jewish.  My heart went out to this unknown child. 

 Daddy remarked, “I guess it was right hard on you all these years on the Hill.” 

 “It was okay,” I lied, no use in complaining at this late date.  “Just lonely was all.” 

 “Well, I’m sorry it had to be… you know…”  He turned the car into the Hoopers’ drive. 

 “Don’t worry,” I replied.  “I survived.” 

 Horatio’s white house always smelled to high heaven of cats, which was another reason 

to sleep at home on the Hill tonight.  Horatio and his wife Martha drank tea and watched us bring 

in suitcases.  As we were about to head back up the Hill, he clapped me on the back with good 

luck wishes and harrumphed, “Listen up, boy.  You better watch out now for them communist 

professors and beatniks.”  His warning made me think they might be some interesting folks. 

 Back in the car, Daddy said, “Your mom says you won’t stay with us in New Orleans.” 

 “No, I’ll live at the dorm,” I replied, trying to sound forceful. 

 “And you’re right,” he said to my total surprise.  “You need to set off on your own, son, 

you know, like a… a…”  In the pause as he groped for the right word, I felt a small trace of that 
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feeling I’d once had for this prematurely aging man, silver-haired, who by some random accident 

was my father.  “…like a young man,” he finally said. 

 “Thanks,” I said, immensely relieved.  More like a bird out of a cage.  “Between my 

scholarship and the student job,” I said, “I’ll get along okay.” 

 He pulled the car in behind the mailbox, turned off the motor and lights, looked straight 

at me, and said in fits and starts, “I think you’ll… do just fine, Benny, and I’m…  I’m real proud 

of you.”  Stunned, I simply sat there and watched him get out of the car. 

# 

 At the café, Daddy took over from Melvin, and I sat idly on my stool, my mind filled 

again with that feeling of Zaya’s body against mine under those pine trees.  I only got a couple 

minutes to hold him again before Mary Nell came in with her folks.  We sat in number one for a 

last talk, and right away she got all teary.  “Oh, Benny,” she whispered, “I’m so miserable.” 

 I patted her hand and lied, “We’ll see each other again.” 

 “That’s not what I mean,” she blubbered.  “Benny, I’ve got to get married!  He’s from 

Foreman,” she choked and reached for a paper napkin to dry her eyes. 

 I was horrified speechless by this awful fate befalling my old chum, and with no response 

from me, Mary Nell bawled some more.  While she wept, I kept thinking of Zaya’s mouth, and a 

voice inside screamed that he was gone.  Just like Danny.  After blowing her nose, Mary Nell 

apparently felt better, but I certainly didn’t.   

 When Mary Nell was gone, I again sat on my stool, wistfully imagining Danny popping 

in the door the way he used to, tall and handsome.  Leaving that woe behind, I spun around on 

the stool and remembered the firmness of Zaya’s…  Meanwhile some folks from Falls Chapel 

came in to say bye, and Louie the state patrolman stopped in for a chat with Daddy.  Over more 

chocolate ice cream for old times’ sake, I remembered Zaya’s strong arms around me and... 

# 

 In a minute, Sammy came in with Liz.  They took number four, and I sat beside him.  

They were going steady now for a week already, he said, and Liz looked happy as a pig in hot 

mud.  Funny how looking at her, those things we once did together didn’t seem real.  Both of 

them were sad to hear I was leaving in the morning for New Orleans.  Bringing them Cokes and 

potato chips, I thought about what great brothers we’d have been, Sammy and me. 

 “Oh, Benny,” Liz exclaimed, “I’m going to miss you so much.” 

 “Me, too,” Sammy echoed. 

 “Sammy, baby,” Liz wheedled, “can I give Benny a goodbye kiss for old times’ sake?” 

 Sammy laughed and punched my shoulder.  “You can kiss my girl anytime, Champ.” 

 Liz leapt up, dragged me off into the dining table area, and grabbed me up in the wet kiss 

I remembered, uninspiring actually compared to…  She wiggled close up against me.  Peeking at 

Sammy who was watching us with a curious smile, I started getting hard and rubbed it against 

Liz’s leg.  She broke off the kiss and laughed, “Don’t be naughty, Benny.” 

 I think I blushed, but I looked first to see if Daddy had seen us.  He was way down at the 

far end of the counter taking care of a couple customers.  Sammy gave me a beautiful wink.  At 

that very moment the door opened and in walked Father Jordan.  Swallowing a scream, I told my 

pals that he was our priest, and I had to go talk to him. 

 Sammy leapt up from the booth with, “Not before I say goodbye too!”  He opened his 

arms and stepped toward me, his lips ready for the kiss I wanted.  But he turned slightly away 

and wrapped me in a strong hug, his cheek on mine.  I held tight to him, so much smaller in my 
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arms than Zaya.  He rubbed my back, and there was a spicy smell like clove behind his ear.  

Long moments and then Sammy whispered, “Jesus protect you, brother.” 

 I rubbed his back too and muttered, “You too, brother.” 

 With an extra squeeze, he sighed, “Yah!” and we let go of each other.  Many of the 

customers sitting around were looking at us curiously.  We smiled sadly at each other for more 

moments, until I managed to turn away and go do my duty.   

Father Jordan was sitting on a stool down at the other end of the counter, talking to Mom.  

Daddy was clearly keeping busy elsewhere.  Father lifted his droopy face and greeted me with 

his funny, “Good evening, lad.”  He clapped me on the shoulder and said brightly, “So you’re 

going off to college at last.  Too bad you couldn’t go to Loyola.” 

 “I didn’t apply there, Father,” I said apologetically and took the opportunity to chatter 

about how Loyola was right next door to Tulane and had this great Gothic cathedral. 

 Father asked what I knew was coming, “Would you take Holy Communion, my son?”   

I well knew that he expected me to confess first, but as far as using the Lord’s name in 

vain today when I set a dresser on my toe, I’d already absolved myself of that.  And in my new 

spiritual awareness, I found absolutely nothing impure about the loving afternoon with Zaya.  

“No, thanks,” I said off-handedly and then felt guilty.  Realizing that this priest had so little 

inkling of the hugeness of the real God, and his Church was so limited, so finite, I consoled him 

with a promise to go to Loyola next Sunday for Mass.  That seemed to satisfy him. 

To be hospitable, I walked Father Jordan out to his car.  He placed his hands on my 

shoulders and intoned, “Dear Lord, bless this pure youth as he sets out for the university.  Let 

him not be led down the paths of evil in that city, but may his studies prosper and bear the fruits 

of learning.  In Christ Jesus, our Lord.”  He touched my cheek and added, “Dominus vobiscum.” 

“Et cum spiritu tuo,” I responded properly, touched by this blessing from the man who’d 

listened patiently to all my so-called sins for so many years. 

# 

When I went back into the café, I found that Sammy and Liz had gone already, out riding 

no doubt.  I racked up glasses and cups for the dishwasher in one last bout with the monster.  It 

helped calm me down in the swirl of emotional goodbyes.  Recalling Zaya’s goodbye kiss, I 

found a few more tears and understood clearly that my anguish was being in love.  This passion 

was far more real than any of those longings I’d ever felt for lovely Annette—even more fierce 

than my vast love for Danny.  Again I leaned against the hideous machine and wept, never to see 

Zaya again.  Nevermore!  

Later, twirling on my stool again, I munched M&Ms, the sadness growing broader and 

deeper as I pondered on Sammy and Zaya, Danny and Annette.  I saw that they’d now become 

like those frail shells in the blue clay of my past.  Not only they, but all my friends, everybody in 

my past, were turning into fossils.  All that chocolate may not have helped my mood. 

What did help was little Willie coming in with his folks.  Only he wasn’t so little 

anymore, probably grew two inches over the summer, nearly as tall as me.  Wanting to be alone, 

we went outside down past the rosebush and sat on the huge chain in the moonlight looking 

down the bright road and out over the silvered tops of the pines on the hillside. 

After our sad remarks about really missing each other, Willie looked down at his hands 

and said in a choked voice, “I want to tell you something, Benny—I love you.”  Big tears ran 

down his cheeks.  I lifted his chin and not daring otherwise, kissed his forehead, which made him 

start sobbing and cuddle close, sniffling on my shoulder. 
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Feeling a sweet love for him as well, I stroked Willie’s hair and cheek and said, “You can 

come visit me in New Orleans, and we can—”  

“—No,” he moaned, “Daddy don’t believe in big cities—he’d never let me go.” 

We sat holding hands until his folks came out.  To say that awful final word, Willie 

waited till their brown truck was heading off down the Hill and waved out the window. 

Afterwards, feeling squeezed out empty, or as Ruthie would say, “like a stomped-on 

toad-frog,” I diddled on my stool over ice tea thinking of Zaya and me in the pines, in the pines, 

where the sun…  Shortly, Joe Ray came in and punched my shoulder.  “Give ‘em hell in that 

college, big fellow,” he laughed.   

Daddy asked me, “Why don’t you take over a bit so Joe Ray and me can go outside and 

talk?”  Of course I was glad to oblige.  Besides most of the customers were taken care of, and 

any more would be for sure my last ones forever.   

The first one to come in was that cute curly-headed guy from DeQueen name of Georgie.  

He wished me good luck in the future and like Sammy, hugged me goodbye.  I was getting to 

like hugging and may have squeezed little Georgie too hard.  But he didn’t seem to mind.  Going 

out the door, he smiled real big and waved. 

# 

Nearly eleven, I headed back across the road, real weary in my muscles from the hauling 

and hefting all day.  Out in the backyard, finally alone, I stretched out naked on my pine straw 

bed and looked out from the darkness under the hickory tree at the moonlit yard saying goodbye 

to the trees, the chickenhouse, and the dog pen.  Lobo and Duchess came over and lay close by. 

I closed my eyes with the wistful thought of wonderful Zaya and marveled about my 

black brother living all this time just a couple miles off across the woods.  The night breeze 

whispering in the hickory leaves, I felt again my hands soaping up his strong thighs.  Was Zaya 

lying in his bed thinking about me too right now?  Maybe it was the moonlight, or the hard work 

of the day, but I had a long complicated dream— 

It’s golden evening, and I go to the river.  Trees in straight rows, but they’re huge tall 

oaks that make me think Tudor.  The sunset turns amber, rays slanting through the columns.  

Standing on the high bank, I say to myself, “It’s too late to swim.”  Below, there are jagged 

rocks in the bank.  A chorus of voices sings sweetly, “Here are the crawdad towers of shrimp-

gulls, here the polyp tubes of ash-clay, and chandelier coral.” 

Swift water in front of me, a wide river, and I follow its sinuous channel fast to the sea, 

which draws back, baring sand dunes and fields of sharp stones.  A rain of powdery shells falls 

and shatters to blue dust.  I don’t want to stay here, so I fly high, high overhead and away, 

across the land, a desert-crosser returning, outrunning the river.  Beneath blur rows of honey-

green orchards to a blue lake.   

Now I’m on the ground behind a big house among dark cedars.  A familiar voice, 

Danny’s, calls “Annie Over!”  We’re playing that stupid game.  Again I feel desperate to see 

him.  I run in the back door through an empty kitchen and down a hall past rooms of furniture 

draped with sheets.  And I know it’s our house, Danny’s and mine, the one he dreamed of. 

I open the big front door to let Danny in, but he isn’t there.  So I step out onto the porch 

of that beautiful plantation house with white columns looking out over the lake.  Suddenly I see 

him running across the field, waving, and I find myself breathing hard as though I’ve just been 

running too.  Danny is beautiful in the golden evening, laughing.  I motion him in the door. 

Evening sun streams through the windows, swirling around us.  In the parlor, the sheets 

are strangely gone from the furniture.  Little green turtles sit and crawl all over the sofa, chairs, 
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and tables.  Danny stands in front of me, a blush on his smooth cheeks and a glitter in his eye.  

Amber light burns like honey on his shoulders, and my own arm is also gilded.  But my skin 

grows dark, dark like molasses, like Zaya’s.  Danny’s arms encircle me, and there’s a blinding 

joy of flowing into one another. 

And we slide down, down, like down a boat slide, down a mossy channel into the lake 

among the reed pools.  The water is thick and soft around us, the warm blood of the ancient 

living Earth.  Part of it, Danny and I, I and he, we drift slowly around among waving seaweed.  

And I know that we, and everything else, are just cells in the body of the giant animal Earth. 

Above, the sun glimmers down from a high shimmering circle on the surface, flashing 

through undulating sea-grasses.  Fish dart about, brightly colored, splashes on the green.  These 

are the glossons, the threrches, emerald black and leaf-brown birds, and we are they, in plumes 

and veils of rainbow-feathered fins, floating forever together and one. 

—Awaking with a feeling of ecstasy, I looked at the spots of moonlight on my skin, still 

hearing the echo of those mysterious names, the glossons and threrches.  All thought of sleep 

gone, I got up and walked around the cherry laurel into the side yard.  The café neons were off, 

so it had to be after one, maybe even two.  The Desoto was still here, and Joe Ray’s car too.  Off 

under the pines, a glow shone from the window of number five.  Seemed Daddy and his best 

buddy still hadn’t managed to say bye yet. 

Drifting across the backyard, I wandered out the gate into the pasture with Lobo tail-

wagging alongside.  The moon was already over in the western sky, the trees down the slope 

blurry and soft in its light.  The shadow under the cedar was inky dark, and the cliffs of the 

gravel pit glowed white.  Overhead a late owl whirred by.  All around the night was so very still, 

even the crickets asleep.  Only the lonely sound of someone chugging up the Hill. 

A thrill of excitement surged through my arms and legs.  Tomorrow was but a few short 

hours away, and I’d really be leaving Piney Hill behind at last.  All those years of waiting and 

longing were about over.  Tomorrow!  My life would start tomorrow morning!  Exhilarated by 

the great unknown future awaiting me, I chased in wild circles with Lobo.  Gamboling around 

the pasture like a lunatic elf, I decided to make the last of my wishes—that Zaya, my black elf-

boy, were here to frolic with me. 

Getting weary again, I snuggled my sweet Lobo another goodbye and wondered when I’d 

ever again get to dance like this, naked in the moonlight.  I turned back toward the house where 

the trees were fuzzily silver, and my willow shimmered in the night breeze.  Drowsily I crossed 

the pool of dappled dark under the big hickory to my pine straw bed, the moon-shadows making 

strange patterns and shapes on it.  In the stillness I seemed to hear Zaya’s voice again, like an 

echo—“Don’t let’s say bye yet, Mr. Ben.” 

 

#END# 

 


